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FOLLOWING THE TANGLED THREADS

BEGINS

Alton Richards Knocked
Captain Wincapaw Carried Twenty-seven Passengers By Authorities Still Adrift As To Whereabouts Of Mrs. Fred
Down on Camden Street,
Wellman and Escaped Convict Boulieu—Elopement,
Way Of Dedication Yesterday
and Loses Left Leg
Suicide, Murder, Or What?
Alton W. Richards, a well known
The Maine Air Transportation i
resident of Bay View S..uare was the
victim of a very unfortunate accident Company began scheduled service beThursday night, and is in serious con
tween Rockland and the islands yes- i
dition at Knox Hospital.
About 8.30 he was crossing Camden
street with a wheelbarrow load of
rubbish, when a motorcycle, which is
said to have been seesawing in the
manner familiar to those machines,
struck him with such force that he
was thrown nearly 20 feet, according
to the report of a spectator.
Benjamin Bisbee, son of Road
Commissioner Bisbee went to the as
sistance of the victim,who was later
accompanied to the hospital by Stew
art Gross. Richards' condition was
found to be so serious that it was
necessary to amputate the left leg
above the knee joint; also one finger
on the right hand. His face was also
badly cut and bruised, and at one
time internal injuries were feared.
Mr. Richards is 51 and married, his
wife being formerly Jennie L. Phllbrook.
The driver of the motorcycle was
Russell Merchant, a young Camden
man. He stopped to render what as
sistance might be possible.

Two round trips will be made daily,
leaving Rockland at 8 a. m. and 4.30
The disappearance of Mrs. Fred
As Wellman started toward them
p. m., and to this schedule will be Wellman, who left her home in Rock the farmhand left on the run, and a
Steak Dinners, Hot Barbecue Roast Chicken
*
added a noonday trip, as soon as port one week ago Thursday con scene ensued between Mr. and Mrs.
------------- ---------=■
the circumstances warrant that tinues a profound mystery in spite of Wellman, in which the angry, hus
Sandwiches, Salads, Light Lunches
£ I? ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •«. .«. •«. .«. •••
•••
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move.
the unceasing investigation made by band used violence, according to his
—
What we frankly give, forever —
The first passengers yesterday were authorities and newspaper sleuths. own admission, the officers say.
•* Is our own.—Granville.
♦
•••
Dr. L. G. Tewksbury, Milo Clark, Several persons believe they saw her
' .•< .». .«. .«. .«. .*. .*.
,e. p
That the intimacy of Boulieu and
George Howard Noyes and George in Rockland and Rockport on the day Mrs. Wellman did not cease after this
SHIBLES’ PROPOSITION
Dunton all of Stonington, and a spe in question, but nobody can be found incident Is evident from information
cial
noonday trip was made to carry who even claims to have seen her which has come to the officers that
Would Have 4-H Clubs of Maine Meet
them back after they had transacted later than April 23.
at State Fair Grounds In Lewiston
there was a telephone conversation
their business here.
A proposition was made by Lester
Mystery likewise surrounds the between the two on the eve of their
H Shibles, State leader of the 4-H
Matinicus will also be a port of present whereabouts of William At mysterious departure, in the course
j agricultural clubs, at a meeting of
call, and certainly deserves to be, as kinson, who was employed as a farm- of which, it is alleged, arrangements
the Maine State Fair officials
the enterprising citizens of that town , jlun£j py
priest of Rockport, and were made for a meeting on the
Wednesday to make the fair the
bought $1000 worth of stock in the who, as already told in these columns morrow.
j headquarters for an encampment of
FIRST PRIZE ..................... $25.00
new corporation.
4-H club members to come from
was identified as Alden Boulieu, life
Boulieu passed Leslie Dean's place
SECOND PRIZE ................
20.00
every county in the State.
The majority of the stock is held convict, who escaped last September on West street at 8.30 next morning
Trustees of the association visited
THIRD PRIZE.....................
15.00
by residents of Rockland and Penob from the State Hospital in Augusta. and was recognized by Dean. Mrs.
the grounds to determine the
FOURTH PRIZE................
10.00
scot Bay who cannot fail to feel a
j advisability of such a step, and a
Boulieu was at the store of Enos Wellman left her home between 9
personal
interest in the success of the Ingraham in Rockport Thursday and 9,30 that morning. The foot
j
meeting
will
be
held
May
8.
,
SIX PRIZES OF $5.00 EACH
An assembly hall large enough to
Maine Air Transportation Company. April 23 between 11 and 11.30 a. m, prints of a man and a woman were
J. B. Ham Company’s Chick Growing Contest will cover the first
accommodate 112 young people,
Captain William H. Wincapaw who and sought to get trusted for a bottle subsequently discovered near a pair
eight weeks of brooding.
would be needed as well as dormi
was responsible for the Rockland air of vanilla, but was denied that privi of bars separating the Wellman and
This contest is to help you get the greatest possible results from
tories for boys and girls. Space is
port being established by the Curtiss- lege. He spent Thursday night at Priest farms—whose footprints no
your chicks.
available for this purpose, and Mr.
August 15 will be the final day for the contest. The poultry
Shibles found the location all that
MANIAC ON BOARD
Wright Flying Service is pilot-man- Fred Dean’s rooming hoi^se in Cam body is prepared to say.
raiser who has raised a high percentage of chicks to eight weeks,
could be desired.
Captain William H. Wincapaw, Man- ! aBer of the new corporation, and has den, taken thither by Albert Allen,
Augustus Wellman, father-in-law
kept the best record, and written the best 250-word letter telling
TO TALK WITHEUROPE
And Capt. William F. Baker
ager of tlie New Service
J the utmost confidence of the patrons. who knew him only as William At of Mrs. Wellman recalls that on the
how, will be the winner of the first prize; $20.00 will go to the sec
j He is using at present a seven-pas kinson, Priest's farmhand.
ond best, etc.
morning of her disappearance she
of the Freighter Santa Ce
The Federal Radio Commission has
senger heated cabin DeLuxe plane on
RULES OF THE CONTEST
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick visited the appeared to be flushed and excited,
issued a permit to the American
cilia
Wires
For
Aid
terday, 27 passengers being carried pontoons, equipped with a J-6 300
Telephone and Telegraph Company
1. Only chicks fed on Larro can be entered in this contest. Only
room which the supposed Boulieu oc a condition in which he never re
for construction of a $2,000,000 trans
Maine poultry raisers are eligible.
h. p. Wright motor.
the opening day.
cupied and saw articles of clothing members of having seen her.
Whether
the
Santa
Cecilia,
a
Phil

atlantic
radio
station
near
Bradley.
2. Not less than 100 chicks may be entered,—any chicks hatched
which the man had worn—larrigans,
Except for the apparent fact that
adelphia
freighter
with
a
crew
of
30
Some
months
ago
a
crew
of
men
between March 1 and June 1.
business depression which has pros overalls and heavy stockings. Bou Mrs. Wellman and Boulieu went
I secured options on large acreages men, was under the control of a
3. Final record and letter must be mailed to J. B. Ham Co., Auburn,
PAINTED
NO
LILIES
trated and is today prostrating the lieu had engaged the room for a week, separate ways, and both have since
near that town and it was then re maniac who had smashed the ship’s
Maine, not later than Aug. 10.
great centers of this country. True,
ported that such a station would be radio apparatus, puzzled shipping
but had made no payment, and de been seen it would be easy to reach
built. The station would provide an authorities in San Diego, Calif., yes Lincoln Colcord Told Rotary there has been a bit of reflex action,
parted next morning. Mr. Dean the conclusion that there had been
J. B. HAM COMPANY,
terday.
but
the
stable,
diversified,
well
bal

other long-wave telephone channel
Club Some Cold Facts anced economic scheme of the State visited his room during the night, an elopement. It is likewise appar
Auburn, Maine,
From a point off isolated Cape San
between this country and Europe.
I want to enter your $100 Chick Growing Contest.
Lucas, Lower California, the ship’s
j and the conservative habit of her taking to his lodger a blanket which ent that Mrs. Wellman’s departure
About U. S.
I captain, William F. Baker of Rock- i
_____
i people have kept us in a sphere apart. he thought the latter might need, on
from home was not premeditated for
Name .......................................................................................................
i land, wired the following to the
Lincoln Colcord, introduced as "We do not rise so high as the urban
account
of
the
chilliness.
He
found
$115.00 PORTABLE ELECTRIC Naval District in San Diego:
the reason that she was engaged in
writer, world traveler and progres- ■ centers, but by the same token, we do
Address............................................................................................
Latest Model. Rej ossessed
“Santa Cecilia needs aid. Are j sive thinker, gave the Rotary Club ! not dr°P s° low/'
Boulieu still awake, lying in bed, with housework at the time of her dis
New Machine Guarantee
naval vessels near us? We have a I----.«.!— ..
—. ------j— I j The speaker diagnosed the rest of
the light still on.
appearance, and food intended for
something
to think -u
about
yesterday
| maniac on board, armed and violent in
his address on "Present Day Eco- I the country as suffering from severe
“I have been lying here thinking,” the noonday meal was cooking on
$50.00
Net
Cash
Enrolling does not obligate me to send in final report on chicks.
ly insane.’’
nomics.” As Mr. Colcord sees it, economic ills induced by the efforts j the lodger told Dean, “and was Just the stove.
25% Off On Any Electric for your
Capt. Baker’s present trip has been
of industrialists and politicians to
old machine, regardless of make a hectic one. Off Cape Hatteras his Maine has really not experienced the bolster up our inflated dollar long going to put the light out.”
There are two other theories open
OPEN LETTER FROM A LARRO BOOSTER
or how old
ship was in a hurricane two days and
■ after the Best of the world was
This is the last known of Boulieu —one that Mrs. Wellman may have
April 14, 1931.
nights.
Two
lifeboats
were
lost
and
I struggling back to true values. This unless he is the stranger who was committed suicide because of domes
Saturday, Monday Only the captain's quarters were flooded.
J. B. HAM COMPANY,
unhealthy condition was maintained
Rockland, Maine
The damage was estimated at $2000,
several years in direct defiance of yesterday reported as having been tic worries; the other that she has
SINGER
Gentlemen:
according to a letter from Capt.
natural economic law and was aggra hanging around a Belfast pool room. met with foul play, but if so at whoso
In reference to your inquiry, I am glad to state I find Larro
SEWING MACHINE CO. Baker received by Edward Gonia.
vated by installment buying, stock Sheriff Frank H. Cooper of Waldo hands, and what disposition has been
Chick Starter a very fine feed.
10 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND Lawrence Upham of Thomaston is
market plunging and promises of con- County notified Sheriff Harding to made of the body?
I should not care to say it is better than any other feed on the
53‘lt
boatswain on the St. Cecilia.
i tinued prosperity impossible of fulthis effect, and said that the man
AT ONCE
Attorney General C. F. Robinson is
market, but I can say honestly that I have not yet used a better one.
! Aliment.
My mortality for the first eight weeks period on 1000 chicks is
had left there headed toward Rock keeping in close touch with the case
APPLY
under 3% and the chicks are very even in size and have feathered
land. Sheriff Cooper came to Rock and may visit the scene this after
Mr. Colcord took President Hoover
exceptionally well for the time of year. I have weighed several that
land, in person, and on his return was noon. He went over the matters
to
task
for
failing
in
leadership
at
a
tip the scales at 2% pounds.
j critical time and criticised his recent accompanied by Deputy Sheriffs thoroughly by phone this morning
I am planning to use Larro for the larger part of my chicks
SHIPBUILDERS
statements demanding that wages be Ludwick and Cavanaugh.
They with County Attorney Ensign Otis,
this year.
AT
kept up and standards of American learned that the suspicious stranger who is leaving no stone unturned to
Very truly yours,
TEL. 490
ROCKLAND
| living be maintained. He felt that it
I
'Signed) FOSTER D. JAMESON.
i is impossible to keep wages at false had gone down the Battery road clear up the mystery.
53&55
The Attorney General has ruled
heights in the face of present foreign about 3 o'clock (yesterday afternoon).
WITH
competition and thought wages and The officers took up this trail and that the State cannot offer a reward
.^.j.
.j. 4.4. 4. 4.4.4.
4 ❖❖ ❖ ❖<.4,4,^4,4>4>4,4,,5,4,4,*5,4,,5,4,4,4"5
i standards of living had both suffered later made a search of the cottage in excess of $50 for the apprehension
BILL WINCAPAW
i at least severe dents with 6,000,0001
... .
, .
nf
IN A
men idle, a condition under which j co,on» at Nor,hP°rt without gaining of Boulieu, that being the sum
any
clue.
designated by the State. No reward
Large 7-Passenger Travel-air Monoplane
j standards automatically fall under
Town Hall
impulse of natural economic law
This morning It was learned that has yet been offered in the case ot
on Pontoons
Mass production, that particularly a camp had been broken into at Mrs. Wellman.
| American development, is doomed ac- Hosmer’s Pond and this, too, is be
OWL’S HEAD
SUNDAY, MAY 3
A
■ cording to Mr. Colcord, because the
*
Now Running Daily Trips Between
At The Foot of Tillson Avenue
OVER HALF RAISED
present pioduc'ion facilities are such ing investigated by the sheriff’s de
j that world markets are constantly partment on the ground that no
j glutted and no market exists. He detail should be overlooked.
Marker Fund For 4th Maine
, felt that a demand for tariff reduc
Silver King Orchestra
The sheriff’s force yesterday
Field Grows—What Relief
tion was unavoidable so that foreign
Rockland, Maine
|
and Intermediate Points
Admission 50c and 25c
nations could pay their indebtedness checked up on two interesting and
52*53
Corps Did
One
to this country witli goods instead of possibly significant reports.
gold. To his mind the most depress was that Mrs. Wellman had been
$
LEAVE ROCKLAND DAILY 11 A. M.
P!fa of the patrlotlc women of
ing feature of the present economic seen between 11 and 11.30 a. m. on
♦
Rockland for a permanent marker on
❖
crisis is the absolute bankruptcy ot
LEAVE PORTLAND DAILY 6 P. M.
*
❖
this country in industrial and politi the morning of her disappearance the old camp ground on Middle street
♦
❖
walking on West street, hatless, with hill is creating much interest and it
❖
cal leadership.
❖
i
Full Loads To Any Point At Any Time
❖
In conclusion he expressed the be a fur-collared blue coat over a white is earnestly hoped that public gen
lief that a period of sane and sound house dress marked with red flow erosity will further supplement their
+
❖
i
efforts. Ruth Mayhew Tent started
Rockland Tel. 1134
Portland Tel. Forest 1048
deflation was ahead—that wages and
❖
commodities would tumble sharply ers. She wore dark stockings and the ball rolling with an initial gift of
to true values and ventured the pro black shoes, according to Percy Bry $25. Capt. Joseph Melvin contribut
❖
James W. Mulloy, Ralph W. Jewell, Props.
f
+
ON
phecy that wage cuts in the great ant, Jr„ who told Deputy Sheriff ed $5 and The Courier-Gazette adds
*
steel industry would blaze the trail Ludwick about the incident yester its $5. Yesterday came the word
•>
f
Rockland Headquarters, 3 Rockland Street
that Edwin Libby Relief Corps had
<•
in the immediate future for a veri day,
+
*
made a handsome gift of $75 with
table landslide of similar reductions.
Bryant is unacquainted with Mrs. every member pledging $1 additional.
Mayor Richardson spoke briefly on
The old wooden marker on the his
the matter of the public landing and Wellman, but was told by his
plans were completed for the forth companion, Vernon Tolman, that it toric camp site of the 4th Maine In
fantry has rotted down and the pa
coming conference at Houlton. The was she.
triotic orders wish to replace it wi»h
club voted to cooperate with the Le
The
officers
also
checked
up
on
the
a stone bearing a bronze commem
gion in a Fourth of July celebration.
Visiting Rotarians were -Marcus story of Henry Perry of Lisle street. orative slab. The total cost will ap
Chandler, Dr. Jameson, and Col. E Rockland, who saw a woman in proximate only $250 due to many
A. Robbins of Camden, and I. R. Cut Crockett’s 5 and 10 cent Store at 3 courtesies promised in the matter of
the stone and setting. Over half the
ler of'Old Town. Mayor Richardson
and George Walker of Warren were o’clock last Saturday afternoon mak desired sum is already in hand and
ing a purchase at the stocking contributions may be brought or
guests.
counter. She was very large, wore no mailed to The Courier-Gazette Office
to John M. Richardson, fund treas
hat, and had on what seemed to Mr. urer.
Perry to be a man’s blue overcoat
EAT AND ENJOY
over a house dress, with only the top
The May term of Superior Court
button fastened. The clerk, Mrs. begins nexhTuesday. Two auto cases
and a contested divorce case are
Ross Hewett recalls having waited docketed for the first day. There may
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
49-tf
upon a customer answering somewhat be no criminal trial. The traverse
Tenant’s Harbor
to that description.
jurors report Thursday morning.
Will Open For The Season
The officers regard as significant
4,4^4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4^+44,4.4. q.4.4,4.4.4.4<4,4*4* 4* 4*4* 4-4* 4* 4I4>4* 4*4* 4-4" 4* 4*4*4-4* 4^
the story of George Kaler of Camden YOUR FAVORITE POEM
SUNDAY, MAY 3
t
❖
street who says that he saw Mrs.

& 1 OiY *n Cash
«P 1V V Prizes

for Poultry Raisers of Maine

^EWiNG"MACHINES

CARPENTERS

WANTED

PASSENGER FLIGHTS

♦I. L Snow Co.

i

ONE PENNY A POUND

DANCE

1 EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS

|

Monday, May 4

ROCKLAND AND PORTLAND

MAINE AIR TRANSPORTATION CO.

*

*

NEW SPRING PRICES

♦

COAL

NOW IN EFFECT

Order Now While Prices Are Low

CHISHOLMS

BigElmTRoom

We Sell The Best Grades of American Coal

♦

❖
❖
❖
❖

NOTICE

Stove,

Because of the general adoption of Daylight

♦,
♦
I
X1

Saving Time by neighboring communities the

?

Pea,

banks of Thomaston will open at 8.00 a. m. and
close at 2.00 p. m. Eastern Standard Time, ex

cept Saturdays when they will open at 8.00 a.

I
❖

ton
ton 15.50I Lump Soft,
New River Soft Coal, ton
ton 15.50
5 Ton Lots Soft Coal, ton
ton 15.50 Ovoids,
ton
ton 14.50 Coke,
ton
ton
ton 10.00 Cleer-Coal,

Egg,

Nut,

Buckwheat,

10.00
9.00
8.50
15.00
14.00
18.00

+
+

A,.

Thomaston National Bank

f

♦
51-53

Mrs. Fannie Morris
TENANT’S HARBOR, ME.
Telephone Tenant’s Harbor 51

On June 1st Prices Will Be Advanced

DANCE

❖
♦
❖

Georges National Bank

Special Luncheon Reservations
made for Bridge Parties and Other
Groups on Short Notice.
Use of Dance Ilall If Required

The Above Prices To Apply To All Coal Delivered By June 1st

m. and close at 1 1.00 a. m. Eastern Standard

Time.

CHICKEN and LOBSTER
DINNERS

♦
X
1

M. B. <3 C. O. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET

TEL. 487

ROCKLAND, MAINE
53-55

Wellman standing in front of the
Senter Crane store in this city. He
is well acquainted with the woman
and was going across the street to
speak to her when somebody else
claimed her attention.
That Boulieu’s presence on the
Priest farm disturbed the domestic
harmony of that neighborhood, with
especial reference to the Wellman
family cannot be doubted.
Two or three weeks ago, accord
ing to the story told to the officers,
Wellman returned home and found
Boulieu—then known to him as Atkin
son, conversing with Mrs. Wellman
back of the house.

Wednesday, May 6
Owl’s Head Town Hall

Smalley’s Orchestra
Auspices Bay View Society

53-54

NOW OPEN
MOOSEHEAD COFFEE
HOUSE AND CABINS
Moosehead Lake Highlands
GREENVILLE, ME.
Edith M. Barney, Prop.
52-53

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes is a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

EVENING HYMN
Slowly by Ood’s hand unfurled.
Down around the weary world
Falls the darkness: oh. how still
Is the working of Thy will!

*
*

Mighty Maker! Here am I—
Work in me as silently.
Veil the day’s distracting sights.
Show me heaven's eternal lights.

From the darkened sky come forth
Countless stars, a wondrous birth!
So may gleams of glory dart
Through the dim abyss, my heart;

Living worlds to view He brought
In the boundless realms of thought.
High and infinite desires.
Burning like those upper fires.

Holy truth, eternal right.
Let them break upon my sight.
Let them shine unclouded, still.
And with light my being fill.
Thou art there. Oh. let me know
Thou art here within me too;
Be the perfect peace of God
Here as there now shed abroad.

May my soul attuned be
To that perfect harmony
Which, beyond the power of sound.
Fills the universe around.
—Rev. William Henry Fumes®*

•

The Courier-Gazette ! MRS- snows poppies

*
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was in earthquake

the nautilus sails

THREE-TIMESA-WEEK
Figured Conspicuously In the Grandson of Former Rock- Famous Polar Submarine Is
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me., May 2. 1931.
Proceedings of District
land Man Saw Exciting
Powered Wth Sixty Ton
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie.
who on oath declares that he is Press
Exide
Times
In
Nicaragua
Council
Meeting
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
April 30. 1931. there was printed a total
The appended news story from the I "Swiftly gliding through the wa
Mrs. Anne Snow, national execu
of 6263 copies.
W. H BUTLER,
tive committee woman and national Antioch (Calif.) Ledger will in ter," said Ernest House of HouseNotary Public.

Every-Other-Day

"on my set”

A RIFLE CHAMPION

President Hoover's address at
the opening session of the Inter
national Chamber of Commerce
convention will be broadcast
Monday, from 11.30 o'clock to
noon.
«•>>•••••
The Cathedral Echoes, mixed
quartet, is now scheduled for
every Monday at 10.30 p, m.
May 4, the group will give a half
hour of negro spirituals

Palm Beach Marksman Who
Had Relatives Here Ob
serves 83d Birthday

93%

The Palm Beach Post; of April 19
published an interesting article con
poppy chairman of the Eastern dis
Sherman, local Exide dealers, "the
cerning W. Milton Farrow of that
Blessed are they that do his com trict, and Mrs Susie Lamb, chaplain terest many Knox County readers, as Wilkins submarine "Nautilus” recent
city, a half brother of the late Mrs.
mandments, that they may have of the Second District Council, at ! the young man whom it concerns is
all aviation motors in
Helen Pendleton and of the mother
right to the tree of life, and may tended the meeting of the Council a grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. ly started on the first leg of the
hazardous voyage to the North Pole,
— •—
enter in through the gates into the in Lewiston, which, with more than Mills, formerly of Rockland.
of Mrs. A. D. Bird; and who will be
powered by the giant 60 ton Exide
city—Rev. 22:14.
125 attendants, proved one of the
. • • .
The best program I heard
remembered by a number of locc.i
National Aircraft Show
battery
with
which
the
craft
is
most interesting in months. Mrs.
Vivian Mills, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday night came over sta
citizens. The story follows:
equipped.
To
those
of
us
whose
ac

tion CKAC "Mo’real.” Do I
Dr. B. E. Flanders who has been In Agnes J. Bourisk of Sanford, State ' W. A. Mills, who is an aviator in the
On his eighty-third birthday,
imagine it, or are the Canadian
Boston for a few days will attend president, made her first visit to the United States Marine Corps, and now quaintance with storage batteries is
•••were Twin Ignition!
which he celebrated Saturday, W.
stations a little clearer than ours,
the annual meeting of the Massachu Second District Council, having just ! stationed in Nicaragua, writes home limited to »automobile and radio
Milton Farrow, of 710 M street, re
and arc the programs a little bet
setts Dental Society to be held at returned from a four months’ stay in J of some if the experiences he had in sizes." continued Mr. House, "this
the earthquake, which took so many massive battery which will light, opter?
the Hotel Statler for four days be Florida.
called many interesting events in his
e^te and propel the “Nautilus" while
Mrs. Agnes Bradley of Rumford. I lives as its toll.
ginning Monday. It is expected to be
life which have placed him as the
At the National Aircraft Show just held in
■one of the largest gatherings of department vice president, presided,I Early this week, his parents re- submerged, is almost unbelievable in
The formal greetings which New
foremost marksman in the country,
Detroit, all but tuo of the aircraft were
dentists ever assembled anywhere in and Capt. P. H Hershey of Togus. | ceived letters telling of his safety. size and capacity.
York will extend the King and I of which a large number of handsome
"One hundred and twenty cells,
the United States, to include den chaplain at the National Soldiers’ and he told a few facts about the
Queen of Siam when America’s i trophies in his home bore evidence.
powered
by motors with Twin Ignition
tists from the New England region Home, delivered the principal ad disaster, in which a number of the each well over five feet high and
royal guests pay an official visit
He became associated with the
weighing
almost
half
a
ton
have
been
(2
spark
plugs
per cylinder instead of one).
Marines
were
killed
or
injured.
dress.
as well as from outside states. As in
to City Hall will be broadcast ! firearms business early in his career,
Some extracts from his letter fol- installed in the craft. This big Exide
Capt. Hershey’s talk was on the
former years the “teaching clinics”
at noon Monday.
•
■ in New York City, following the Civil!
will form an important part of the lines of endeavor by the Legion ! low, and they will be of great interest battery is similar to the batteries
War,
when
he
exploited
the
Ballard
1
used
in
most
of
the
submarines
in
Nash,
pioneer
of
progress
in motor car
to
Antioch
residents,
because
Vivian
program. At these clinics virtually Auxiliary, and he stressed the value
The speech of Gov. Franklin D.
rifle. Winning the championship
commission today. Think of the tre
every phase of dentistry will be cov of the poppy shop at Togus. citing is known to all of them:
design,
brings
the
advantages
of Twin
Roosevelt
delivered
before
the
match at Creedmon, L. I., with a
"We have been busy as bees ever mendous power necessary to propel
ered and the work performed with instances where veterans suffering
Young Men’s Democratic Club in j sporting rifle, in 1879, he'repeated his
Ignition
to
you.
Both
the
Nash
Eight-90
this
craft.
175
feet
long
and
approxi
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This picture is made to order for from St. Petersburg. Fla., where he Jeans' new book "The Mysterious
sufficiently interested in it to invoke
Who cherished honor more than gold
Tracy and it is hard to imagine an
the referendum.
three months with the rifle Universe." a great seller, tells us that
His face Is toward the glad sunrise.
other actor doing such a great job as served
everything that science has to say Is
Edward C. Moran, Jr.
team.
When :Iow ■ the dawn in Eastern skies:
this recent Broadway star does in
“frankly speculative and uncertain."
Rockland, April 30.
* * » ♦
Upon the Rork of GBlllee.
the role of "Bugs Raymond."
This scientist was probably quite
He builds with faith and Industry.
A New Discovery in the Art of Cooking
The baseball team of the “Kick” is unconscious that he was confirming
“Bugs” is a truck driver with am
WHAT'S
IN'
A
NAME
He loves fresh air. the out-of-doors.
getting ready for its summer schedule the quotation from Jeremiah. We
bitions.
social
as
well
as
commercial.
The waves that break on ocean shores;
Obtained Through the Combined Efforts of the Best
The mountains, meadows, vales and
Salted peanuts are a confection He launches on a "business" career and as there are some new men to have tried to discover whether pres
and soon we see him as the boss of pick from it is expected to have the ent day science has anything to saV
and
not
a
food,
rules
the
Interstate
The upward path that c^lls nnd thrills.
Chemists and Cooks. It is a Citrus Baking Powder
strongest team in three years.
Commerce Commission in blasting his city.
on certain difficult questions which
• * • •
Everything goes smoothly until
are perhaps set forever beyond hu
A friend Is he of bird and dog.
the hopes of enterprising peanut
Made from Three Crow Cream Tartar (a Product of
The eamp-ltre and the burning log:
H. E. Dennis, Yeo. lc. has returned man understanding.
“Bugs” falls in love with the sister
We cannot
The pines, the streams, the river's flow. growers to send this product under of the man whom he has forced to from four days’ leave. Jack Mus
Grapes) Citric Acid (a Product of Lemons) Abso
claim to have discerned more than a
third-class rail rates instead of
The winter winds that pile up snow.
second class (food). Incidentally, the accept him as a partner. He decides grave, R. M. 3c. is now attached to glimmer of light. The river of
lutely Pure.
Loyal la he to home and friend.
the
Cutter
Acushnet
at
Woods
Hole,
with tubes
knowledge has often turned back on
Agriculture Department thinks that to get a “legitimate racket.” Things
Adown the years can never end
itself.
William
H.
Miller
ox-tail soup should have ox-tails in strike a snag when the girl, capa Mass.
The gratitude and song of praise.
»
*
♦
♦
For Good Will and her good-time days.
Appleton. April 25.
it. Next we suppose they'll rule that bly played by Marguerite Churchill,
It looks like Martin will have to
dried hprring must be wrapped in rejects his proposal. He plans to re
Blessing upon the lad we love.
Spiritualist meeting, G.A.R. hall,
copies of the Volstead act. Either venge himself on the society girl by start all over again on his chicken
Long life be his. wealth from above:
305 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
The happiness that comes from creed.
that or gTaft crabs to crab apple kidnapping her from her wedding farm for he just received news from next Sunday at 230 and 7.30. Mar
Exemplified In Chrlstllke deed.
Rockland, Maine
to a college boy and then things be home that the hen house burned garet Newton, officiating medium —
trees
and
try
to
make
horseradish
Henry Felton Huse.
Telephone 745-W
gin to happen.—adv.
down and roasted forty chicks.
adv.
52-53
from Oil Dobbin.—The Pathfinder.
North Haven.
W-U
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THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY

JOHN A. KARL

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT8
May 4—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
May 4-9—Hearing Week.
May 6 (League Baseball)—Vinalhaven
High at Camden; Thomaston High at
Newcastle.
May 7—Howell-Fisher prize boxing
bout at American Legion hall.
May 8—Edwin Libby Relief Corps card
party, Grand Army hall.
May 8—Arbor Day.
May 9—District meeting of I. O. O. F.,
with Knox Lodge.
May 10—Mothers* Day.
May 20—Annual meeting and straw
berry festival of Baptist Men's League.
May 23—Poppy Day.
May 28-Knox County W.C.T.U. Con
vention In Warren, at the Baptist
Church, Miss Helen Louise Byrnes speak
er.
May 30—Memorial Day.
May 30—Letter Carriers’ convention
In Biddeford.

July 7-14—Squadron runs of Eastern
Yacht Club In Penobscot Bay.

Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
evening with supper at 6.

The Episcopal ladies are conduct
ing a rummage sale today in the va
cant store next to Woolworth's.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl mo
tored to Bangor Tuesday where they
attended the evening performance of
the Freiburg Passion Play.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 2, 1931
Friends of Miss Blanche B. Ingra
ham are planning a post card shower
for her birthday on May 6.

IMPORTANT BUSINESS
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DEAL
IN THE

Tuberculin tests have been given Orange and Black and Other Properties Exchanged By
this week in the High School, Junior
_
_
, r
°
.
High and McLain building.
U. o. Grotton For Crescent Beach Inn—Lobster Pound
The engagement of Miss Ellen
Olson of South Thomaston to Walter
The papers in a Main street busi
Hall of Owl’s Head has been an ness deal of county wide interest wijl
nounced.
undoubtedly be passed before noon
Donald Bickford has moved from today whereby Charles S. Grotton
the Southend and is occupying one will exchange his properties in this
of the Keene apartments on Rock city and Glencove for the Crescent
land street.
Beach Inn and pavilion, Fred A.
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union Thorndike , Cleveland Sleeper and
Veterans meets Wednesday evening. George Bachelder being the other
Supper at 6 will be in charge of Mrs. parties to the deal which was en
Mabel Beaton.
gineered by that ever busy real estate
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent is to broad operator, Frogman S. Young.
The local properties which change
cast Monday evening from Station
WLBZ (Bangor) in the Cooperative hands include the brick building cor
Review from 8.15 to 8.45.
ner of Main and Park streets, now
occupied by Mr. Grotton as the
Miss Catherine Veazie substituted Orange & Black Cabaret and sand
for Miss Eleanor Griffith Friday at wich shop; the wooden structure just
Junior High. Miss Griffith has been south of it occupied by Leon J. White,
suffering from laryngitis.
jeweller; the house on Maverick
street now occupied by Mr. Grotton
“Carpenters wanted, at once” is the
welcome word coming from Snow’s
shipyard. Carpenters are needed ur TREASURY BALANCES
gently on a large rush contract.

and a house at Glencove. At Cres
cent Beach he secures the two large
wooden structures and the Crescent
Beach water works.
Ambitious plans are afoot for
Crescent Beach where the new owner
will make extensive innovations in
cluding the establishing of a lobster
pound similar to that at Searsport.
The inn and hotel will be continued
and the Orange & Black added. The
dance pavilion will be improved and
many features added to further in
crease the popularity of the pretty
shore resort.
It is understood that several appli
cations have been made for tenancy
of the quarters soon to be vacated
by the cabaret which Mr. Grotton
has conducted for a year past. He
came to this city from Rockport and
his success in catering the past year
assures a revival of the old-time
popularity of Crescent Beach.

RAMBLES AFIELD

SERMONETTE

Giants
What is more impressive than
a mountain peak? Upon it have
beaten the storms of centuries.
Heat and cold, rain and snow,
tempest and lightning, each in
turn have assailed it, yet high
above the clouds it stands serene
—eternal.
High above its fellows towers
some great pine or oak. A mighty
sentinel, torn and scarred by its
battle, through uncounted years,
with the elements.
Dr. Huntington of Yale study
ing the sequoias of California
says, “huge as they are, their size
is not so wonderful as their age."
Of one of Ihe oldest he observes
"that in the days of the Trojan,
wars and of the Exodus of the
Hebrews from Egypt this tree was
a sturdy sapling.”
They are probably the only liv
ing things that were alive in the
Saviour’s day.
Some men, as they grow old,
are like these giants of nature.
Life’s storms have beaten upon
them; joys, sorrows, pain, death
of loved ones, adversity, winds of
doubt have swept them, but they
remain serene. Secure in wisdom,
not blown about by every wind of
doctrine, like Paul they have kept
the faith.
Faith in the God that gave
them being—giants indeed. Giants
are always more impressive than
dwarfs.
W. A. H.

Amunutrrntntl
The Senter Crane Birthday Sale now going on and con

tinues through the month of May.

Not only will the special prices on staple merchandise
all remain during this month but we will put out new values
weekly.

These will go on sale every Saturday and will be

listed in Thursday’s Courier-Gazette and Camden Herald.

At the postoffice daylight time is
being observed at stamp and de
There will be a Well Baby Clinic Were Reported At Annual
livery windows, money order and at the Grand Army hall on Monday,
Meeting of First Baptist Here, There and Yonder,
registry departments and carriers’ May 4th from 2 to 5 p. m. A physi
Society
window.
Touching the Alluring
cian and the Red Cross nurses will
be in attendance.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Things of Nature.
The annual meeting of the First
A reduction in coal prices, an
nounced elsewhere in this issue,
Mrs. Mildred Oxton Crie’s cottage Baptist Society was held Wednes
shows these prices now prevailing: house on Knox street is being re day night with a large and enthusias
day afternoon, Mrs. Alena Starrett;
(Number Three).
JAMES F. WOODSUM
Egg, stove and nut coal, $15.50; pea paired and gotten in readiness for oc tic number of members present. An
Tuesday morning, Mrs. Blanche Pea
CANDIDATE NO. I
Twice
lately
have
friends
appealed
excellent
supper
was
served
under
coal, $14.50; buckwheat, $10.
body; Tuesday afternoon, Mrs. Ruby
cupancy.
Walter Griffin moves
there from Cottage street the first of the efficient leadership of Mrs. Mary to me to tell them what they can do
Death of Well Known Civil Frank P. Washburn First Re Kallock; Wednesday morning, Mrs.
Ulmer.
At
the
business
meeting
to
get
rid
of
"little
red
bugs
”
and
in
A citizen wants to know why it is the week.
Walter Bucklin. Ladies assisting with
most encouraging reports were given both instances when I asked them
that motorcycles arc permitted to
War Veteran Who Would
publican To Seek Gov the records are Miss Edna Boggs,
by
all
the
departments.
Notable
how many and where found? I re
Mrs. Clarence Madden, Jr., and Mrs.
race through Rockland streets at a
The date of the Knox County Fish
Have Been 89 Next Day
ernorship Nomination
Alvah Simmons.
speed double that allowable for auto and Game Association's meeting at among these reports were the ones ceived practically the same answer,
presented
by
the
several
organiza

which was to the effect that one or
mobiles. A suitable prize will be Port Clyde is Friday, May 8, at 6 30
tions
of
women
in
the
Church,
of
The death of James F. Woodsum,
two could be found almost any aay
Frank P. Washburn, commissioner
offered for the first correct answer.
p. m., having been made one day
later so as not to conflict with the work accomplished along White crawling on the windows.
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal), announced in our Thursday issue, was of agriculture, announces his candi
Cross
and
charitable
lines.
Now I could see no reason why Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv another severe blow to that devoted dacy for Republican nomination for
Last Sunday's torrential rainstorm American Legion smoker. Justice
The financial report was most en they should wish to be rid of those ices for tomorrow will be appropri little group of bronze button wearers Governor in the 1932 primary elec
carried away a long section of the Emery of Biddeford will be the
couraging,
a
balance
being
left
in
pretty little lady bugs which are ate for the fourth Sunday after known as Edwin Libby Post. Mr. tions.
concrete retaining wall on the west speaker.
both the current expense and be really Interesting from the viewpoint Easter; Holy communion at St. Woodsum, although a resident of
“I am making the announcement
ern side of Broadway just south of
Chestnut street. The highway de
Miss Edna Payson who has been nevolence treasuries; $10,977.07 was of the plant lover, and all children John’s at 7.30; church school at 9.30 Rockland only a comparatively few at this time in consideration of many
with the
partment is preparing to make the confined to her bed for nearly eight raised the past year. The total ex love them and make pets of them Choral eucharist and sermon at I years- was one oi the Post's most en- friends who have expressed an in
workers, and never missed terest in my candidacy and to whom
months following an attack of in penditures were $10,748.34. This was when not discouraged by older mem 10.30; evensong at St. John’s at 7 thusiastic
necessary repairs.
“ ’
Maine Air Transportation
one of its meetings when it was a definite statement now seems due,”
fantile paralysis Is able to sit up in for a period of eleven months because bers of the family, who should know p. m.
• • » ♦
physically possible to be in attend he said.
Mrs. Edgar Sukeforth of 728 Main a chair a part of each day. Her the Society voted last year to change that the little lady bug, or lady bird
Co.
street shows The Courier-Gazette an many friends rejoice to learn that the annual meeting from the last as it is often called, had only the
Mr. Washburn, now serving his
Elder C. B. Staples will conduct a ance.
to
the
Wednesday
in
May
to
the
last
Wed

most
friendly
intentions
when
he
Mr.
Woodsum
was
a
Grand
Army
:
third
term
as
Commissioner
of
interesting collection of papers in she is gaining in such a favorable
nesday in April.
The sum of coines creeping about our windows baptismal service at Ash Point Sun man by virtue of six years’ service in | Agriculture, has held public office
cluding New York Ledgers published manner.
at
12.30.
There
will
be
a
com

day
Islands
in
Penobscot
Bay
$2940.93 was raised for benevolence.
among our house plants. Let him
back in the Fifties, a Harper's Week
munion service in _ the hall at 299 the United States Navy. He served' Ejnce the age of 21, when he was
The
finance
committee
presented
remain,
and
soon
your
house
plants
in
Supper is being served at Legion
ly of 1885, and New York Heralds of
Main street, at 3 p. m. and a preach two enlistments and was promoted to j eiected to the school committee of j
hall this evening from 5 to 7 under a budget of $9800 for the coming will be free from those horrid, de ing service at 7.30. Week night boatswain's mate, the_ highest rating perry, his native town. When he was j
the Civil War period.
year.
This
is
$100
more
than
last
structive
plant
lice,
for
that
is
what
attainable by a non-commissioned
years Qjd he was elected selectman, i Large 7 Passenger Heated
the auspices of the Auxiliary of
meetings are held Tuesday, Thurs officer. He recently served as aid dej
While in Bangor this week, on Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L., with year. To date, all this is in sight he came for, and you in your ig day and Saturday nights at 7.30.
serving
two years as chairman.
DeLuxe Planes
the exception of about $250.
norance, drive him away and some
camp on the staff of National Com
business, Robert A. Webster was in Mrs. Anne Snow and Mrs. Sarah with
He-served three terms in the State
• ♦ ■ •
At
this
meeting
the
matter
of
the
on
Pontoons Daily
times
even
kill
him.
mander Edwin J. Foster.
formed by the secretary of the Griffin in charge. These suppers corner building was presented and
Legislature, from 1913 to 1919. He,
The monthly meeting of the Men’s
I have lately read of instances
The deceased was a native of Old first was elected Commissioner of j Leaving—
Chamber of Commerce that the city prove very popular with Saturday cash pledges called for. At present
where the owners of a plantation Bible Class of the Littlefield Me Town and was on the eve of attain
has no unemployed, except those night shoppers and clerks.
P. M.
A. M.
about $2600 in cash pledges has been sent away and Imported a quantity morial Church will be held In the ing his 89th birthday when death Agriculture in 1921 and was reelected
who are chronically in that con
1925 and 1929.
8.00 & 4.30
Rockland
made, to be paid within the next few of lady bugs because Insects were auditorium Thursday evening at 7.30. came at Crescent Beach Thursday, inCommissioner
Washburn Is married
dition and do not care to work.
8.15 A 4.45
Eminent Commander Edward O’B. days. It is the wish of the trustees
Vinalhaven
their plants, and these Miss McKnight of the Knox County after an illness of six weeks.
and has five children, three girls and
8.30 A 5.00
Gonia is particularly anxious to have to have as nearly 50% of the pur devouring
North Haven
Association
of
Rural
Religious
Edu

lady
bugs
soon
put
an
end
to
their
He was still a boy when he left two boys.
One of the McLoon trucks was bad the Sir Knights of Claremont Com- chase price as possible raised in cash
Stonington
9.30
A 5.30
cation
will
be
the
speaker.
The
meet

depredations. Aside from their utility
Old Town, and a boy when he shipped
As commissioner of agriculture,
ly damaged by fire yesterday, the de mandery present Monday night as before May 12.
DAYLIGHT
TIME
.
ing
will
be
public.
The
church
or

as pest destroyers, they are such
on a whaler for a year's cruise. The Mr. Washburn was qualified by his
partment being called. The depart plans will be completed for St. John's
These officers were elected:
music.
Fare to Vinalhaven, North Haven
craft on which he was serving met personal experiences, having worked
ment also went out later in the aft Day. It is quite likely that Clare- 1 Moderator—Clarence S. Beverage. pretty, innocent little things that I chestra will furnish
• • • •
$3.00; Stonington, $4.00;
find it hard to understand why any
another ship carrying a seaman who his 150-acre farm at Perry 24 years.
ernoon to help raise a flagpole at mont and De Valois Commanderies I Treasurer—Joseph W. Robinson.
one
should
wish
to
harm
them
or
to
Special Trip $12.00
The
services
at Pratt Memorial wished to be released, and Mr. Wood- He was educated in Cambridge, Mass.
the Crescent Street schoolhouse, will fraternize, either at Vinalhaven i Clerk—Charles H. Morey.
48-tf
Church Sunday will be as usual fol sum, taking his place, served three High School and Massachusetts Ag
Chief Engineer Pettee presided grace or North Haven and that Camden 1 Assistant Treasurer—Mrs. Lois P. turn them out •of• doors.
• •
lowing the change of time. The years instead of the one contem ricultural College, from which he was
fully over the exercises.
may figure In that happy combina- cassens?
Another friend complains of pastor will preach at 10.30 a pastor's
His voyages took him far into graduated in the Class of 1896.
tion.
Trustee for seven years—Vesper A. spiders in her shed and barn. After farewell. Sunday School at 12 noon; plated.
Arctic waters, and he had some very
Bath is going to have a twilight
He Is a prominent member of the
Leach.
being repeatedly brushed away and Epworth League at 6 p. m. The sub
baseball league this summer, and 60
Member of Finance Committee for some of them killed their webs are ject of the evening sermon will be interesting, not to say hazardous ex Grange, having served 14 years as a I
The
W.C.T.U.
held
its
Child
Health
periences.
deputy; a trustee of the University of
players are already listed by the
five years—Herman Hart.'
still found in stray corners, and aside Even There.” The pastor will use
When he came out of the Navy Mr. Maine, a member of the Maine Farm
Bath Times as available. How would day program at the Baptist Church
Collectors for three years—C S. from the untidiness of spider webs “three
parlors
Friday
with
mothers
and
stories to illustrate the theme. Woodsum resided for a short time in
it do to have a post season series small children as guests. Mrs. Eve- ! Beverage, Mrs. Abbie Hanscom.
about the place, this friend really The choir will sing at both services. Haverhill, Mass. Fifty-seven years Loans Commission and Maine De
velopment Commission and a past;
between the winners of the Bath and lyn Sherman, program leader, read
Music Committee—Mrs. Walter ' suffers from the shuddering fear that
• * * *
ago he located In Norridgewock where president of the New England Associ
Knox County twilight leagues, pro President Hoover’s proclamation that Snow, Miss Lena Miller, Mrs. J. one of the spiders may “get on her.”
At the First Church of Christ, he was a successful farmer. Rock ation of Commissioners of Agri- j
viding of course that Bath gets a May 1st be observed as Child Health Charles MacDonald.
At the same time several flies, and
Reasonable Prices
land became his adopted home eight
suitable reputation meantime.
among them one large "blue-bottle" Scientist, corner of Cedar and Brew years ago, and he found most con culture.
Day, also a review of the Children’s j Sexton—Ralph Stickney.
During his years as Commissioner,'
the filthiest of the lot are wandering ster streets, Sunday services are at genial surroundings, residing with his
Charter. Miss Eliza Steele, Red J Ushers—Millard Hart, Maurice
_
There was trouble all around the Cross nurse, gave a report of the | Snow, Crosby Ludwick, Earl Bick- busily about the room, alighting on 10.30 and the subject of the lesson
Mr. Washburn has urged Maine
FRED FERNALD
clock for Edward Benner of Thomas' work being done for Child health in more. Kenneth Hooper. Oram La wry, the baby’s hands, lips and occasion sermon tomorrow will be “Everlast daughter, Mrs. Amory B. Allen, and farmers to organize cooperatives to
ROCKLAND, ME.
ton when he was arraigned before the schools and community. Mrs. Fletcher Brown, Donald Haskell, Ev- ally on the lady herself, who utters ing Punishment.” Sunday school is hobnobbing daily with Grand Army qualify for assistance from the
Telephone 5'5-R After 5.30
Judge Walter H. Butler in Municipal Clara Emery spoke on the moral pro- «ett Davis Luther Bickmore, Charles not a word of protest and seems not at 11.45. Wednesday evening testi comrades, who were very much Federal Farm Board, advocated
58-tf
Court this morning. Officers had tection of the child and Mrs. H. V. Gross, Charles Blaisdell, Nelson to notice their presence. If she will mony meeting is at 7.30. The read pleased with the new accession to uniform grading for the products of
preferred four charges—of being in Tweedie gave a very interesting and Bokes’ K“hard sAn°w’ Evere‘t Fr0: leave the spiders alone they will soon ing room is located at 400 Main their ranks.
Maine farms, recommended that
Out of the abundance of his good Maine farmers raise more cattle,
toxicated on Park street; of driving instructive talk on the spiritual P™*’ Nicholas Anderson. Rexford devour every one of those flies, street, and is open week days, exwith improper brakes; of driving training of the child in the home and Anderson, Harold Anderson, Horace though I cannot understand how a j cepting holidays, from 2 until 5 p. m. nature, and his cheerfulness as a pleaded for Improved facilities at the |
companion, Mr. Woodsum found It College of Agriculture of the Univer
....
while under the influence of intoxi Sunday School. Vocal solos were \
nice, clean, velvety spider can bear
. ..
...
cating liquor, and of assault and bat rendered by Miss Faith Ulmer and
“As Thy Days,” will be the subject very easy to acquire new friends, and sity of Maine and sought to promote j
Tha »°™ln,at"lg committee com- to even touch a filthy brute of a fly,
of
Maine
farm i
tery. He pleaded guilty to the first Mrs. Mildred Havener. The service PnsedG. Carl Cassens, Alice Erskine much less suck its blood; but lie of the sermon at the First Baptist he had often revisited his old home advertisement
two counts, and paid $10 and costs for White Ribtion recruits was con- and Mrs’ Frank Keachdoes, and seems to enjoy it, though Church on Sunday morning. Spe in Norridgewock to renew the old products outside the State.
on each. He pleaded not guilty to ducted by Mrs. Hope Brewster, with
I have noticed that he is very care cial music will be by the quartet. friendships. Young and old held him
pound son, who has been named
Mrs. Chatterton: “Cfi, Henry: ful to go through a thorough cleans The church school with classes for in high esteem.
drunken driving and assault and bat six recruits, Pauline Havener. Doro
Mr. Woodsum is survived by an Charles Everett.
tery and the cases were continued for thy Havener, Ruth Payson, Allan what do you think? Little Richard ing process immediately afterward. ’ all ages will meet at noon. The
Benjamin Hilt and Miss Mary Hilt
ten days, bonds of $200 and $100 Glidden, Carl Pierce and Cynthia is beginning-to talk."
Why some women have such an Christian Endeavor meeting will be other daughter. Miss Mabel WoodHusband: “Good luck to him! antipathy toward spiders is beyond led by Miss Leola Robinson, topic sum of Haddonfield, N. J., and by two of East Union visited relatives in town
being named.
Tibbetts. A social time followed with It’Her
s more than I’ve been able to do in me for they are purity itself when "What Jesus Teaches About Work.” grandchildren residing In New Bed Wednesday.
refreshments served by Mrs. Ida
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leach and
The reference in Thursday’s issue Simmons, Mrs. Grace Ludwick and this house. How did he ever get the compared with a fly which will al The people’s evening service will be ford, Mass.
The funeral services will be held at daughter Virginia of Rockland visit- |
chance?”
to assistance lent by Adelyn Bushnell Mrs. Tweedie.
ways crawl over and wallow through at 7.15 (Just one hour). This service
the Bowes & Crozier funeral parlors ed Mrs. Laura Starrett 8unday.
in the preparation of the play “Noth
Mr. Eastside: “How about a little the filthiest places he can find and will open with the prelude and sing- this afternoon at 2 o’clock. The re
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett entertained
ing But the Truth" failed to take
afterward seems to delight in crawl spiration period. There will be quar
kiss?
”
The missionary meeting of the
into account that the chief coach was
ing over every article of food he can tet selections. Mr. MacDonald will mains will be taken Sunday to Nor the Boiled Dinner Club Wednesday
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
Boston
Belle:
“
Sir,
I
have
grave
at the home of Mrs. Flora Peabody.
Fr. O'Gara, the popular curate, of First Baptist Church which was to trepidations.”
spy.
speak on the subject postponed from ridgewock for burial.
Sixteen
members
enjoyed
the
dinner
have
been
held
next
Wednesday,
has
St. Bernard's Church, who had fig
I think sometimes spiders display last week: “Does It Matter?” The
Mr. Eastside: “That's all right,
and the social time following.
ured prominently in theatricals at been postponed until May 13. The dearie I'm vaccinated.”
real intelligence, for I have had big llappy prayer and praise meeting on
WARREN
W. E. Hahn has been appointed a
apnual
meeting
of
the
New
England
Providence College, both in staging
velvety fellows weave a handsome Tuesday evening is at 7.15.
Now is tne time to have your quilts web in my barn in late fall, and
• » * *
them and as a member of the cast. district of the Woman’s American
The Congregational Church and all member of the Knox County Rural
Religious Committee arid Wednesday
He had the role of Van Dusen when Baptist Home Mission Society and and blankets washed. Call The Peo though they scrabble to the very
Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the Lit- functions connected with it have fol
this play was presented in college. Woman's American Baptist Foreign ple’s Laundry, Limerock street. Tel. highest point of the web at first, [ tlefield Memorial Church, will take lowed in line in regard to adopting evening attended the meeting at
Rockland which was presided over by
36-tf when I stroke and pet them, yet after , as the subject of his morning daylight saving time.
The local presentation meant two Mission Society takes place next 170.—adv.
a few days they go only a short dis j sermon, “A .Great and Important
months of hard work for him, but Wednesday and Thursday with the
The annual meeting of the mem Mrs. William Ellingwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Boggs and
tance and lafer they sit perfectly Question.” The choir will sing and bers of the Baptist Church will be
was given with the same willingness First Baptist Church, Commonwealth
quiet, and seem to like being stroked Mrs. Christine Dorman will be the held this evening at 6 o’clock, stand family who have been spending the
that all of his other work is under avenue and Clarendon street. Bos
and petted. Their bodies feel just I soloist. Junior church service for ard time. The services Sunday will past week with Miss Edna F. Boggs
taken. Church and public owe him ton. It promises to be an interest
ing meeting as this is the 60th an
and Levi Boggs, returned Thursday to
like velvet, and after once touching 1 children between the ages of five and also be on standard time.
much.
niversary of the Woman’s American
it you will wonder that you ever felt I eleven years is at 10.30 also; Sunday
Congratulations are in order.for their home in Portland.
Mrs. Cassie Means and friend Miss
afraid of them.
Adella F. Veazie
Hie meeting of the Auxiliary of Baptist Foreign Missionary Society,
school at 11.45; and B.Y.P.U. at 6.15, Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Conant on Yeatton of Rockland spent Sunday
Rankin street, Rockland.
Winslow-Holbrook Post Monday eve 50th anniversary of the Baptist Mis
the arrival April 30 of an eight
,
leaders,
Elizabeth
and
Daisy
Gray,
with Mr. and Mrs. John Teague.
ning was one of much interest, the sionary Training School, Spelman
! topic, “What Jesus teaches about
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Campbell have I
chief topic being the annual Poppy College, 25th anniversary, Northfield I
BORN
i
work.
”
The
subject
of
the
evening
been in Boston a few days this week, J
Day. which for this year has been set School of Missions, and 15th anni
CONANT—At Warren. April 30. to Mr ! sermon will be, “Is There Really a
returning last Thursday.
• ,
and Mrs. Charles H. Conant, a son.
for Saturday. May 23. Mrs. Sarah versary of the World Wide Guild.
Charles Everett, weight eight pounds. Chance After Death?” The song
Mrs. Ella Bowley of South Hope
Griffin, chairman of the welfare Miss Abbie G. Sanderson of South j
!
service
will
be
led
by
the
young
peo

is caring for Mrs. Charles H. Conant
committee, will have charge of the China, who is home on furlough, and .
ple’s orchestra and Lewis Bowen will
MARRIED
and young son.
A car means Liberty for yon!
local committee. At the poppy work Miss Linnie M. Holbrook also home !
|
play
a
saxophone
solo.
Tuesday
eve

ERICKSON-WILSON — At Thomaston.
Miss Mildred Waltz was overnight You’d spend more some other way!
shop in Togus this year there have on furlough from Tura. Assam, will;
ning
prayer
meeting
is
at
7.30.
May 1. by Rev. H. S. Kllborn. John
guest Thursday of her sister, Mrs.)
been made about 202,000 poppies, the speak. Both are New England Dis
Erickson of South Thomaston and I
Clarence Benner in Waldoboro.
Rockland quota to be sold being 4000. trict Missionaries. Miss Florence M.
Miss Jennie Wilson of Thomaston.
1930 Ford Tudor
At the Universalist Church at
George Martin is employed on the ■
Delegates for the State convention Read, president of Spelman College.
10.30
Rev.
George
H.
Welch
will
have
Atlanta.
Ga.,
will
take
part.
Other
1929
Oldsmobile Sedan
State
road.
of the American Legion and Auxiliary
1931 Essex Coupe
DIED
as his topic “A May Day Sermon.”
Mrs. Fred Starrett has employment 1927 Chrysler Roadster
to be held at Calais June 21—23 are speakers of note and prominence in
PERRY—At Rockport, May 1. Albert G. The quartet will sing as anthems,
1930 Essex Sedan
In Georges River Mills.
Mrs. Geneva Upham, president; Mrs. the work will talk. Wednesday eve
Perry, aged 79 years. 5 months. 29 days. "Jubilate Deo," George L. Mietzke
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis 'Of 1928 Buick Sedan
Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock.
W. P. Kelley, secretary; Mrs. Ella ning the 50th anniversary banquet
1929
Essex
Coupe
and
“
O
Love
That
Wilt
Not
Let
Me
will
be
held;
also
the
60th
anniver

Waterville have been in town this' 1929 Chevrolet Coach
HYSLER—At Warren. April 30. Elijah
Hyland, first vice president; Mrs.
Hysler, aged 84 years. 5 months, 6 days Go,” Cuthbert Harris. Kindergarweek. Mr. Davis conducted a grain I
Elizabeth Barton, second vice presi sary dramatization of the Woman's
1929 Essex Coach
Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock (standard [ ten will be held at 10.30; church
demonstration at Union for the I 1929 Whippet Sedan
dent; and Mrs. Susie Lamb, chaplain; American Baptist Foreign Mission
time) from the Sawyer & Simmons
Make
a
charming
way
to
remem

school
at
noon
and
Y.P.C.U.
meet

undertaking parlors in Thomaston.
1928 Essex Coupe
alternates, Mrs. Griffin, Mrs. Corinne Society will be featured.
Grandin Milling Co. of Jamestown, 1926 Essex Coach
ber Mother. Gifts are attractively ORCUTT—At Somerville. April 25. Mabel, ings deferred until fall The senior
N. Y.
Edwards, Miss Pearl Borgerson, Mrs.
1928 Chevrolet Sedan
wife of Roscoe H. Orcutt, aged 64 years | Union will meet at 6 o’clock when
1929 Hudson Sedan
A fortunate purchase of 5000 rolls packed and promptly delivered.
Annie Alden and Mrs. Myra Watts.
The new store be ng put up for
Interment
at
Turner
Center.
!
Lawrence
Pike
as
leader
will
have
The annual May party for the chil of wall papers enables us to sell
Benjamin
Davis
Is
taking
form
and
1929
Nash Coach
1930 Hudson Tour. Sedan
as his topic, “Bible Baseball” held
dren of ex-service men and women them from one-third to one-half the
the proprietors expect to open it by
1926
Dodge Sedan
IN
MEMORIAM
| over from last Sunday’s meeting
1929 Hudson Coach
July 1.
will be held in the Legion rooms regular price. Sun tested papers as
In memory of Frank C. Perry, who died cancelled due to the severe storm.
1929
Whippet Coach
Monday, May 11, directly after cheap as 13 cents a roll. Bargain
The
cement
mixer
for
the
new
1928 Hudson Coupe
April 29. 1930.
FRUIT AND CANDY SHOPPE
1 The week’s activities include the an
school. Mrs. Corinne Edwards will prices on papers will prevail during
stretch of road being constructed has j 1929 Ford Tudor
No one knows how much I miss you.
nual meeting of the Chapin Class
1928 Chevrolet Touring
Telephone or Mail Orders
arrived.
be in charge of this feature. The the month of May. Gonia’s—adv.
No one knows the bitter pain
Tuesday evening, preceded by supper
I have suffered since I lost you—
1928 Buick Coach
local unit now has a Junior Auxiliary,
Mrs. Elbert Starrett is expected to
1928 Chevrolet Coupe
Life
has
never
been
the
same.
EAT AT
i at 6 o’clock
its first meeting having taken place
arrive
home
Sunday
from
her
visit
In
|
In my heart your memory lingers
1925 Dodge Roadster
1927 Chevrolet Sedan
Sweetly, tender, kind and true.
last week after school at the rooms.
Portland.
There .Is not a day dear husband
After a business meeting the young MYRTLE STREET CAFE
A dental clinic project will be con-1 1924 Maxwell Coach
CARD OF THANKS
That I do not think of you.
The above cars are sold with our ducted the first three days of next
Myrtle Street, Rockland
members adjourned to the home of
We wish to thank the ladles of the
Lovlrtgly his wife
1926 Ford Tudor
Standard 30 Day Warranty
W. C. T. U., Miss Winn, and all other
Mrs. Anne Snow, Talbot avenue,
Dora E. Perry.
week, beginning Monday, in place of
friends for their kindness and sympathy
1928
Pontiac Sedan
Special
35c
Dinners
"Gone
but
not
forgotten
”
where they enjoyed a romp in the
the usual May Day Child Health pro
shown during the illness and death of
BE SAFE
Are the words we often hear.
spacious attic.
our dear mother. Mrs. Harriet Dickey.
gram for the school children, tn one
1927
Buick
Coupe
OPEN EVENINGS
But we never knew their meaning
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Libby and family.
of the anterooms at Glover hall, with
Till you left us grandpa dear.
53-lt
Spiritualist meeting.- G.A.R. hall
Thomaston.
Lovingly his grandchildren
Dr. M. C. Stephenson of Union the
Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30. Mar
George, Gladys, Frank, Helen and
attending dentist. All will receive
Blythe Culllnan.
•
CARD OF THANKS
garet Newton, officiating medium.—
prophylactic work and the worst cases I
We wish to express our thanks to
He didn’t say a last farewell.
adv.
52-53
He bade goodbye to none.
friends and neighbors for their kind
will be attended to first. The hours'
Open Evenings Until 8.30
His loving heart had ceased to beat
ness: also beautiful flowers sent during
READtM
are 8 to 12 a. m. and 1 to 4 p. m.,
Jjet the People's Laundry, Llmerock
Before we knew he had gone.
our sad bereavement.
712 MAIN ST.
TEL. 896 standard time. The ladies giving their I
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
Mr and Mrs. Andrew Bean and Family
street, clean your rugs and carnets.
Lovingly his daughter
1W
Union.
Myrtle Perry Culllnan.
time as dental assistants are: MonTel. 170—adv.
36-tf

PAINTING
WHITENING AND
PAPER HANGING

ight

MOTHERS'
DAY

Hudson-Essex
USED CARS

CANDY AND FRUIT

CARINI’S

BLAISDELL
AUTO CO.

Every-OtHer-DaJ
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M other goes or

APPLETON

SOUTH WALDOBORO

PAINS

Roswell T. Winchenbach
Roswell Winchenbach died April
14 after an illness of over a year, al
though his condition had not been
alarming until two days before his
No matter how severe,
death, when a sudden ill turn fore
you can always have
told the end was near.
Mr. Winchenbach was a lifelong
immediate reliefs
resident of this place, and an honest
and upright friend and neighbor who
Grammar School Notes
will be greatly missed by every one.
The grammar school room has re
He was one of a large family, hav
ceived a trophy won in the health
ing five sisters and two brothers,
chart contest under the direction of
all of,whom are living. He leaves his
Miss Abbie Buck
wife, a daughter, Mrs. Wendell StudMuch interest is shown in the “old
Bayer Aspirin stops pain quickly. It ley of Warren, son Adelbert and wife,
stvle spelling contests" given each does it without any ill effects. Harmless and three grandchildren, to all of
Friday afternoon. Walter Sprowl to
__________
the heart; harmless to anybody. But whom sympathy is extended in their
and Charles Lysmer, opposing cap- it always brings relief. Why suffer?
bereavement. Funeral services were
tains with their teams have tried to
held at the home Friday, April 17.
win. but the close of the third Friday
Rev. Mr. Collins of the village offici
found a tie. Walter Griffin spelled
ating. The Odd Fellows with which
the school down.
Order Mr. Winchenbach was affiliat
The 6th, 7th and 8th grades,have
E highly recommend this superior varnish. It is pale
ed, attended in a body, the service of
written letters during an English
which was very impressive. Inter
and transparent, bringing out the natural beauty of
period to a school of the same grarfp |
ment was in the family lot in the
in Wyoming, and received many in
Sweetland cemetery.
the wood. It is extremely hard and tough and will stand
UNION
teresting letters in reply.
severe use without marring or scratching. It does not turn
The 7th and 8th grades have made
Mr. and Mrs. James Howell re
NORTH HOPE
State of Maine booklets.
white when bruised. Will stand constant washing. Well
turned to Groveton, N. H. last week
after a week’s visit in town. They .
varnished floors never wear out.
Primary School Notes
The
warm
weatner
of
last
week
were accompanied as far as Lewis-*
The primary school won a trophy ton by Mrs. Howell's mother, Mrs. changed to much colder temperature
Sunday with squalls and showers of
for performing the health habits that Myrtle Judkins.
were used on the health habit chart
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton were rain, hail and snow, followed by high
for 12 consecutive weeks under the weekend visitors at their summer wind and heavy rain late in the day.
Monday very cold and windy—thus
direction of Miss Abbie Buck.
home.
The 3rd and 4th grades went on a
Miss Florence Bessey spent the suspending the planting of gardens
FREE DELIVERY
TEL. 17 OR 18
geography walk last week, It was a j holiday with her parents returning and other crops, Tuesday morning
worked, sacrificed, gave ail to make
n orphan—Flo called herself—
the ground was frozen quite hard and
lesson on rocks and soils.
Tuesday
to
her
work
in
Wellesley,
Rockland, Maine
them happy?
that evening we met in the city
there w’as some spitting of snow.
The window decorations this month with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton.
— strangers—lonely. Alter that
Or did destiny force Eddie to drive
were tulips and they excited much
Will the members of the Farm Bu
Mrs.
Edith
Greene,
who
has
been
night—I lived for her passionate lips
from his home this wife who had
favorable comment.
spending the winter with friends in reau Flower Exchange please send a
—lips that enticed me into marriage.
made him so happy—had borne his
Little Priscilla Gushee and Ray Watertown and vicinity. Is again at list of what they have as soon as pos
<p®> PAINTS • VARNISHES
child — and whose embraces were
Flo spent wildly — kept me broke
mond Gushee were recent visitors at her home making repairs and pre sible, especially shrubs and perennial
still an ecstacy he craved like dope ?
—baby came—and Flo took pneumo
the school.
plants,
to
Mrs.
A.
I.
Perry.
Seeds
and
paring to do an extensive business at
DUCO
nia. When my poor, old widowed
Y’ou simply must read for yourself
"Ye Greene Arbour.” Mrs. Lotta seedling plants may be included in
mother sold her house to pay our
MY MOTHER AND MY WIFE —a
Warren of Lexington, Mass, is her the list, but there is no hurry about
NEW
HARBOR
bills — she had to live with us. Two
helpless husband’s own true story of
the two latter.
guest.
women—one roof—that’s when bell
how his w ife and mother—loving him
Mrs. Fred Gleason who has been
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hall enter
George Roberts of South Portland
cut loosel Kind, noble—Ma did all
with equal fierceness—dragged his
Today’s high compression motor
tained the Hilltop sewing circle April Clara Hall, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hall
called on Mr and Mrs. M. F. Mc ill is improving.
the work — never complained. Flo
soul through hell and how he finally
Mrs. Dwight Cummings and Mrs. 22, afternoon and evening. Two large of Hope and grandson Malcolm Phil car engines would be unable to func
Farland recently.
sulked, nagged — even cursed Ma
solved this terrible domestic tangle,
Congratulations are being extended Angelo Howard and daughter Iva comforters were knotted in the aft lips of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. U. G. tion properly if spark plug design and
for kissing baby—for little things—
the like of which has wrecked a
to Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Sykes on the went to Bath last week Wednesday ernoon. The men came about 6 and Pease, George Kelso, Karl Went manufacture had not been radically
for nothing at all.
million homes.
going thence to Massachusetts for a did full justice to the menu provided, worth, Grace Wentworth and Ber improved in recent years, says R. A.
birth of a son.
Then Ma took neuralgia—couldn't
Read MY MOTHER AND MY WIFE
visit, accompanying Mr. and Mrs. which consisted of baked beans, brown nard Buck of Searsmont, and Floyd Stranahan, President of the Cham
Standish
Young
of
Boston
has
been
work. Flo kept growing nastier—
and nearly a score of other astound
pion Spark Plug Company, who also
Hayden Conant of Bath.
bread, white bread, several kinds of Littlefield of Belfast,
at
his
cottage
here
for
a
few
days.
UNTIL—that day Ma broke a pitcher
ing real-life stories including titles"
points out that notwithstanding this
Mr. and Mrs. William Davies who pickles, assorted cakes, pastry, coffee
Fire
destroyed
the
house
and
barn
— trivial thing — a molehill that flared
such as “Love Alter Marriage,”
constant improvement even the spark
have been visiting friends in town (and tea for those who preferred it).
belonging
to
Susie
Mears
Sunday
into a mountain. "Get out — out of
"No Man Can Do More,” "When
plug of today should not be used conBURKETTVILLE
have returned to their home at Bel The evening was given to music, also
night.
Mrs.
Mears
is
living
in
Bath
my home, you worthless hag”—Flo
Suicide Beckons” and "Love at the
j tinuously more than a complete driv
three tables of cards were in play.
and the house was unoccupied. mont, Mass.
screamed and swinging on me—
Iron Door” — all in June TRUE
Stanley Jones was in New Harbor ing season or for 10.000 miles. Mil
Lionel Newbert who has been for Confections and russet apples were
Cause of the fire is not known.
“This roof's too small—she’s got to
STORY MAGAZINE. Get your copy
lions of drivers now change their
last Saturday.
several
weeks
at
Knox
Hospital
is
served.
go, Eddie—or out 1 go— this minute "I
Lobsters
are
selling
at
20
cents
a
— read it today!
Miss Hamilton of Washington spent spark plugs annually.
now at home.
The
following
members
of
the
Hill

pound
which
does
not
give
the
fish

"Stop,” I roared. "You’re cruel
This community was saddened to top Club were entertained at lunch a day with Mrs. Blanche Rokes re
"To the I.isteuers-in on the
erman much courage to fish many of
as a snake.” Flo moved toward me
hear of the death of Arthur Bean, and cards by Mr. and Mrs. R. L. cently.
their traps.
TRUE STORY Radio Hour
—voluptuous arms circled my neck
Mrs. Florence Calderwood attended DR. MARY E. REUTER
Dr A. J. Fuller was at E. A. Mc son of Andrew Bean. He was a Coose last Saturday at their home
—"Ma’s sick,” I struggled on, “No
The stories listed above will be broadcast,
Farland's Monday. Mr. McFar young man loved by every one who in Searsmont: Mr. and Mrs. A. I. the Farm Bureau board meeting last
Osteopathic Physician
friends —no place to go—she’d die!
one each Friday mSht during May. Station
land is now much improved in knew him. and much sympathy goes Perry, E. Donald Perry, Miss Clara week in Rockland.. May 5 a halfBefore you drive her out”—Flo’s
Graduate American School of
and hour: Columbia Broadcasting System, 9
out
to
the
bereaved
family.
Meservey,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Fish.
day meeting, subject "Dressing of
health.
F. M. Eastern Daylight Savings Time, and
lips sought mine—"I’ll see you —
Osteopathy
Miss Mary Jones, pastor of the Mr. and Mrs. Allie Wellman, Mr. and Children" will be hi id at Mrs. Fred
all other zooea at corresponding hours,
The general store at the Village
damn you—I’ll see you—you . .
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
The June issue of TRUE STORY is now on
Nazarene
Church,
is
in
Wollaston,
Mrs. Loren Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig's. Washington. Miss Law
formerly owned by Frank Fossett has
28tf
Which woman did Eddie choose?
sale at all newsstands. By getting your copy
been torn down and the lumber is Mass., this week attending the John Marriner, Evelyn Marriner, Mrs. rence will be present.
and reading it in advance, your enjoyment of
Did his slavish desire for Flo tear in
Nazarene
assembly.
being sold to different parties.
these stories when broadcast will be greatly
to shreds his sense of justice—send
George Hills is treating his house
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Files arrived
increased.
into the streets his aged mother who
last week from New Jersey to spend to a new coat of paint.
Mrs . Myrtle Watts visited Miss
the summer at their cottage.
Air transportation service between
Mrs. Ives Gifford is at home after Frances Howard at South Hope last
Rockland, North Haven, Vinalhaven. having had employment the past six week.
and Stonington has been established weeks at Burrtham & Morrill’s,
George Patt is driving a new car.
by the Maine Air Transportation Co. Pemaquid Beach.
Almond Heald has been calling on
with two round trips daily.
Mrs. Fred Gilbert and Mrs. George friends in town recently.
Mr. and Mrs. McEdwards who
Gilbert motored to Portland early
NORTH CUSHING
in the week returning home Satur were for the winter in town have
returned to their home at Livermore
The Variety Club met with Mrs. day,
Falls.
G. O. Dolliver Wednesday evening
Mrs. Gertrude Ripley is In Rock
and honored the birthday anniver
Colby-Bailey
land where she has employment.
sary of Mrs. Margaret Montgomery,
A very pretty wedding was sol
presenting her with a birthday cake emnized April 23 at the home of Her little son Vernon is at the home
of his grandfather. Charles Butler.
and a beautiful fernery.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman E. Bailey, when
Lawrence Carroll of Thomaston
Garfield Dolliver left Miami. Fla.. their daughter Jeanette Deborah was
was at Lucius Barker’s recently.
Sunday morning enroute for home.
united in marriage to Kenneth
Summer is on the way. Patrolman
M. R. Gilchrest. Maurice Gilchrest Colby of Damariscotta by the Rev.
1 1 L 3 r - _J5 b 7 5"
and Mrs. Nellie Benner were guests C. H. McElhiney of Newcastle. The Joseph Moody is back on the job,
and little Millard Watts thinks it
Monday evening of Oliver Johnson single ring ceremony was used.
12
great fun helping him.
IO
II
in Thomaston.
9
The bride was very becomingly
Work will begin on route 101 next
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lindstet are gowned in white silk lace over white
lb 7
15
receiving congratulations on the silk and carried a bouquet of white Monday. The steam shovel came
4
15
through last Wednesday.
birth of a son.
carnations. She Is a graduate of
21
IO
li
Fred Blackington of Rockland is Bristol High School, 1926 also of
IB
19
L
building the road to the radio sta Gorham Normal School, class of '28.
EAST UNION
tion.
lb
25
25
1 24
The past season she has been em
McClellan Gilchrest and son
Mr, and Mrs. H. M. Watts spent
at Winter Park. Fla Mr. the
Maurice went to Boston Tuesday to ployed
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Don
29 30
2b
27
Colby
is
a
graduate
of
Tilson
Semi

attend Dr. Lahey's clinic at Com nary, N. H., class of '28, and the ald Tolman in West Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Robertson are raov
monwealth avenue.
39
51
35
51
Mrs. Gordon Spaulding and son grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Albert ing into the Thomas house.
Gordon
of
Damariscotta.
Earle went to West Southport Sun
The 4-H Club met last Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Poole, Mr. with Hope Bowley in South Hope.
3b
ib
day with Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Kelsey,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Kearly has returned
Spaulding of Thomaston to visit Albert Gordon, Mrs. F. Q. Avery. Mr.
1 f7 2,6
39 MO
41
42 45
Mrs. Albert Orne.
home from Knox Hospital and is
and
Mrs.
Maynard
McFarland.
Mrs.
making good recovery.
Mrs. Julia Dunn, Mrs. Lizzie Ma
Mb
45
Lloyd Brown has resumed work
loney, Miss Corinne Maloney and C. H. McElhiney and the bride’s par
44
ents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bailey,
were
pres

with Thurston Bros, after a month’s
Emerson Perkins were recent guests
ent
at
the
wedding.
Buffet
lunch
of
vacation.
of Mrs. Nellie Benner.
5* 52
1 53
4tt 49 50
47
ice cream and cake was served.
Paul Harriman of Massachusetts
The happy couple left immediate is enjoying a week with his mother,
bb
bb
WEST ROCKPORT
54
ly amid a shower of rice for a short Mrs. Elizabeth Wentworth in Hope.
Practically everyone here is
wedding trip, and upon their return
\\\\ bb
Charles Simmons Is working for
fao
bl bl
58 59
daylight saving time.
57
they will reside in New Harbor at Mrs. Laura Gould doing gardening,
Misses Dorothy Nutt and Ellen their newly furnished apartment. laying out beds for the spring and
Four-Door Sedan
b7
Lunden of the R.HB. seniors, ar Good wishes go out to them from summer flowers.
bb
b4 b5
rived home last week from the their many friends.
«.
The series of dances at the pavilion
Washington trip.
bB
will begin tonight, Saturday, with
L.
Miss Helen Mitchell who has been
by Dean’s orchestra.
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE music
spending the vacation at her home
V. A. Torrey of Camden was in this
in Greenville returned Sunday and
place recently.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
school opened Monday morning.
1<J. «t|
Many advantages of the
developed by Fisher engineers.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse of
12- Walks on
47-Domestic animal
1-Nocturnal flying
There will be a baked bean supper,
Portland were recent visitors at the
A new type of steel bracing
new Oldsmobile's finer
4S-Base and cowardly 13- A covered portico
mammals
band concert and entertainment at
home of George Payson and family.
17-Produced
53- Prefix. Three
Fisher
bodies
will
be
employed
throughout the com
5-Turfs
the Grange hall May 7 for the bene
i8*
54- Rest as on a chair 19-A kind of fuel
9-Oldep in years
fit of the Rockport High School
bination
wood-and-stcel
body
apparent
as
soon
as
you
examine
Il-An adherent of the 55-Cubic unit of metric 21-Largest continent
CUSHING
band, and all for the modest sum of
the car. You will discover new
framework adds materially to
22- Groove
measure
papacy
35 cents.
24- Drank alcoholic
56- A descendent
grace and beauty. From every
strength and durability.
The
13- A thoroughfare
Misses Marietta and Kathleen Rob
Beginning next Sunday the church
beverages
57- Weight measure
(abbr.)
bins of Port Clyde were guests of
angle
you
get
an
impression
that
elimination
of
wood-to-wood
services
will
be
held
in
the
morning
frequently
(abbr.)
it.
14-To take out (Print.)
relatives in town last week.
gj, 9.30 followed by Sunday School at
the car is longer and lower.
contacts at body joints assures
25- Wild animal
53-Father
15- To the lee side
C. J. Freeman is selling candy for
.4
10.30.
The
Wednesday
evening
serv

23- Labors
60-lnside
Smart new tailoring and appoint
unusually quiet operation under
16- 20 quires of paper
a Springfield firm.
will
be
at
7.30.
ice
30-Faded
63- Pronogn
(abbr.)
i5
Mr. Peck and Mr. Hubbell who have
ments add to the attractiveness
all conditions of travel. New in
The
Mission
Circle
met
last
week
32- To slide on sklo
64- Less speeay
1S-Summit
been at Saints Refuge for a week
with Mrs. G. F. Currier at the
•u
and luxury of body interiors.
sulation makes body interiors
66-Makes amends for 33-A pastry
20-Terror
have returned to their homes in Con
new Moody parsonage in Rockport.
37- Bowls
jli
68- Seaport of Arabia
And deeper, more restful seat
warmer in winter and cooler in
22- Ocean
necticut.
Mrs.
Bert
Andrews
entertained
the
*7
23- Metal in raw state 69- Let it stand (Print.) 38- Eject
Mrs. H. J. Marshall is improving in
cushions contribute to greater
summer. And a new method of
Tuesday
Club
this
week.
40-Grade
24- Small sail on ship
health at the home of her parents,
Mrs. M. J. Oxton who has been
riding
comfort.
anchoring body to chassis gives
j42-Consumes
VERTICAL
26- Youth
Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Geyer.
spending the winter In St. Peters
•?
. 43-Ancient weapon
|3
But there are other advantages
greater strength and solidity to
27- A family of Italian
10
Hiram
Ulmer
of
Rockland
was
in
burg has arrived home.
1- Exist
(Pl.)
violin makers
of the new Oldsmobile’s coachtown Tuesday.
the car as a whole.
There was a meeting of the blue
44-Gone by
29-Last part of ancient 2-Conjunction
Mrs. F. L. Killeran was the guest
berry
growers
at
Grange
hall
Tues

work
which
are
not
so
quickly
These specific features of Fisher
46-Without
(Latin)
3Bind
lyric poem
of her sister. Mrs. F. I. Geyer, Mon
day evening.
49- A tree
apparent—advantages that be
construction add definitely to
4- Pertainlng to the
31-Cease
day.
50- Heavenly body
sun
32- Fluid of plants
come increasingly important as
the new Oldsmobile’s desirabil
F. I. Geyer was in Union Monday
NORTH APPLETON
5- Spiced dish of birds 51-Melody
34- A cereal (pi.)
on business.
the
months
and
miles
go
by.
ity ... and they contribute in no
6Open
(Poet)
52-Hires
35-Town in Montnegro
Ormond T. Keene and Austin I
Mrs. W. H. Mank of Thomaston
53-Seed covering
These many advantages are the
small way to the greater value
S6-Michievous children 7- Fade
Towle of Palmer. Mass., spent last
visited
her
daughter,
Mrs.
E.
K.
Ma

59-Reverential fear
i 8-Sunday-school
• 37-A round pod
weekend in town, and were gladly |
direct result of new features
which this fine car now provides.
loney,
Wednesday.
61- Small child
I
(abbr.)
39-Anger
welcomed by their many friends.
E. A. Webster has returned from a
62Unit
9-Tem pests
41-At sea
Mrs. Dora Perry and grandson
visit with friends in Rockland and
65-Musical note
tO-Trust
44- Rest
Frankie Callinan, who have been
vicinity.
C7-And
(Latin)
, 11—A kind of rubber
45- Erects
spending the winter months in San- |
Dr. Tibbetts of Rockland is a fre
gerville arrived in town Sunday for j
quent visitor in town these days.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
the summer.
Road Commissioner A. H. Young is
E. M. Wadsworth of Mount Ver
working on the Hathorne's Point
PULPIT HARBOR
non has recently been in town visit
road this week.
ing relatives and friends.
Road Commissioner S. H. Olsen has
North Haven Grange celebrated Its
Mrs. Adella Martin and Miss Adna
been at Pleasant Point the past week
21 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
IT SOUNDS LIKE TWO
22nd anniversary April 25 with the Pitman of Appleton Mills were
repairing the road there.
recently
guests
of
Bernard
Pit-1
Littk Katie says she has some
largest attendance of the year
, . . thing behind her in her hand
MAMMOTH GOOSE EGG
nearly 80. Every charter member man.
Eddie Edgecomb has been working | which is one. but when you speak
had a special invitation to attend. for Miss Laura Waterman.
George Penney, of the firm of
The report is that C. A. Towle has j of it, it sounds as if you might Penney brothers, farmers of West
There was a splendid program and
mean two. Freddy is trying to
taken
over
the
store
in
this
place,
|
M
O
T
O
R O D U C T
N E R A
a fine supper consisting of boiled
Montville, reports that one of their
ham, scallbped potatoes, macaroni and will very shortly commence busi guess what it is and if you get a geese laid an egg which measured
| and cheese, pickles, bread, cakes and ness. While everyone is sorry to ; pencil and join all the numbered a trifle over 12 inches around the long
! coffee. This Saturday the first and have Mrs. Edgecomb leave town, it is 1 dots together, starting with-dot way of the egg and nine inches in
second degrees will be conferred on good to know that there will be a number one and ending with dot circumference. This is believed to be
one candidate; May 9, third and store, and here is hoping that Charles ) number twenty-two, you will see the biggest egg produced to date on
i fourth degrees on two candidates, has a good trade among his neigh- , what it is.
any American farm.
bors and friends.
1 followed by lunch.

Your

1 go...

this M

,

A

Mr. and Mrs. Ames of Boston came
I to North Haven last week for a brief
I visit. They returned to Rockland
Sunday morning by plane. Miss
Dorothy Ames accompanied them to
I Boston.
Mrs. Ray Beverage fractured an
arm a week ago Sunday when by a
sudden lurch of the car in which she
was riding her arm struck a window
frame. She is being treated by Dr.
Woodman.
Capt. Joy who has been ill for sev
eral weeks seems somewhat improved.
Mrs. Herman Crockett returned
Tuesday morning from a visit to Bos
ton and Wollaston. Friends of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Crockett are very
sorry indeed to learn of the illness of
| their daughter Jean.
The electric refrigerator of W. S.
Hopkins is nearing completion. It
is up-to-date, with three chambers of
different Degrees temperature. It is
one of the best installations along the
| coast.
Tuesday morning witnessed a snow
flurry which lasted for several
I minutes. Charles Waterman report| ed ice also formed in the early morn
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Noyes and
Miss Gould will occupy for the sum
mer the upstairs apartments over the
Waterman store. Mr. Noyes was in
Rockland last Saturday.
Mrs. J. B. Crockett is in Knox
Hospital receiving treatment.
Mrs Augustine Whitmore has had
i measles.
Lester Greenlaw has a new Ford
. roadster and Thorn Dyer a Ford
coupe.
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Gregory and
little daughter Evelyn have moved to
the Lucy Carver farm for the sum
mer.
Mrs. Nettie Witherspoon and
brother Ulysses Calderwood are home
for the summer after spending the
winter in Camden.
Mrs. C. F. Brown entertained the
Get-togethers last week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Dyer were in
Rockland recently.
Irving Grant is recovering from an
attack of flu and stomach trouble.
Florent Arey is working on the
roads and staying at Frank Water
man's
Theodore Cooper who spent the
winter with his daughter Mrs. Harry
Whitmore at the village has returned
to his home at Little Thoroughfare.
Work on the Frazier bungalow is
nearly completed.
Benson Brown of Monmouth ar
rived Friday to work for C. F. Brown
at the T. E. Lamont farm.
Mrs. Edw. York has been very ill
with grippe.
Mrs. Rose Beverage, Miss Olive
Beverage and Miss Budlong of Dor
chester. who have been at their cot
tage for one week have returned
home.

Sunday morning the sad news was
received of the death of one of our
beloved young men, Arthur Beane,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Beane.
His death came as a shock to many
friends, who had not heard of his
illness, it being of so short duration.
Further notice will be given later.
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Every-OtKer-Day
SOUTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Miller of
Union were last weekend guests at
George Lermond's.
Miss Katherine Jordan of Rock
land was the guest last week of her
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. M. P.
Jordan.
Mrs. A. R. Jordan was a recent
guest at Edward Hayes' in Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland were
callers last week Wednesday at
Amasa Maloney's in South Cushing.
Miss Mildred Bachelder of Mar
tinsville was a recent visitor of Mrs.
Anne Bucklin.
Hazen Ayer of Boston and Mr. and
Mrs E. C. Cutting of Portland were
recently guests of Mrs. Rosa Cutting.
Mrs. Ausitin Orne of Friendship
has been a guest of Mrs. Mary Orne.
M. P. Orne who was home for a
short stay returned Sunday to New
London.
Aime Soucy of Belfast was at Rose
Marshall’s Saturday.
E. S. Vose of Cushing was in town
last week and attended the funeral
of Herbert Bucklin.
Miss Kate McCarter of Cushing
was recently a dinner guest of Mrs.
Nettie Copeland.
Mrs. Clara Dow of West Rockport
has been visiting her sister Mrs.
Mabel St. Clair.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse of Ban
gor who came to attend the funeral
of Herbert Bucklin were guests at
dinner of Mrs. Mabel St. Clair. They
were accompanied on their return
to Bangor by Miss Leila St. Clair and
Mrs. James Packard and son John.
April was the month of birthdays
for Good Will Grange the following
13 members having entered the
world in that month: L. R Bucklin.
Frank Page, O. B. Libby, Irving
Sawyer, William King, Elizabeth
Mills, Minnie Ludwig, Inez Whitehill, Dolores Brazier, C. J. Copeland,
Doris Maxey, Ira Perry, Edna Mc
Intyre. Birthday cakes beautifully
decorated adorned the tables, and
birthday sketches of the lives of the
guests of honor were read by differ
ent members. Visitors were present
from White Oak and Warren
Granges, Costume ball this Saturday
evening, May 2.

WALDOBORO

The new train schedule which
went into effect Monday is as follows:
East Bound, 9 a. m„ 2.59 p. m„ 6.04
p. m.; Sundays, 9.35 a. m. West
Spring Is here, nature Is awakening,
Ye who are weary, come view her Bound, 8.46 a. m., 2.55 p m., 5.01
charms;
p. m.; Sundays, 3.17 p. m.
Take a stroll In her woodlands, go atop
of her mountains,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jenks and
List to the songbirds, and shake off thv son of Manchester, N. H., have been
alarms.
J |
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George How
As I look out of my cabin door on ard.
this side of Dodges Mountain about
Mrs. Lillian Reed and Miss Bessie
the only green things that greet the
view are the spruce trees mixed in Reed have been guests of Mrs. E. R.
among the hardwood growth. Isn’t Hunnewell at North Anson.
Mrs. Harold Glidden has returned
it rather wonderful that after
breasting the storms of winter, the , from Shelbourne Falls, Mass.
freezing and thawing, they come ' At a meeting of the board of trade
through smiling.
Wednesday evening E. B. Robertson
The pastures are still brown with I spoke in an interesting and instruc
last year’s dead grass, but the fields tive manner on the Savings Bank
are beginning to show a little green. Insurance Law.
Several women
How red the small maple leaves look were guests, and plans for summer
when they first come out. The pussy activities were discussed.
willows have lost their silky coats
Mrs. Fannie Burnes has returned
and have turned a light green. Many from Boston where she has passed
cars have passed by this week, their the winter months.
happy occupants seeking the mayMr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs have
flower. One little 'patch of snow is
left by the edge of the woods that been recent Portland visitors.
The fire department was sum
will disappear in a day or two.
A pair of wild ducks fly up almost moned to George Piper's house dur
every day from a little swamp be ing the high wind of Monday morn
side the road as I pass by, maybe the ing. It proved to be a chimney fire
same ones that were sailing around which had burned through the floor
in the same place last summer. ing and was quickly extinguished.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Lash have been
They were small then and didn’t
bother to fly away when one passed. in Boston this week.
The deer have left the mountain
Mrs. Florence Shuman has been
and gone down into the game pre the guest of her sister in Gorham.
serve.
So many dogs at large
The Bridge Club held the last
wandering over the mountain make meeting of the season with Mrs. C. B.
it. uncomfortable for them. The Stahl Thursday evening at Stahl’s
frogs are at their nightly peeping— Tavern. Supper was served.
a not unpleasant sound to some, who
The spring baseball schedule in
would rather hear them than the
whippoorwill or nighthawk which . which the High School team will
comes later in the season, and seems play follows: April 29, with Bristol
to delight in taking its stand near at Bristol; May 1, Warren at War
farm buildings and keeping up its ren; May 6, Erskine at Erskine
(pending); May 13, Union at Union;
doleful cry.
The Hermit
May 15, Washington at Waldoboro;
N. C. C. No. 8.
May 20, Union at Waldoboro; May
22, Warren at Waldoboro; May 23,
ROCKVILLE
Bristol at Waldoboro; June 2,
Erskine at Waldoboro (pending).
In spite of the cold weather the
Announcements have been re
grass is green, daffodils and hyacinths ceived of the wedding April 24, of
are in bloom and budding maples and Miss Ethel Abbott Overlock, daugh
birches give a lovely color on the ter of Mrs. John S. Overlock of Wal
hillsides, scattered in among the dark doboro, to Walter Charles Sturrock
• ♦ ♦ ♦
green evergreens. The delicate col of Providence, R. I. The ceremony
Herbert L. Bucklin
orings in the woods in the spring took place at the home of the bride’s
The death of Herbert L. Bucklin, time, evidencing the awakening to uncle,
Capt. Lyman Richards, in
55, which occurred April 19 after an life of the trees, rival even the rich Weston, Mass. Mrs. Sturrock was a
illness of three days from pneu and brilliant hues seen in the fall.
teacher in the schools of Norwood,
monia, came as a shock to his many
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Ranlett were at
for several years. They will
friends. He was born February. the meeting and supper of the Span Mass.,
1876, son of the late George and ish War Veterans and Auxiliary reside in Providence.
Amelia iRobinson) Bucklin. At an Wednesday evening at the home of
FRIENDSHIP
early age he found employment in H. W. Thorndike, Rockland. There
the woolen mill in Warren and was a large attendance and Mr. and
In accordance with the expressed
worked there as a spinner for nearly Mrs. Thorndike entertained in their
desires of the State Commission of
37 consecutive years. On Nov. 2 of usual delightful way.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter, Miss Education, Friendship joined with
last year he sustained a fall which
necessitated a stay of ten weeks in •Lottie Ewell and Mrs. Ida Barrows other schools of the State in an ob
Knox Hospital. On his return to the were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. servation of Health Day, May 1. The
home of his brother, L. R. Bucklin, Frank Vaughn at Rockland High program consisted of physical drills,
folk dances and other health exer
he was given every care and loving lands.
Rev. Philip Tolman and two sons cises under the supervision of Prin
attention by the family and it was
cipal Donald R. Knapp.
thought he was making good re visited C. P. Tolman, Tuesday.
Piles of gravel on both sides of the
covery, but a contracted cold ended
A presentation of “Memory Lane”
road give evidence of the road through was given April 27 at Medomak and
in pneumonia.
Mr. Bucklin was of a quiet retiring the village and on as far as Rockland was much enjoyed by those attend
disposition and had many friends Highlands receiving a new surface of ing. The members of the cast were
and no enemies. He was always tar in the near future. •
unanimous in expressing appreciation
Mrs John S. Ranlett was in Port of the cordial and courteous treat
ready with open heart and hand to
respond to the call of the needy and land Tiesday evening attending the ment accorded them by the people of
in sickness his sympathy and aid inspection meeting of the ladles’ aux the town.
were unfailing, as many can testify. iliary of the Spanish War veterans.
In the near future the senior class
Among the Rockport High seniors of the village school will present a
The funeral was held on Wednesday
of last week. Rev. Mr. Kilborn, a who stayed over on their way home play called “The Deacon's Second
close friend of the deceased, spoke from Washington are Alii Lofman Wife,” a very amusing comedy.
feelingly of his childlike faith and who is visiting cousins in New York, Oscar Simmons will play the part of
said, “To know Herbert Bucklin was and Brainerd Thurston, guest of his the deacon and Miss Evelyn Autio
to love him.” A large attendance aunts in Fall River, Mass.
that of the second wife. A more
Norman Thurston is making satis definite
and the beautiful flowers bore testi
and complete announcement
factory
progress
toward
recovery
after
mony to the high esteem in which
will follow later.
an
appendicitis
operation
and
will
he w’as held. He was a valued mem
Willis Morse of City Island, N. Y..
ber of the K. of P. and that lodge soon be able to leave Knox Hospital.
Sunday school will meet tomorrow W’as in town Wednesday.
attended in a body, four of their
Mrs. Nellie Brazier of Danvers,
number A. P. Gray, Herbert Thomas, at 9.30, daylight time.
The village school was resumed Mass., is visiting her parents Mr. and
Curtis Starrett and Forrest Spear
Mrs. Alason E. Wotton.
acting as bearers, to follow the re Monday morning.
Miss Evelyn Teel of Bremen is
mains of their beloved brother to the
visiting Mrs. Cleveland G. Burns.
last resting place. He leaves a
WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw and
brother L. R. Bucklin, one sister
The Washington Athletic Club
Mrs. Fred Thornton of Thomaston, played the return game of baseball son of Waldoboro recently visited
and several nephews and nieces with with Boothbay at Boothbay last ' Mrs. Lottie Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter, Mr.
all of whom Uncle Herb was a great Saturday. The score was 18 to 17 in
favorite.
Boothbay’s favor. The W.A.C. was and Mrs. James Murphy and Lloyd
Wellington Jr., motored to Bath and
well represented.
Arthur Gove, Muriel Gove and Dr Portland Sunday.
ORFF’S CORNER
“High Voltage” a Pathe picture,
Calvin Bragg has been transferred Charles B. Learoyd of Taunton, with plenty of action, will be the fea
om the U. S. Marine Hospital in Mass., were weekend guests of ture at the Playhouse tonight.
ortland to the National Soldiers' Charles H. Sukeforth.
Many from this place attended the Dancing, with music by Pierce’s or
orne in Togus.
chestra of Augusta, will be resumed
Mr. and Mrs. George Kimball and movies at Liberty Saturday night.
Opening dance at W. W. Light's May 9.
iby daughter of Richmond spent
Byron Burns is driving a new sport
pavilion May 1.
unday at Percy Ludwig's.
Miss Clara A. MacDowell recently roadster.
Mrs. Cuthbertson is caring for her
Capt. Roy Morton was in town
lughter Mrs. Raymond Jackson who received from friends who live on a Wednesday.
ranch
In
Aurora,
Oregon,
a
box
of
de

convalescing from a recent surgical
Mrs. Myrtle Giroux of Waterville
licious sliced dried pears.
Iteration.
visited relatives in this place Wed
Hiram
Chaplin
of
West
Washing

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Earle of Aunesday,
urn spent Monday with Mrs. Lilia ton visited Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Hatch
Mrs Floyd Simmons has been tak
last
week.
febber.
Maurice Young has been making en to Knox Hospital, Rockland.
James Hall of Elmore spent the
eekend with Mr. and Mrs. Albert alterations at Charles Sukeforth's
NORTH UNION
lwell returning Monday accompan- barber shop.
Deck Clark of Los Angeles, Calif,
d by Mrs. Hall who has been here
was a visitor at L. F. Merrifield's last
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Linscott and
>r two weeks.
Leroy Weaver, Edna Jackson and week. Mr. Clark was formerly a children of Washington were callers
resident
of
this
place
and
had
not
at Rose Noyes’ Friday evening.
ose Elwell who have recently been
Marguerite Norwood has been visit
i the hospital, received gifts from visited here for nine years. He was
accompanied
by
his
son
Roscoe
in
ing her grandmother Mrs. Hattie
le community for which they exwhose
car
they
drove
across
country.
Norwood during a week’s vacation
ress their thanks. Edna Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Lisle Leonard, daugh from Rockland High School.
nd Rose Elwell are at home again
ter
Blanche,
Mrs.
Olive
Weaver
and
Mrs. Minnie Savage of Washington
nd Leroy Weaver is gaining rapidly
nd expects to leave the hospital daughter of Camden, Mrs. Blanche is visiting Mrs. Raymond Danforth
Rokes of Appleton and Mr. and Mrs. for a short time.
H. B. Cunningham of this place
A party consisting of Roger Nor
Smith (to partner at hotel dance, spent Sunday with their parents Mr. wood, Lvle Norwood, Mr. and Mrs.
conscious that his dancing is not and Mrs. W. W. Light. It was Mrs. J. E. Miller, Claribel and Richardson
quite up to scratch): “Er—I’m a little Light's birthday anniversary.
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Danforth,
F. L. Ludwig is having repairs made Mrs. Maude Overlock and Doris
stiff from ping-pong, you know.”
His partner (coldly): “Really! And on his store.
Overlock gathered at the home of
Mrs. Emily Grotton of this place Mr. and Mrs. Tyler Davis Friday
where's that?”
has Just celebrated her 88th birth night, where a delightful evening
day. She has hooked several rugs in was spent with music and cards.
the past year and is now making a
E. V. Townsend of Thomaston
large one. She is also a great reader. spent a few days at his home in this
F. L. Ludwig and son Charles were place last week. While here he sold
in Portland recently.
his farm to a Finnish family from
Rehearsals for the minstrel show Boston. The new owners plan to
are coming on fine.
move here some time in June.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewev Merrill of
That is the joyful cry of thousands
* * * •
since Dr. Edwards produced Olive Damariscotta were Sunday visitors at
Stone
School Notes
George Bryant’s.
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
Several copies of Nature Magazine
Dr. Edwards, a practicing physi
cian for 20 years, and calomel's oldhave been donated to the school by
TENANT’S HAHROR
time enemy, discovered the formula
Mrs. Mabel Miller, which are being
Sundav
morning
at
the
Bnntist
for Olive Tablets while treating pa Church the subject will be "Offences, eaeerly read by the children.
tients for chronic constipation and
Ten numbers of the National Geo
Offender, Offended.” There will be
torpid livers.
graphic Magazine have recently been
special
music.
Many
are
not
forget

Olive Tablets do not contain calo
added to the school library.
mel, just a healing, soothing vegetable ting the Bible school session these
« • * «
spring mornings which meets immedi
laxative safe and pleasant.
Morning On the Farm
No griping is the “keynote” of these ately following the first service.
TThe following was written by Da
little sugar-coated, olive-colored tab Christian Endeavor at 6, topic “What
lets. They help cause the bowels and Jesus Teaches About Work.” This is vid B. Carroll, age 11, a pupil of the
liver to act normally. They never consecration meeting and is in charge Stone School).
of the president, Miss Agnes Sieveforce them to unnatural action.
Early in the morning the cocks be
If you have a “ dark brown mouth** wright. The Knox County Men’s gin to crow, the chicks begin to peep,
—bad breath—a dull, tired feeling— Chorus will be present for the evening and the birds begin to sing, and fill
sick headache—torpid liver—consti service, and music lovers are looking the clear and pleasant air with cheer
pation, you should find quick, sure forward to the occasion with pleasure fulness.
and pleasant results from one or two as this is their first visit to Tenant’s
As I go out to the fields to work the
of Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets.
Harbor. Do not leave your own serv echo of the singing birds keeps
Thousands take them every night ices—but this musical treat is for the lonesomeness away and makes it a
to keep right Try than. 15c, 30c, i
whole town of St. George,
more cheerful day.

QUICK RELIEF FROM
CONSTIPATION
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to the dining room where sandwiches,
cakes and cocoa were served. Anna
Mrs. Edith McCallum of Orono received several pretty and useful
Winners In 4-H Meat Ani passed
the weekend with her mother gifts.
Oscar Eaton has a new car.
mal Project Will Receive Mrs. Cora Greene at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John Hosmer have
Mr and Mrs. S. B. Coid.
returned from a several weeks’ visit
$5000 This Year
Mrs. Fred W. Beck returned last
relatives.
week from a visit with her daughter with
Mrs. Arvilla D. Lufkin has returned
More than $5,000 in county, state, Mrs. Pierson and family at Water to her home after spending the win
"Old Tires are foolish risks in these days
sectional and national prizes Is at ville..
ter with her son Frank G. Lufkin.
of low Goodyear prices."
Mrs. Julia Spofford who has spent
stake in the second annual National
Miss Lillian Greenlaw, who teaches
4-H Meat Animal Livestock Project the winter with her sister-in-law in Lewiston, is spending a short vaca
contest which will occur-during 1931, Mrs. Vinnie R. Warren, returned tion at home.
Lifetime Guaranteed ^7.
it is announced by the national com home last Saturday.
The Sunset Church Aid gave a
QUALITY
Mrs. Edw. Trundy and Mrs. Ellen supper in the library Tuesday night
mittee on Boys and Girls Club Work.
Sprague
of
Swan
’
s
Island
were
guests
These awards for America’s most
which was well patronized and about
outstanding Junior animal husband of Mrs. Alfred Dunham last week.
$20 was realized.
4.50-21_________ $5.69
Mrs.
Lillian
B
Small
is
home
from
men are being offered by Thomas E.
Charles Weymouth of Salem and
Boston
where
she
spent
the
winter.
Wilson prominent livestock breeder,
Miss Ruth Pickle of Lynn are guests
4.75-19....... ............ 6.65
Mrs. M. D. Joyce entertained a of Mr. and Mrs. William J. Wey
packer, and chairman of the Na
few
friends
last
week
Thursday
in
tional Committee on Boys’ and Girls’
honor of the 83d birthday anniver mouth.
Club Work.
Mrs. Gladys McDonald is em
sary of her sister, Miss Sarah Luf ployed in the office of Roy Snowden’s
4-H Club members having three kin.
Cake
and
tea
were
served.
years' experience, including 1931, who Miss Lufkin received many gifts in garage.
Walker Pickering and Harrison
are regularly enrolled in one or cluding flowers, candy, etc., and cards
more meat animal livestock projects: from distant friends. Those present j Marshall, seniors at U. of M„ spent
TEL. 896
namely, baby beef, pure bred beef were Mrs. Arvilla D. Lufkin, Mrs. last weekend at home. They were
712 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
animal, market pig, breeding hog, j Lillian B. Small, Mrs. Fred W. Beck, accompanied by Arthur Fairchild of
market sheep or breeding sheep, are Mrs. Harry M. Beck and Mrs ,P. S. Boston and Donald Achorn of Saco
who are fellow students at the Uni- I Will Wellman were Sunday dinner Merrill and Will Wellman are doing
eligible to compete for the state and Knowlton.
national prizes. Less experienced
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond the work.
Mrs. Walter E. Scott and daughter versity.
club members may compete for coun Rosamond were guests of Mr. and
Ludwick of Hope.
There was no school Wednesday ai
ty awards. The project records and Mrs. Sterling Stinson last Sundav.
SOUTH HOPE
South Hope Grange was Invited to the teacher Miss Hartshorn was ill.
the general records of contestants will
Planting gardens and houseclean- I
Mrs. Mae Greenlaw Cooke of York
be the basis on which awards will be is the guest of her parents, Mr. and ing are the chief occupations of the Pioneer Grange of East Union Tues
APPLETON RIDGE
day evening and 22 members attend
made.
Appleton High and Liberty High
men and women now.
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw.
ed.
The
3d
and
4th
degrees
were
A gold filled medal of honor will be
played baseball Tuesday afternoon at
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor and Mrs.
Mrs. Louise Knowlton of Pennsyl
presented to the highest scoring vania has arrived to spend the sum Blanche Dunbar and children Edith conferred on Geraldine Gould. A Liberty. Score 13 to 0 in favor of
fine
baked
bean
supper
was
served
county 4-H Club member in each mer and is staying for a while w’th and Eugene went Sunday to Damari
after work and a very interesting Appleton.
county of the United States From Mr. and Mrs. P. S. Knowlton.
Mrs. Della Martin is staying with
scotta where they visited Mrs. Dun program given by both Granges.
the records of county winners, state
Mrs. Gertrude Moody and family for
Anna McVeigh entertained her bar’s mother.
Raymond Jones has hired out for an indefinite time.
club leaders will select their state schoolmates and teacher. Miss Doro
Fred Fernald and Alice Marriner
winners. The highest scoring indi thy Murphy one afternoon last week, of Rockland were supper guests a year witl; Mr. Crie on his farm
The Willing Workers met at their
vidual in the state will receive a $50 the occasion being her 12th birthday Tuesday at Mr. and Mrs. Will Well here, formerly the Lyman Fogler room at the parsonage Tuesday aft
place.
ernoon with nine present. The work
gold watch.
anniversary. After a social time to man's.
The winning 4-H livestock club gether, during which pictures were'
Mrs. Nina Taylor is having her was on braided rugs, carpet rags and
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Childs and chil
member of each of the four exten taken of the group, they were’called dren Muriel and Arnold and Mrs. house painted on the exterior. Lester outlining on worsted squares.
sion divisions of the United States
will receive educational trips to the i
Tenth National Boys’ and Girls’ 4-H
Club Congress in Chicago at the time
of the International Live Stock Ex
position.
Three national winners will be se
lected from these trip winners by a
committee of state club leaders.
During the week of the National 4-H
Club Congress $300. $200 and $100
agricultural college scholarships will
be awarded the national winners in
the order of their rank.
More than 95,000 farm boys and
girls will compete for the attractive
prizes being offered in this contest.

PRIZES AT STAKE

DEER ISLE

/The Tire Blew and

i went into the Ditch"

BLAISDELL
AUTOMOBILE CO.

Chevrolet

has strnek a popular new note
in motor-ear styling

EAST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Fred N. Mank were
Sunday guests of their son A. C.
Mank at Round Pond.
Mrs. Nellie Reever R. S. Monahan
and Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank visit
ed Millard Mank and family recently
at Farmingdale.
Mrs. E. Wilbur is at the Deacones
Hospital, Brookline, Mass. She was
accompanied there by her sister Mrs,
Joseph Glaude, who was a guest of
their brother C. E. Black at Wollas
ton.
The following party spent the day
last week in Belfast: Mrs. J. L.
Flanders, Hiram Mank, Lester Mank
and Laforest Mank.
Norman Miller and family have
moved to Jay where he has em
ployment.
Mrs. M E. Watson of Bath visited
at Leavritt Mank’s Sunday.
Ralph Flanders was at home from
Portland over the weekend.
Mrs. Lester Mank has been enter
taining recently her father, George
Coombs, also her brother and family
of Brunswick.
Reginald Monahan went on a
business trip to Boston last week.
Mrs. Gardner Winslow, Miss Win
nie Winslow and Mr. and Mrs. Jud
son Benner of Warren were at L. L.
Mank’s Monday.
Mrs. Leslie Borneman and Miss
Florence Creamer were in Rockland
last Saturday.
Fred Morton of Fitchburg, Mass.,
Glenwood Reever of Beverly, Mass.,
and Mrs. R. S. Monahan and daugh
ter Gloria were recently guests of
Mrs. N. S. Reever.
Wesley Waltz and son Maynard of
Warren called on Joseph W. Waltz
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Russell and
daughter Mavis of Albion w?re
guests at Clarence Coffin’s Sunday.
Mrs. Russell remains to visit her
sister, Mrs. Coffin, and Mrs. Rose
Robinson returned to Albion.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Mank and Mrs.
B. Brazier and daughter were at A.
Butler's in Rockland recently.
Mrs. Alton Mank and son Emery
spent last week with Mrs. Lewis Tolj
man in Windsor.
The Five Hundred Club and
guests gave Mrs. Edna McIntire a
surprise party April 22, to help cele
brate her birthday anniversary.
She received several gifts. Refresh
ments were served and the evening
was spent with games and socially.
Those present: Mr and Mrs. Percy
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Borneman and
son Urban, Mr. and Mrs. John
Rines and daughter Madeline, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry McIntire and Ray
Simmons.
Maynard Butler is visiting his
grandmother Mrs. Laura Orff.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fitch were
guests of their daughter Mrs. Percy
Bowley last week in West Warren.
Albert Mank and family of Round
Pond were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. F. N. Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott and sons
Ivan and Gordon and Miss Muriel
Coffin were in Friendship Sunday.
Mrs. Lester Mank and Mrs. Percy
Miller spent a few days recently
with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns,
South Waldoboro.
The Social Club met with Mrs.
Esther Starrett April 9 with 13 mem
bers present and a pleasing program
enjoyed. The refreshment commit
tee was Mrs Lizzie Waltz, Mrs. Hilda
Miller and Mrs. Esther Starrett. The
club met April 23 with Mrs. Hazel
Bowers 11 members and two visit
ors present. Most of the members
were dressed in children's costumes
and the program consisted of reci
tations and readings by the children,
who also enjoyed the treat served by
the refreshment committee, Mrs
James Mank, Mrs. Georgia Mank
and Mrs. Bernys Jameson. The
next meeting will be held at the
Stone schoolhouse May 7, with picnic
dinner. South Warren Grange Sew
ing Circle is invited to meet with
the Social Club and it is hoped a
goodly number will be present.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
gress St.; or Rosa News-stand, 3811 a Con
gress 8t.

^CHEVROLET

factors have

J

Manv

-1

contributed to the

remarkably widespread popularity
of the new Chevrolet Six.

But no

feature has been more strikingly

evident in the enthusiastic public

reception of the car than its smart
new style.

Fisher Body craftsmen, with their
background of fine-car designing,

have made this new Chevrolet an
exceptionally attractive automobile.

The long hood, low-swung body

lines, sweeping fenders and massive
wire wheels strikingly suggest the
car’s flectncss and power. And the

appeal of Chevrolet’s beauty is
made more pronounced by the fact

that all models arc available in a
variety of color combinations.
Interior*, too, arc unusuul in every
way.

The upholstery is carefully

tailored. Scat9 are roomy, deeplycushioned and invitingly soft. And

the tasteful interior fittings lend a

final note of charm.
In fact, the new Chevrolet Six is

such a thoroughly fine-looking auto
mobile that it has become a very

popular choice with every type of

buyer.

You find it not only the

smart fumily car, hut the smart

'/’/»<• New

IV&U?
Phaeton,

Chevrolet Convertible Cabriolet

Roadster, $175; Sport Roadster (with rumble scat), $195;
4); Standard Coupe, $335; Coach, $515; Stnndurd Five-Window Coupe,

personul car as well—a worthy com

$545; Sport • »eupe (with rumble seat), $575; Five-Passenger Coupe, $595; Convertible

panion to the expensive automobiles

(Cabriolet, $ej 5; Stundard Sedan, $635; Special Sedan, $650; Convertible I.anduu

Phaeton, $6.“< -

of the two-and three-car household.

,’.h
■

Spetdal equipment extru. Chevrolet truck chassis, $355 to $590. low

delftvrcd prices and easy terms.

All prices f. o. b. Flint, Mich.

NEW CHEVROLET SIX
The

.......

......

Great American Value

See your dealer below

........ -

....... ==■

SEA VIEW GARAGE.INC689 Main Street.

BAY VIEW GARAGE, INC.

MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY

—by-

Rockland, Me.
Camden, Me.

Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
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Mr. and Mrs. George Diffy of
Capt. John Wadsworth has re
South Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Rev. Philip Tolman and sons Wil turned from Miami, Fla., where he
Carney. Mrs. Leila Searfrs and Miss bur and Linwood returned Thursday spent the winter.
Agnes Miller of Portland motored to Leominster, Mass., after a short
W. E. Foster of Dark Harbor is in
down from Portland last Saturday. visit with Mr. Tolman's sister Mrs. towq. having employment here.
During the week many pleasant re Leola Mann, Russell avenue.
There will be a dance at Meguntiunions have been enjoyed at Samuel
Miss Clara Davis who was the cook Grange hall every Saturday
Miller's on Brooklyn Heights, those guest for several days of Miss Annie night. Excellent music will be fur
participating, Mr. Miller and daugh Richards left Tuesday for Bangor nished.
ter Marian, Miss Miller and Mrs. where she will visit friends before re
Mrs. Howard Anderson entertained
Searles of Portland. A. W. McCurdy turning to her home at Hampden.
the ladies of the Methodist society
of Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs. C.
A very pleasant gathering of the Wednesday afternoon.
Blair Lester of Allentown, Pa.
Trytohelp Club was held Monday eve
Regular meeting of Joel Keyes
Mrs. Charles Copeland of Newton ning at the home of Miss Helen Dun Grant Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.,
Centre. Mass., and Miss Cora Rus bar. At the business session it was was held Friday evening. Supper
sell of Thomaston who has been voted to hold a public supper May at 6 o’clock.
Mrs. Copeland’s guest the past win 13 at the Baptist vestry. The next
The Women's Guild of St. Thomas
ter, arrived in town Friday by train. meeting of the Club will be Monday Episcopal Church, will hold a benefit
evening
when
the
members
will
en

Mrs. Copeland has come to spend a
card party at the Parish House.
few days among her plants getting joy a dandelion green supper at the May 6.
vestry.
them ready for the summer. Miss
At the meeting of Camden ComMrs. Jasper McKinney entertained mandery. K.T.. Tuesday evening,
Russell will reopen her house for the
at
dinner
last
Monday
evening
in
there was work in the Red Cross and
season.
Mr. Leonard who has been in honor of the birthday anniversary of Malta degrees.
There was a roll call at the meet
charge of Mrs. Nellie Smith's dairy her mother Mrs. William Overlock.
farm on Beechwoods street has given The centerpiece was a handsomely ing of Mt. Batti# Lodge Tuesday
up his position there to take charge decorated birthday cake with the re evening. Refreshments were served.
quired number of pink candles. The
Leroy Thomas pulled a hand
of the almshouse in St. George.
occasion was much enjoyed and Mrs.
William T Smith who has a large Overlock was the recipient of sev some salmon, weighing 4 pounds. 14
contract for plumbing in Presque eral nice gifts. Those present: Mr. ounces, out of Lake Megunticook
Wednesday.
Isle left for there Thursday.
and Mrs Overlock. Miss Mabel Howe
The children of the grade schools
Lewis Johnson and Garfield Oliver of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Mc held a May Day "Health Parade"
have returned from a winter's yacht Kinney. Misses Barbara and Roberta Friday afternoon. The line formed at
ing in Southern waters.
McKinney and Forrest McKinney.
the Elm street building and marched
Mrs. Frank Kennedy of Camden.
A goodly number of parishioners to Atlantic avenue, then to the vil
Mr. and Mrs. Welmont Shibles of attended the observance of church lage green, where health exercises
Rockland and Guy E. Libby of Bel night at the Baptist Church Thurs and a Maypole dance was held. The
fast were in town Wednesday to at day evening. A picnic supper was children were in costume and made
tend the funeral of Mrs. Harriet served at 7 o'clock under the direc a pleasing sight. They were led bv
tion of Mrs. Augusta Shibles. chair the Boys' Band. Rev. Winfield
Dickey.
The Misses Blunt of Main street man, assisted by Mrs. Theresa Mc Witham spoke on "Health.” There
are having their house painted. Cluskey. Mrs. Maud Walker, Miss were several songs by the various
Capt. Alton Chadwick is doing the Mary Cavanaugh. At the business grades and the little ones received
meeting which followed. Mrs. Mildred much applause. The street flags were
work.
Willis Morse of New York was a Rhodes was elected a$ clerk to fill flying and the village presented a
visitor Thursday at Capt. Frank the vacancy caused by the resigna regular May Day appearance.
Cushman's. Mrs. Cushman is his tion of Miss Mary Brann. Arrange
The Camden Community Hospital
ments were also made for the build drive is now on. Be ready when you
sister.
Leon Leighton left for Boston ing committee. Arthur Walker, Edgar are called upon and give as liberally
Wednesday where he was joined by P. Shibles. Charles Marston, William as possible.
Mrs. Leighton and Miss Janet who Whitney and Rev. G. F. Currier, to
Annual past masters' night was
is having a vacation from her school begin at once the erection of a ga held by Amity Lodge, F.&A.M., last
duties in West Springfield. Mass rage at the new parsonage and to evening. Supper was served at 6.30.
They attended the New England complete the grading of the grounds
Rev. Ralph Hayden is in Keene. N.
Mrs. C. E. Rhodes. Sr., is now able H.. where he is to address the Pro
Hotel Show. Mr. Leighton also met
the president of the Blue and Gray to be out again after her recent ill vincial Council of Young People of
line of buses which have patronized ness.
the Episcopal Church.
Mrs. Edna Ingraham of Camden
the Knox Hotel for the past three
The regular meeting of Canton
was
the
guest
this
week
of
her
seasons.
Molineaux. Patriarchs Militant, will
Mrs. J. M. Baldrige of Boston and mother Mrs. S. Josephine Wall. Com-, be held Monday at 7.30.
maid with Mrs. Kenneth Lord of mercial street.
There will be a meeting of Me
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson, in gunticook Grange next Wednesday
Washington, D. C.. as Mrs.. Baldcompany
with
Mrs.
Lena
K.
Sargent
rige's guest, left Thursday after a
evening. Ralph Wentworth, county
and dauehter Mrs. Newton Strick agent, will be the speaker.
few days at the Knox Hotel.
land
of
Rockland
motored
Monday
The next meeting of the Beta
C. D. Dufault left yesterday for
Alpha Club will be May 11 with Mrs. evening to Bangor, where Mrs Sar Boston after working in the Western
gent broadcast over station WLBZ in Union Telegraph office during the ab
Grace Andrews.
Mrs. Harold Pease and children of the interest of Rockland Commercial sence of the manager, Miss Maude
»
Warren are spending a few days with College.
M. Thorndike.
A newly organized club known as
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Burkett.
Mrs. E. E. Boynton will entertain
At the Federated Church Sunday the Scribblers’ Club, consisting of the Half Hour Reading Club Satur
the services will be: Sunday school members from Rockland, Rockport day afternoon at 2 o'clock.
at 9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11 and Camden, met Thursday after
There will be a Masonic assembly
o'clock, subject, "Personal Religion." noon at the home of Mrs. Irene Mo at the hall May 6, with music by
Evening service at 7 o'clock, topic ran. Rockland, and these officers were Dean's orchestra.
elected: President, Mrs. Moran; vice
"Great Living."
Mrs. Albertie George entertained
May 1 was observed in the grade president, Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth; the Woman's Foreign Missionary So
schools as National Child Health Day. secretary and treasurer. Mrs. Edna ciety yesterday afternoon.
and buttons and certificates were Robbins; executive committee. Mrs.
The funeral of Emma (Clark), 85.
awarded to many boys and girls. A Zelma Dwinal. Mrs. Mildred Putnam; wife of Johnson Knight, was held
reference
committee.
Mrs.
Orissa
definite program has been carried out
from the Congregational Church Fri
through the year by Miss Katherine Merritt, Mrs. Sarah McCullough. day afternoon and interment was in
Next
meeting
will
take
place
on
the
T. Winn, school nurse, and Dr. Lucy
Mountain street cemetery. The de
Spear, school physician, in coopera afternoon of May 25 at the home of ceased was a native of Camden. Be
Mrs.
Blanche
Ellsworth.
Main
street.
tion with the Maine Public Health
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will sides her husband, she is survived by
Association of Augusta, with gratify
serve
a public supper at the vestry a son. Edwin, and daughter, Edith.
ing lesults. One hundred and eight
Wednesday
from 5.30 to 7 p. m.
qualified as seven-point children and
• • • •
VINALHAVEN
65 as six-point children, whose names
Church Notes
Allen C. Drake and son Marshall
will be published later.
All services on daylight time. Bap of Cincinnati, Ohio, who have been
Leroy Seekins has bought of Willand. Monday at 3 o’clock. Reports of tist, Rev. G. F. Currier, minister: spending the winter at Seaside, re
Dr. A. W. Peabody, a house on Ship Sunday morning service at 10.45, turned Wednesday to their summer
children's story. "Sunny Jim." sermon home, The Breakers.
street.
Isaac Calderwood of Canada ar
At the Baptist Church Sunday, subject, “Marcus Whitman's Journey
Bible school at 9.45; morning worship of Faith;" Sunday School at noon; rived Thursday to spend the summer
at 11, topic, “Branded;" evening B.Y.P.U. at S, Guy Young, leader; at months with his family at his estate,
service at 7.30. "The Grand Change. 7 o'clock a union service at the West Lumnia, Calderwood’s Neck.
Arthur Orne of Rockland was in
The quartet will sing “Jerusalem." Rockport Church, the pastor's sub
and “Saviour, Let Me Walk With ject "If;" special music; Trytohelp town Thursday.
Mrs. L. R. Smith, who has spent
Thee," by Nevins. Christian Endeav Club at vestry Monday evening;
Scout meetings Tuesday evening; the winter months in Portland and
or Monday at 7 p. m.
Mrs. Josephine Stone and Forrest Ladies' Sewing Circle Wednesday; Boston returned home Wdnesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rognar Peterson re
Stone are leaving Sunday for Bel weekly prayer service at 7.30 Thurs
mont, Mass., to spend a week with day evening, at which time plans will turned Thursday from Rockland.
Mrs. E. G. Carver left Tuesday for
Mrs. Stone's sister, Mrs. Harold be discussed for the betterment of
the church school.
two week s visit with her brother Al
Watts.
Methodist: Rev. F F. Fowle, min bert Annis in Waltham. Mass.
The May meeting of the D.A.P.. will
Mrs. O. V. Drew entertained the
be held with Mrs. Nan Higgs, Rock ister: Regular Sunday morning
land, Monday at 3 o'clock. Reports of service at 10.30. selections by adult Bridge Eight at her home Wednesday
choir;
Sunday
School
at
11.45;
Junior
evening. A six o'clock supper was
officers will be given and annual elec
tion held. A report of the Conti League. 3.30; evening service at 7.30, served.
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett returned Thurs
nental Congress will be made by Mrs. with the young people in charge. Miss
Mary Overlook from material fur Doris Ballard, speaker; Thursday day from Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Greenlaw re
nished by Mrs. Anne Lord of Wash evening, praise service at 7.30.
turned Tuesday from Rockland,
ington, D. C.
where Mrs. Greenlaw underwent a
At the meeting of the Garden Club
SPRUCE HEAD
Thursday evening at the home of
Friends of Willis Adams will be glad surgical operation at Knox Hospi
Mrs. Ella Dunn, these officers were to know that he is recovering from tal.
Leroy Ames returned from Cam
elected: President, Mrs. Richard O. his severe illness of the past winter.
Elliot; vice president, Mrs. Levi Mr. and Mrs. Adams and Perley Bick den Thursday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton and Mrs.
Seavey; score'^ry, Miss Hortense nell of Rockland and Brainerd Adams
Wilson; treasurer, Mrs. Caroline To- of Boston were In town Thursday Susan Hopkins has returned from a
bey. The shrubbery recently set out morning calling on friends and rela few days' visit in Rockland.
Mrs. George Geary entertained the
on the high school grounds was re tives.
ported in good condition. Mrs. Elliot
Mrs. Leslie Thompson and daughter Rainbow Club Friday evening at her
and Mrs. Overlook gave interesting spent Wednesday with Mrs. Alice home.
Regular meeting of Marguerite
accounts of the flower shows they at Copeland in Rockland.
tended in New York and Boston, re
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Goddard are Chapter. O.E.S.. will be held Monday
spectively. Other business transacted at their summer home here for a night. The entertainment commit
was the appointment of three tree week. Friends will regret that the tee of which Mrs. Alice Raymond is
wardens at the request of the select Goddards are not to open their house chairman requests the members each
men, to oversee the trimming of the this summer. They are returning to to contribute a filled maybasket.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyde Robinson re
shade trees belonging to the town. England for an indefinite stay.
John Creighton. James E. Creighton
Miss Ruth Simmons visited friends turned Wednesday from Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs Richard Young en
and Miss Mary McPhail were chosen. at White Head Thursday afternoon.
The plank sidewalk on Erin street
Don't be alarmed if you think you tertained Tuesday evening at their
has been removed and a gravel one is hear an airplane flying low over your home the following company in honor
being built.
house. Probably it will be only Bobby of their son Hiram Young, of the
The Union baseball team came Burch rushing by in his car all decked United States Navy, and his fiancee,
June Vierling of Philadelphia. Pa.
down Friday and crossed bats with out in its coat of spring paint.
Thomaston. Score Thomaston 19,
Ralph Thompson is shingling Free Other guests were Mrs. Elizabeth
Union 3.
man Elwell's camp at Elwell's Point. Vierling of Erooklyn. N. Y., Mrs. Ar
Six carloads of material used in
Walter Drinkwater of Burnt Island thur S. Pierce, daughters Loraine and
the construction of the four new Coast Guard Station is at home on Patricia of Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Phijbrook, Mr. and Mrs. Berger
bridges built in Thomaston under sick leave.
•
the supervision of the State Highway
Mrs. Frances Russell and two Magnuson. Mr. and Mrs Elijah York.
Commission, have recently been daughters have returned to their home Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Philbrook. Mr.
shipped to ether places.
in Winslow's Mills after being guests and Mrs. William Chilles, Hilton
Mr. and Mrs. George Long who of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Elwell on Hew- Young, Helen Orcutt. Cards featured
the evening's entertainment.
have had rooms in the Broadway ett's Island for several days.
The weather vane on Union Church
apartments, are now occupying the
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann and
house of Oliver Hahn at Mill River.
daughter June of Two Bush Light presents a fine appearance since its
J. A. Creighton & Co. and A. J. Station have returned home from a spring housecleaning, having received
Bird each have one lime kiln in op motor trip to Bangor where they were a new coat of gold leaf the work of
eration. Several carloads of lime have overnight guests of Gleason Mann. L. A. Coombs. The stunt of remov
been shipped by them.
They also visited Mrs. Mann’s parents, ing and replacing was done by John
Miss Jennie Wilson of Thomaston Mr. and Mrs. Duswald in Waldoboro. Phillips, who is certainly some
sprinter.
and John Erickson of South Thomas
ton were united in marriage Friday WHAT VETERANS CAN BORROW
Air transportation service between
afternoon at the home of Mr. and
The Veterans Bureau informs us
Mrs. Lawrer.ie H. Dunn. The cere that the maximum face value of the Rockland. North Haven, Vinalhaven.
mony, witnessed by only a few close adjusted service certificates issued and Stonington has been established
friends, was performed by Rev. H. S. to World War veteran? is $1,592.00. by the Maine Air Transportation Co.
Kilborn. Mr and Mrs. Erickson left Under the provisions of the amend with two round trips daily.
on the afternoon train for™ short ment to the World War (Adjusted
Dr. Rich Eyesight Specialist will be
wedding trip.
compensation act of Feb. 27, 1931. a
About 9 o’clock last night fire veteran may obtain a loan of 50 per at Vinalhaven on or about June 1st.
broke out in the Broadway apart cent of the face value of his certifi for examination of the eyes and fit
51-53
ments at Mill River owned by W. J. cate. provided two years have elapsed ting of glasses —adv.
Robertson. Two families by the name from the date of issuance. There
of Long were moving out of the apart fore the largest sum any veteran can
ment when they discovered smoke borrow on such a certificate is $796.
coming from the closets in the southend of the buiding on the lower floor. the scene but the house was badly
The flames rapidly spread up the damaged by fire and water. The loss
partitions into the other story, and is covered by insurance. The Cline
soon enveloped the entire structure. family occupying it received quite a

CIGAR5

The fire department was quickly on loss in damage done to furniture,

Maine's Finest.

Every-Other-Daf

In Everybody’s Column
“Mary had a little lamb,
And its fleece was white as snow;
She took it to her brand new Ford,
And how the two did go!”

Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
for three times. Six words make a line.

IF YOU DOUBT IT CALL AT THE

WALDOBORO GARAGE
AND TAKE A RIDE IN ONE OF THOSE SWELL
NEW FORDS OR IN ONE OF THESE USED CARS

SOME LIST—LOOK IT OVER!
*

1930 MODELS
MODEL A A FORD PLEASURE CARS—A Real Bargain
FORD SPORT COUPE—Some Sport, Too!
TUDOR SEDAN—LIGHT ROADSTER—3 WINDOW FORDOR
MODEL A A TRUCK—DUAL WHEELS—Excellent Shape
1929 MODELS
2 FORDOR SEDANS—MODEL A—3 TUDOR SEDANS
MODEL A TOURING CAR—Good As New
2 STANDARD COUPES and a STUNNING SPORT ROADSTER

1928 MODELS
2 TWO DOOR SEDANS—1 TOURING CAR—Classy Bunch
1927 MODELS
CHRYSLER TOURING CAR—A Hum Dinger—$150
4 CYLINDER WHIPPET COACH—Little Used
ESSEX COACH—A Good Looker—J150

1925 MODELS
4 PASSENGER BU1CK COUPE—4 NEW TIRES—$150
AND THEN SOME MORE
2 WHIPPET 6 CYLINDER SEDANS----- CHEVROLET COUPE
AND COACH—2 CHEVROLET TRUCKS WITH GOOD BODIES

THOSE TRUE AND TRIED FORD TRUCKS
1926 AND 1927 MODEL T T TRUCKS—Equipped with Warford
Transmission—Prices $25 to $100
1929—10 MODEL A A TRUCKS—Equipped with Dual Transmission
and Dump Bodies—Prices $175 to $359

FOLLOW MARY'S EXAMPLE—TAKE YOUR LAMB TO RIDE IN

A FORD CAR BOUGHT AT

Probate Notices

.

CHIXSAVER

; LOST AND FOUND ♦
.«..•■ .«.

IP

BROWN POCKETBOOK containing
money with name inside, lost between
Newberry’s and Crockett's.
Reward.
Return to MRS. M.J. MOLLOY. 75 Broad
St.______________________________ 53-55
SMALL GRAY LEATHER BAG con
taining sum) of pioney. glasses, etc. Lost
1 on Laurel St. Finder please return to
MRS. MABEL RICHARDSON. 8 Laurel
St., city or telephone 770.
52*54

As we arc often known by the company we keep, so is a Feed often
known by the Company that makes it. CHIXSAVER is manufac
tured by T1IE ELMORES.
CHIXSAVER is manufactured according to an OLD and TRIED
formula. It is not a new Chick Starter. The Formula is one that
has long been known to reduce mortality among chicks to a mini
mum, and to be indueive to maximum growth. Many users report
as high as 95% of their chicks successfully raised.
CHIXSAVER has not been made to sell at a price, but was made to
be an ideal food for BABY CHICKS, with the result that CHIX
SAVER is the best food for the delicate CHICK that money and
modern Poultry Science can produce.
Ask your DEALER for CHIXSAVER, the IDEAL FOOD for BABY
CHICKS. You can't go WRONG as full feeding Directions are to
be found in every Bag or Package.
Elmore's complete line of Poultry, Dairy and Stock Feeds, Guaran
teed to give Satisfaction by the following dealers or your Money
Refunded.

‘
WANTED
♦
!£>•«••'•••
•«.’ >•>•«•>•• |^
GIRL wanted for general housework.
Apply Tuesday. MRS. W. O. FULLER. 45
Beech St.
53-55
GIRL wanted for general housework
at 75 Broad St. Tel. 669-M
53-55
WANTED TO BUY antiques of all
kinds, furniture, glass, rugs, pictures,
old postage stamps and bottles. BOX
326, Thomaston.____________
53-55
FLAT TOP office desk wanted with |
drawers on both sides. TEL. 1035. 52-54
CONCESSIONAIRE who wants to run
hot dog stand in an active location.
Apply CURTISS - WRIGHT FLYING
SERVICE. Rockland.
52-54
WANTED TO BOARD elderly person or
semi-invalid. Write MRS. E. F. COOK.
Spruce Head.
51-62
AUTOMOBILE GENERATOR and starter
work
Brushes In stock for all cars.
Armatures turned and undercut for ga
rages at reasonable rates
Complete
automotive electrical service. HOUSESHERMAN, Inc. Next to Ford Agency.
__________
48-tf
LAWN MOWERS to sharpen and re
pair. Prompt service. Will call for and
deliver. CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel. 791
Rockland.
47-tf
TENANT WANTED for 5 room tene
ment on Grace St. CALL 630-W
39-tf

THERE ARE NO BETTER FEEDS AT ANY PRICE

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

ROCKLAND, ME.
S. E. Winehenbach
E. N. Duffy
The Payson Co.
Camden, Me.
Waldoboro, Me.
Rockland, Me.
Brown & Sprowl, Appleton, Me. David Pollock, So. Thomaston, Me.
Lane & Brown, Vinalhaven, Me.
H. E. Smith, Cashing, Me.
J. C. Robinson, St. George
Robert J. Heald, West Rockport
Enos E. Ingraham Co., Rockport
IL M. Beck, Deer Isle
37-52

••• ••• ••• •••

♦
♦

Waldoboro Garage
.

ELMORE’S

gp

6*

52-53

Notices of Appointment

J
M

SITUATIONS

;

GIRL wanter for housework, board
and room and wages. TEL 8659.
53-lt
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS
Apply MODERN PANTS CO.
CARE OF LAWNS, washing windows
and odd Jobs wanted. FLOYD RICH
ARDSON, 65 Warren St. Tel. 7-M
____________
49-tf
WOMEN, whole or part time to take
orders for made to measure knit dresses
Two orders dally pays $18 to $36 weekly.
FRANK A. KIERMAN, Mattapan. (Bos
ton) Mass.
51*53

STATE OF MAINE
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro
To all persons interested In either of bate for the County of Knox, In the
the estates hereinafter named:
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
At a Probate Court held at Rockland the following estates the persons were
In and for the County of Knox, on the appointed Administrators. Executors and
21st dav of April In the year of our Lord Guardians and on the d^ies hereinafter
one thousand nine hundred and thirty- named:
one and by adjournment from day to
LOUISA F>MAHONEY, late of Vlnal
dav from the 21st day of said April the haven. deceased. April 21st, 1931, Mertie
following matters having been presented E. Mahoney Carver of Vlnalhaven was
for the action thereupon hereinafter In appointed Exx. without bond.
dicated It is hereby Ordered:
WILLIAM A. HILL, late of Rockland,
That notice thereof be given to all deceased,
April 21st, 1931, Maurice P.
persons interested, by causing a copy of Hill
of Rockland, was appointed Exr.
this order to be published three week- without
bond.
successively In The Courier-Gazette, a
MAUD E. WELLMAN, late of Hope, de
newspaper published at Rockland In said
County that they may appear at a Pro ceased. April 21st. 1931. Clifford E. Well
man
of Hope, was appointed Exr. with- I PASTURAGE FOR CATTLE—Will have
bate Court to be held at said Rockland
on the 19th day of May A. D. 1931. at out bond.
ample pasturage this season on my S
nine o’clock In the forenoon, and be
HATTIE M. PRESCOTT, late of Rock Cushing properties for 40 to 50 head of
land. deceased. April 21st. 1931. Stephen matured cattle Pasturage well watered
heard thereon if they see cause.
FRANCIS V. CROCKER, late of Vlnal- G Prescott, of Rockland was appointed W M. HOFFSES. Thomaston, Me. 53-58
haven, deceased. Will and Petition for Exr. without bond.
MARCELLINO. 50c; shampooing. 50.
Probate thereof, asking that same may
FREMONT BEVERAGE, late of North Appointments
a specialty. MADELYN
be proved and allowed and that letters Haven, deceased. April 21st. 1931. Lottie McCABE.
_20 Oak St. Tel. 191.
50’55-tf
testamentary be issued to Nellie M. Wil H. Beverage of North Haven was ap
ROCK AND CEMENT work, cellar
son. of Vlnalhaven she being the Exx pointed Exx. without bond.
named In said will without bond.
MELINDA A. ADAMS, late of Rock walls built and repaired, lawn work, by
EDITH F SNOWDEAL. late of Owl's land. decased. April 21st, 1931, Carlotta day or contract. In town or out BENJ.
Head, deceased Will and Petition for Adams Burns of Rockland, was appoint KNOWLTON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 608-W
50-tf
__ __________________________
Probate thereof, asking that same ma( ed Exx. without bond.
be proved and allowed, and that letters
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
THOMAS
O.
LONG,
late
of
Thomas

testamentary be issued to Chancey K ton. deceased. April 21st, 1931, Henrietta Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Snowdeal of Owl's Head, he being the M. Long of Thomaston, was appointed ____________ ____________________ 47-tf
Exr. named in said will without bond
Exx. without bond.
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric
PARKS BI'KER late of Rockland,
FRANK H. OSGOOD, late of Vlnal Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
deceased. WiU and Petition for Probate haven.
moderate cost for your spring cleaning
deceased.
April
21st.
1931.
Alfred
thereof, asking that same may be proved S. Osgood of Vlnalhaven, W’as appointed from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electri I
and allowed, and that letters testamen Exr
cians. Phone 721, next to Ford Agency
without bond.
tary be Issued to Harriet A Buker of
BLANCHARD T ORNE late of Thom ___________________ ______________51-tf
Rockland, she being the Exx. named in
PAPER HANGING. Painting and ma
aston. deceased. April 21st. 1931. Cora B
said will without bond.
of Thomaston, was appointed Exr. son work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY
SYLVESTER L ARAU. late of Cam Orne
Contractor.__ Tel. 33-M.
45-tf
without
bond.
den. deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
ELLA M. COGGAN late of Union, de
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
bate thereof, asking that same may be
ceased.
April
21st.
1931.
Willie
A
Coggan
at
the
Rockland
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St
proved and allowed and that letters tes
tamentary be Issued to Hervey C Allen, of Union was appointed Exr. and quali Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
Tel.
519-J,
______________
_________
40-tf
fied
by
filing
bond
on
same
date.
Arthur H Huse. Charles C. Wood and
Ralph W Johnson, they being the Exrs.
NELLIE S. WADE, lat^ of Rockland,
MARCELLING AND SHAMPOOING by
named In said will without bond
deceased. April 21st. 1931. George T appointment KATHERINE SMALL. 18
Wade
of Rockland, w’as appointed Exr. Gay St Tel 737-M. __________
EMMA A. COOPER, late of Rockland,
48-tf
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate without bond.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON flie your saws
thereof, asking that same may be proved
WILLARD A. WARDWELL. late of i and
repair your furniture at 216 LIME
and allowed, and that letters testamen Rockland, deceased. April 21st. 1931. ROCK
ST. Tel. 1010
40-tf
tary be Issued to Alice M. Cooper of Alan L. Bird of Rockland, was appoint
Rockland, she being the Exx. named In ed Exr. and qualified by filing bond on
said will wtthout bond.
same date.
ESTATE AVERY P. STARR .IT. late of |
ALMON G. VARNEY late of Rockport,
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate Warren, deceased. April 21st, 1931 Mae
thereof asking that same may be proved E. Starrett, of Warren, was appointed
and allowed and that letters testamen Admx. and qualified by filing bond on
tary be Issued to Inez L. Varney of same date.
Rockport, she being the Exx. named In
ESTATE HENRY L. HART, late of !
said will without bond.
Hope, deceased April 2Ut. 1931. Ada Es
ESTATE WALTER W. DOW. late of telle Hart, of Hope, was appointed Admx. 1
R I. RED CHICKS for sale May 14.
Washington, deceased. Petition for Ad and qualified by filing bond on same
18 and 23. $14 a hundred. C. E. OVER
ministration asking that Clara S. Over Cate.
LOOK.
Warren. Tel. 3-4.
53*55
look of Washington, or some other suit
ESTATE NELLIE A KENT, of Vlnal
able person be appointed Admx with haven,
S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
April
21st.
1931.
Ralph
J.
Bick

out bond.
Maine ac
ford of Vinalhaven. was appointed standard utility stock.
ESTATE ERICK HARJULA. late of Guardian, and qualified by filing bond credited. April 20 to May, 18c. after
South Thomaston, deceased. Petition for on same date.
May 1. small lots. 16c each. 500 or more
Administration, asking that Ida A Hareach. Hatching eggs. Write or
ESTATE FREDERICK A. SHERER. of 15c
jula of South Thomaston, or some other
E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel
March 10th, 1931. Margie S. In phone
suitable person be appointed Admx. Rockland.
13-42.
35-tl
graham
of
Rockland,
was
appointed
Guar

without bond.
dian. and qualified by filing bond on
BABY CHIX. Wyllle’s S.C. Reas. Bred
ESTATE CHARLES W WOTTON, late same date.
for eggs, type and color. Statn accred
of Friendship, deceased Petition for
ESTATE FRED C. BUKER, late of St. ! ited for white diarrhoea. $18 n 100 post
Administration asking that Rodney S. George.
paid for April 21 and 28; May $16 for
April
21st.
1931.
Emily
L
Buker
Davis, of St. George, or some other suit
St .George, was appointed Adminis 500, $1 and 1000 $2 less a KK» Safe ar
able person be appointed Admr. without of
rival guaranteed. F. H. WYL..IE & SON,
tratrix.
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
bond.
Thomaston, Me.. Route 1.
40-tf
April 24. 1931.
ESTATE ALVAH M SPEAR. Petition
ESTATE GEORGE NILES, late of Rock
.«•
,e. ,9.
>e.
gp
for license to sell certain real estate land,
April 28th, 1931. Rose L. Niles of
situated In Thomaston, and fully de Kockland.
♦
was appointed Administratrix
scribed In said petition, filed by Robert and qualified
by filing bond on same
W. Walsh of Thomaston. Admr.
♦
date.
•
ESTATE CATHERINE MCINTIRE, late
•>.
M
ESTATE WILLIAM O. LUCE, late of ||*
of Rockland, deceased, seventh account Washington,
April 21st. 1931, ’
filed for allowance by Alan L Bird, of Etta L. Lucedeceased.
of Washington, was ap
DOUBLE TENEMENT house for sale or
Rockland. Trustee.
pointed Administratrix, and qualified by to let: electric lights, flush closet; ga
ESTATE FRANCES A. GINN, late of filing bond on April 28th 1931.
rage;
garden. Inquire 5 TRINITY ST.
Vlnalhaven. deceased, first and final ac
LEROY E HARDING, late of Warren, ________________________________ 51*53
count filed for allowance by Carrie F.
deceased.
April
21st,
1931.
Clara
V.
MUST BE SOLD at once 7 room house
Olnn. of Vlnalhaven. Admx.
Hosmer, of Warren, was appointed Exx.
bath, furnace, fine cement cellar,
ESTATE LEE A FARRIS, late of War and qualified by filing bona April 28th, with
garage,
near Pacific street. For quick
ren. deceased, first and final account 1931. •
sale
price
$1800. $500 down and balance
filed for allowance by Ralph w Farris,
MINNIE C. DEANE. late of Union, de mortgage. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
of Augusta. Admr.
Tel.
1030.
46-tf
ceased. April 28th, 1931. Howard D.
ESTATE ANNA L. DUNTON. late of Deane of Union, was appointed Exr.
FARM for sale In Lincolnville. 150
Rockland, deceased, first and final ac-' without bond.
acres, modern buildings, pastures, hay,
count Including special claim of execu
Attest:
apple orchards, pulp wood, good market.
trix filed for allowance by Susie D. Davis
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
Exx.
St.. 53-S-59
Camden. Tel. 2597 .
43-tf
ESTATE ANNETTE DENIO JONES,
FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
late of St. George, deceased, first and
and
bath,
garage.
A.
B.
HIGGS,
140
Tal
final account filed for allowance by Kate
bot Ave. Tel. 711.
40-tf
Denlg Tower. Admx. c. t. a.
ESTATE ANNETTE DENIO JONES,
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
late of St. George, deceased. Petition to
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
Determine Inheritance Tax. filed by
prices. Ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
Kate Denis Tower, of St. George. Admx.
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, !
Maine.___________________________ 40-tf
ESTATE J. EMERY LADD, late of
Vlnalhaven. deceased. Petition Perpetual
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
Care of Burial Lot. filed by Lllllas A. El
A garage located in a thriving town,
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully selling
well. Admx.
a well known line of cars; terms
served the families of Knox County can be arranged.
ESTATE MERTIE L. SIMPSON, of
Seven-room house In Rockland with
Rockland. Petition for license to sell
LADY
ATTENDANT
garage. Good chance to get a home.
certain real estate situated In Rockland
Terms.
and fully described in said petition'
Day Tel. 450
781-1
Six-room house with bath. Furnace
filed by Elisha W. Pike of Rockland
heat, lights. Terms can be arranged.
Guardian.
BURPEE
’
S
On North Main St., one of the nicest
CHARLES A. MITCHELL."late of Rock
homes in Rockland. Five rooms, twoland. deceased. Will - and Petition for
ROCKLAND, ME.
car garage.
Probate thereof, asking that same may
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
be proved and allowed, and that letter's
163 Main St., Rockland.
Tel. 766-J
testamentary be Issued to Virgie F.
Studley, of Rockland, he being the Exr
DR. ETHEL CRIE
named In said will, with bond.
ESTATE CHARLES C. JOHNSTON,
Osteopathic
Physician
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition io.
Administration, asking that Gertrude E. MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
Sylvester and Ralph C. Johnston, both
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
of Rockland, or some other suitable per
Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
son be appointed Admr. without bond.
Every Saturday Morning
ESTATE LILLER J. S. POUDRAY. late
of Rockland, deceased, first account filed
23-tf
for allowance by Corinne H Edwards of
DYER
TIBBETTS
Rockland. Trustee.
For
For
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
SALES
SERVICE
County. Rockland. Maine.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts
Osteopathic Physician

MISCELLANEOUS •

1^,
: EGGS AND CHICXS•
u •♦•••• •••
•«. .».
••• 9

REAL ESTATE

► EMBALMINGS
MOTOR AMBULANU

PLYMOUTH
and D E SOTO

Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
will be open Saturday nigh i s here- ,
PIIONE 136
after.—adv.
g-tf 1

TEL. 1219
ROCKLAND
40 PARK STREET
44tf

4

TO LET

• •••
■— •— ■— 8?
TENEMENT to let. at 10 High St., with
garage. ETTA H SANBORN, 23 Ames
bury St. Tel. 958-J._______________53_-55
SIX-ROOM tenement to let. on Main
St.; electric lights and toilet. J. H.
MELVIN. 21 Gay St. Tel. 624-M.
53-tf
TWO ROOMS for light housekeeping,
furnished, to let. 34 FULTON ST. Tel.
733-M.___________________________ 53-55
SIX ROOM tenement on Warren St.
to let. gas. electricity, toilet. Apply 12
WARREN ST Tel. 577 .
53-tf
FURNISHED BUNGALOW, to let or
for sale, all modern, workshop, double
garage. Centrally located. TEL. THOM
ASTON 105-11.
52-54
THREE FURNISHED rooms to let. free
lights and water: ground floor. Apply 6
Willow St. MARSHALL'S.
52»54
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let on
Grove St., modern. COBB-DAVIS, Inc.
_________________________________ 52-54
APARTMENT to let, six rooms and
bath, at 104 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel.
27-M.
51-53
FURNISHED TENEMENT to let. on
Oak St. E. C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobbDavis.
51-53
TWO FURNISHED apartments to let
for light housekeeping. MINNIE MILES.
31 Ocean St. Tel 618-W.__________ 51-53
APARTMENT to let, furnished or un
furnished. three rooms or single room,
all modern. HILL DANE. Tel. 427.
_________________________________ 51-tf
TWO FURNISHED rooms, suitable for
light housekeeping, with free lights and
water. $3.25 per week 16 WILLOW ST.
_________________________________ 52*54
THREE furnished light housekeeping
rooms to let. with use of bath. Clean
and cozy. No children. MRS. A. G.
LORD. 5 Bay View Sq. Tel. 459-J.
_________________________________ 51-5.7
HOUSE to let, all modern. 5 rooms and
bath.
garage
MRS
WALTER E
MAURER. 20 Frederick St._________ 51*53
FIVE room apartment to let, on Orient
St. Apply NELSON B COBB, or Louise
Williams at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
51-53
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St
MRS W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St
Tel. 874-W
40-tf
MAY 1 to let at 21 Purchase St., rent
of five rooms, modern, cellar and shed.
Call at 41 FULTON ST. or Tel. 213-R.
49-tf
MODERN 4-room apartment in Thom
aston to let. Garage if desired. MRS.
A H. PILLSBURY. Tel. 593-R.
52-55
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms,
at 49 Pleasant St. Adults only. Inquire
LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St.
52*54
BUNGALOW with five rooms, lights,
city water. Rent very reasonable. Apply j
EVA AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293.
52*54
FURNISHED apartment of two rooms
and private bath. TEL 211-M or GOO.
49-tf
TENEMENT to let. seven rooms, bath
room. electrlp lights and gas at 9 Union
St. Applv BENJAMIN MILLER, 26 Ran
kin St. Tel. 692-J.
52-54
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
let. gas. toilet. $6 50 week V. F. STUD
LEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
49-tf I
GARAGE -to lot. $4 month. V. F
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
•__________________________ 49-tf
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let: fur
nished rooms by day or week. Modern
conveniences. 10 LAUREL ST.
47-tf
FOR RENT at 79 Union St., City. Ideal
location, 7-room rent, furnished, all i
modern. Adults. Write MRS. MARY;
LUDWIG SKAY, Crawford Lake Farm.
Union, or Tel. 1174 Rockland.
47-tf I
UPSTAIRS APT. to let. 12 Cedar St.. |
4 rooms, toilet, electric lights Inquire
MRS. J. A. JAMESON. 40 North Main St
Tel. 456-R,________
44-tf j
MODERN apartments to let. $14 50:
per month up. See MIKE ARMATA at
Men’s Shop, or call evenings 286-R 44-tf
FIVE ROOM tenement, lights, toilet,
gas. Vacant May 1. DR. BARTLETT.
_________________________________ 41-tf
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
156-W._____________________
41-tf j
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23!
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT. |
240 Broadway.
40-tf

;

FOR SALE

.—-It
;

„

NATIONAL CASH garage register for
sale, also set of S. A. E. taps and dies.
TEL. 630 Camden.
53*55
NEW MILCH COWS for sale. PETER
EDWARDS. 271 Llmerock St. Tel. 806-J.
53*55
THREE HOLSTEIN, two Jersey cows
for sale. ARTHUR DEAN. Camden, two
miles out on Belfast road. Tel. 8715.
53-58
PLOWS. HARROWS, manure spread
ers and cultivators of all descriptions.
C. M. BURGESS. Union. Tel. 17-3.
53*55
CUTHBERT raspberry plants, $3 per
100. OVERNESS SARKESIAN, 157 Tal
bot Ave. Tel. 568-W.
52-tf
FIVE-ROOM house for sale, Gleason
St., Thomaston, near The Creek, rent
plan. $850. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
Tel. 1080.______________________
52-tf
SIX-ROOM house for sale, Georges St.,
Thomaston, small payment down, price
$500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel.
1080
52-tf
ON GAY STREET PLACE, four-room
house for sale, lights, garage, rent plan
$1250. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel.
1080._____________________________ 52-tf
ELECTRIC RANGE for sale, also vio
lin. ’cello, saxophone, flute, trombone,
viola, guitar, piccolo, drums and traps.
TEL THOMASTON 105-11.________ 52-54
SOFT COAL. $8 per ton; slabs. $5.50
per cord: trucking crushed rock, 50c per
ton. TEL. 84-2 Thomaston.________52*54
WOOD, fitted and dried under cover.
$1400 del. O. H. CRIE, Thomaston.
Tel. 122-2.________________________ 51-tf
GLENWOOD. No. 12. double oven, six
cover stove with warming oven. Inquire
at COPPER KETTLE._____________ 51-53
MORE of that rich black loam for sale,
also nice cow dressing. W. W. BUTLER.
Tel. 603-M Rockland._____________ 51-56
DYER & HUGHES organ for sale cheap;
fine tone, in good condition. 54 BREWSTER St., City. Tel. 608-W._______ 50-tf
TWO 12-foot counter show cases for
sale; also six foot counters, meat bench
and second-hand furniture. C. M.
COOK. 71 Tillson Ave.
50*55
NEW CABIN CRUISER. 35 ft. long. 9
ft. beam. 2 ft. 6 draft, cabin 20 ft long;
good model for speed and rough water.
Will be sold without motor. JOHN
JOHNSON, Isle au Haut, Me.______ 50*52
SEVERAL JOHNSON Outboard motors
will be sold at greatly reduced nrlces.
Call or send for description and prices.
MAINE MUSIC STORE. Rockland.
______________________________________ 49-54

DAHLIAS OF MERIT for sale, no in
ferior stock. Our selection: 15 each dif
ferent. labeled $1.10; 10 better ones, la
beled $1.50; 15 mixed, not labeled. $1;
Postpaid 1st 3 zones. Send for price list.
MRS A. I. PERRY. Willow Brook Dahlia
Gardens. Hope, Maine. Te 1. 11-4. 47*53

.«.

.e. ,a. .e. IP
Summer Cottages ♦

If you have a cottage to let or
desire summer boarders advertise the
fact In this paper where thousands
will read of It.

'

SIX ROOM cottage to rent by the day,
weekend, or by the week, fully fur
nished, beautiful location, near a nice
clean shore, not far from main road,
about one mile from village, row boat
included.
MRS. JAMES GREGORY.
Vlnalhaven, Maine.
53*55
COTTAGES for the season in North
Haven. Camden, Rockland. Owl’s Head.
Martin's Point and Friendship. Any of
the above cottages are for sale. FREE
MAN S. YOUNG. Tel. 766-J Rockland.
________________ 53-53
COTTAGE for sale or to let for season
at Cooper’s Beach; 6 rooms, electric
lights, fireplace, nice water, garage; 10
minutes from Rockland. MRS. L. E.
BLACKINGTON. Tel. 178-R.
51-tf
FURNISHED Cottage, Bayside, Northport, Me., to let. water, lights. Two mins,
from P. O.. stores, tennis court and golf
links. A. W. GREGORY, 416 Main St..
Rockland.
49-tf
MAY 1 to let three furnished rooms,
modern. 21 Holmes St. Call at 41 FUL$ TON ST. or Tel. 213-R.____________ 49-tf
♦ SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms,
2-car garage at Owl’s Head. 3 miles from
•
To let *or thc season. NEL33-tf
USED CARS—Dodge coupe. $75; Essex 8ON B. COBB.
coach, $95: Buick sedan. $75; Essex
coach. $35. Ford truck. $35; Ford coupe,
mt
$35.
BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
•$uea j/
712 Main St. Tel. 896 Rockland.
53-55
•oud p idieoej uo pi«d ).od $ue
BUICK four passenger coupe. Master
aNV-IHOOH
'AS MHVd £
6. In first class condition. Sell cheap for
cash. Apply at 27 ELM ST. Tel. 510
aioig 8njg •<ao)>aqof
Rockland. ________
52-tf
1928 ESSEX COACH for sale, 2d series,
$■ X|uo ppg tuioq Xj.a. 1
four new tires. A-l condition. A bar
•q P|not|i
uoij»o||dd» |>uji
gain. terms or trade
Write, call or
-xe p.punoduioo X||«3yi$uei3e 1
phone Union 18-2. ROLAND E. PAY53-58
SON.East
Union.
51-53

-*

AUTOMOBILES
,0.
,e. ,e. ,e, 1^

*u«$iu| $«oui|« Bujjq up

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We Want Your

LIVE POULTRY
■ And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3
Reference: Any poultry raiser
10»-tf

W1V3 TAH13W
aeq<
■••mjg pus tuisjdg *stsustus-| j.
■nosnm ‘.jpjn.M ‘soijsiog
-neqy uioj, ssjnps) j.jjn.

A

RADIO EXPERT
A

R. W. TYLER
509-513 Mata St. TeL 710 Rockland

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 2, 1931

Socfi ctv

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794-W

Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney
were among the guests at a party
1 given Tuesday evening by Mrs.
Charles Starrett at her home in
Thomaston as an observance of her
husband’s birthday.
'

Page Seven
t

STORE YOUR FURS
rruft STORAGE

now:t
Why risk your valuable
furs toj damage by
moths. At this season
they are beginning to
do a great deal of harm.
Let us call and get your
furs for insurance and
storage. Our repair and
make over department
is prepared to make
over your old furs to
new and modern style
at small expense. We
are pleased to advise
you. No job too diffi
cult.

Planes, Pilots I
—and—

Pa ssengers

Mrs. Austin Brewer and Mrs. Della
Mrs. George W. Bachelder enter
Peaslee entertained Thursday eve
(By F. V. F.)
ning at bridge. There were three tained a party of eight for indoor golf
tables, honors going to Mrs. Milton at the Tillson avenue course Thurs
A1 Graham made two trips Sunday 1
Dick, Mrs. Joseph Dondis, Mrs. day afternoon.
—one to North Haven to get J. E.
Streeter Webster and Miss Helen
Ames and party who were returning
Burns. Luncheon was served
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Estes enterto the mainland—the other to Port
1 tained at a candlelight dinner and
Belfast Journal: Mr. and Mrs. i bridge Wednesday evening at their
land. The Portland trip was tne re- j
Fred Chilles announce the engage heme on Summer street as an ob
suit of an emergency at the Bucks
ment of their daughter Jean to servance of their 10th wedding anni
port mill of the Maine Seaboard Pa
Beldin W. Tracy of Houlton. Miss versary. The table appointments and
per Co. The services of a specialist
Chilles was educated in the schools of decorations were unusually lovely.
were needed to correct some trouble j
St. George and is a graduate of There were three tables of cards,
Farmington Normal School.
At with honors going to Mr. and Mrs.
in the operation of the mill before
present she is a teacher in the Pierce Levi Flint, Mr. and Mrs. George B.
Monday morning The nearest man
School of this city. Mr. Tracy is a Davis. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ladd and
| who could straighten out the diffi
graduate of Farmington Normal Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cross. Eight
culty was in Boston. An effort was |
School and Boston University. For green and white Colonial sherbets
j made to charter a plane in Boston to
the past two years he has been a were presented to Mr. and Mrs. Estes
| bring him to the mill but on account
teacher in the Nathan Hale School of by their friends.
of weather conditions no plane would '
New Britain, Conn.
leave Boston. Frank P. Silver, su- ■
Mrs. L. F. Chase entertained the
perintendent of the mill, then turned I
Mrs. Alton Wincapaw entertained E.F.A. Club for bridge Wednesday
to Rockland, chartered a seaplane to
the Jolly Six Club Thursday after afternoon at her home on Talbot
come to Bucksport for him, fly to j
noon at her home in Glencove
Portsmouth, N. H„ where they would
avenue. Honors were won by Mrs.
pick up the Boston man and bring
Chase, Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs. C. E.
Mr. and Mrs. James Doherty left Rollins and Mrs. Harry French.
him the rest of the way by plane.
Thursday for New York, where thev Buffet lunch was served.
Although it was raining and blow
47-tf
will visit their daughter, Mrs. Carl
ing pretty hard, there was a ceiling ]
Holt. .
of 800 feet and visibility of less than
Mrs. E. E. Marston and children
8 mile here with conditions appar- .
I Dorothy and Richard who have been
The Diligent Dames, in their last
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wiggin are in ently a little better in Boston. Fly
Miss Jennie Guptill has returned j guests of relatives for the week left
meeting of the season, were enter Boston.
from a visit in Belfast.
ing over water all the way it was
yesterday for their home in Portland. tained at 1 o'clock luncheon Thurs
merely a question, therefore, of
day at the home of Mrs. J. O. Stev
Mrs. Alice Keep Jones has moved
Mrs. Edwin Lancaster and daugh whether the visibility would be good i
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw who has been ens, Talbot avenue, with Mrs. A. C.
into the Orne house on Limerock
ter Susan of New Britain, Conn., enough to permit completion of the .
a patient at Knox Hospital for sev Jones as assisting hostess.
street.
have been guests for the week of Mrs. trip or whether the pilot would be i
eral weeks has returned to her home
Oscar Blackington, Limerock street, forced to put in somewhere before
Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr., and Mrs. W. expecting to return home Monday.
Mrs. Emma Arey of Vinalhaven is in Vinalhaven.
reaching Portsmouth. A little beC.
Noyes
entertained
the
members
of
the guest of Miss Lucy Quinn,.
vond Portland the weather pot too
the
Itooevik
Club
and
their
husbands
Mrs.
John
Chisholm
and
Miss
Lucy
Rankin street.
thick and Graham was compelled to
The
Women's
Committee
of
the
last
evening
with
dinner
at
the
Ball attended the banquet and re
turn back and land at Portland. Mr.
Central
Maine
Power
Company
Moody
home
and
bridge
at
the
Noyes
Mrs. Alice M. Spear and Miss union of ex-service women at Hotel
Silver met the specialist from Bos
met
Wednesday
evening
at
the
club
home.
May
Day
decorations
were
Elizabeth McNamara have returned Brunswick, Boston, April 25. The
ton there and they returned to
affair was sponsored by the'Bessie used effectively. There were 13 rooms. The speakers were William Bucksport by car that night.
from a visit in Everett, Mass.
Wyman,
Augusta
division
manager,
couples
present,
with
Miss
Katherine
Edwards Post of Boston, and includ
Graham came up from Portland
Mrs. Mae Perry has returned from ed ex-service women in New England. Winn and William Flint as special w'hose topic was ‘ Rates,” and H. P. Monday morning in the unusually
Blodgett,
Rockland
division
manager,
Honors
were
won
by
Mrs.
guests.
a visit in Portland.
There were about 250 present, the
fast time of 32 minutes, which is
program presenting interesting speak Sumner Perry, Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, on “Appliances.” Miss Sue Carr of about 130 miles an hour. He had a
Augusta
was
a
guest.
Refreshments
E.
L.
Toner
and
Col.
Walter
H.
Butler.
Gilford B. Butler and family who ers and other delightful features.
high wind right on the tail and had
were served.
*
have been occupying the Moffitt house
hardlv gotten his altitude after tak
Miss Barbara Maxey of Portland is
on Broadway this winter, have re
The annual meeting of Chapin
down on Bath.
Miss Pauline Lindsey who has been ing off when he♦ looked
turned to their home in Sputh Class will take place Tuesday evening house guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
• » *
visiting
her
aunt,
Mrs.
Minnie
Miles,
Rose.
Thomaston.
at the Universalist vestry. Supper
Most of us got our first glimpse of
left yesterday for Lynn, Mass., where
at 6 under the direction of the out- '
Miss Esther Nickerson entertained she is a member of the graduation the Curtiss-Wright Junior when one
Mr. and Mrs. Horace E. Lamb have going officers.
flew up last week from Boston. It is
the C.C.C. Club Thursday evening class of Lynn Hospital.
returned from a short visit in Bos
so constructed as to give very good
at
her
home
on
Talbot
avenue.
Hon

ton and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carver of
entrance nnd egress from the pilot
Vinalhaven have been guests of Mr. ors in games were won by Ruth Han- i Mrs. John B. Crockett of North and passenger cockpit. In this it
scom and Sophia Cohen. Miss Bar Haven underwent a surgical operaMrs. Daniel Snow and Mrs. Fred and Mrs. Ibrooke Cross this week
bara Maxey of Portland as honor l tion at Knox Hospital Wednesday, nas a very distinct advantage over
Snow entertained at a bridge lunch- i
most open planes and all other small
eon Wednesday evening. It proved
Mrs. Herbert Mann who has been a guest was presented with a guest and her condition is reported as com planes we have seen.
fortable. Mr. Crockett was with her.
to be a miscellaneous shower for I patient at Camden Community Hos prize. Refreshments were served.
This difficulty about entering a
Miss Helen Leach. The many dainty pital for three weeks has returned to
good many planes is reminiscent of
Mrs,
Molly
Goodwin
of
Augusta
Mrs
Park
Sutton
and
children
and
gifts were presented in a huge May her home in Rockport.
and Mrs. Arlenne Clark of Fryeburg jijss Eleanor Hussey who have been the old days when automobiles with
basket. Honors were won by Mrs.
rear seats were entered from the
George Clark of Lisbon Falls., Mrs.
Mrs J. M. Baldrige of Boston was were guests yesterday of Mr andlgU(;sts Of Mr and Mrs Robert rear. It was a great achievement
j Hussey leIt Thursday-Miss Hussey
Gerald Smead, Miss Margaret Egan registered at the Knox Hotel, Thom Mrs. T. C. Stone, Pleasant street.
merely to build an auto with a ton
1 ■to resume her nursing duty in Ports neau and the inconvenience of get
and Miss Isabel Edwards of Cam aston, this week while attending to
Rev. Jesse Kenderdine and family
den.
the opening of her summer estate at expect to leave on Wednesday for mouth. N. H.: and Mrs. Sutton to join ting in from the rear was a minor
Warrenton Park. Mrs. Baldrige re Fort Fairfield where Mr. Kenderdine Mr. Sutton in San Diego, Calif., consideration. So with aircraft to
Bridge fans will be glad to know turned home Thursday night.
where they will make their home.
day. It is enough with most manu
will enter immediately upon his new
that Edwin Libby Relief Corps is to
facturers to design a light plane that
duties
as
pastor
of
the
federated;
,
give another public bridge party Fri
Mrs. William Valenta and children, church. Their departure is deeply
Mrs’
?'
nS will carry two people without both
day evening, May 8, at Grand Army who have been visiting Mrs. V,alenta's
oc
„„re
the
guest
of
her
daughter,
Mrs.
B.
B.
ering to build it so that the passenger
hall, with playing to begin at 8 old home in Bangor, guests of Mr. regretted as during the three years' Smith, Lincoln street, expects short can get in and out without wriggling
o'clock. The committee in charge is and Mrs. Henry Chambers, the past pastorate of the Pratt M. E. Church ly to occupy an apartment in the round struts and braces and folding
composed of Mrs. Ida Huntley, Mrs. few days, returned home Thursday. they have made many friends.
Miss Aiine^ Flint house on School dp jn a compartment hardly big
Winifred Butler, Mrs. Adelma Mul
Mrs. Lester W. Spencer and sou street<. which is now ,being preparedj enough for a 10-^ear-old child. Plac
len and Mrs. Velma Marsh. Reserva
Mrs. Winifred Butier entertained Junior of Springwater, N. Y„ are for her,
ing the engine and propeller behind
tions may be arranged by calling Mrs. at bridge Wednesday evening, hon- ' guests of Mrs. Spencer's parents, Mr.
the rear seat has also added to the
Huntley, 156-M.
ors being won by Miss Eva Rogers, I and Mrs. Willis Hooper, Grove street.
Miss Helen McIntosh who has been comfort of passenger and pilot. This
Mrs. Betty French, Mrs. Ethel Clark
at Mrs. Asenath Achorn's for the came practice has been followed in
John Black and sister, Mrs. Jo and Mrs. Adelma Mullen. Other
Miss Caroline Littlefield who has^.winter is opening herjiome at The the design of a small, all metal cabin I
seph Brewster of Camden, were in guests were Mrs. Bertha Higgins, Mrs. been the guest of friends in Wash- Highlands
today, with Mrs. Azora plane by the engineer at the head of
TT‘
Boston a few days this week.
Kate Hall and Mrs. Ida Huntley. A | ington, D. C., has arrived home.
Clark of South Thomaston as house , the airplane division of the Ford
dandelion supper was served.
keeper.
company. It is understood that plans
4rs. Nan Higgs is to entertain
are already under way for adapting
A
bridge
party
will
be
given
in
neral Knox Chapter D.A.R.
The BPW Club bridge party Grand Army hall Tuesday evening
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. meets the Junior for use on water.
lomaston) at her home on Talbot Thursday evening at the rooms had
Monday afternoon at 2.30 at the | Much more attention is paid to
nue Monday afternoon. It will be five tables, with honors falling to under the auspices of Ruth Mayhew home of Mrs. Alice Karl, Granite comfort in planes today than a year
Tent Mrs. Helen Paladino will act
annual meeting.
Mrs. Lillian McRae. Mrs. J. C. Cun- j as chairman.
street. She will be assisted in enter- ago. Several well known manufac
taining by members of the executive ; turers who have confined their de
Irs. Kenneth Lord las returned ningham. Miss Elizabeth Donahue,
Mrs. N. B. Reed and Mrs. David Mc
board. It will be the annual meet signs to open cockpit planes arc put
her home in Washington. D. C„ Carty. Mrs. Willis H. Anderson act- [ Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie who arc ing and will also embrace reports of ting out a cabin tvpe or an attach
on an extended motor trip, had the
er spending a few days with her ed as hostess.
pleasure while in Missouri a few the Continental Congress at Wash able enclosure for pilot and passenger.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper,
What we would like to see is a
days ago of conversing by telephone ington. D. C. All members who wish
ncrock street.
Mrs. Charles Schofield entertained with members of their family in to contribute $1 for the budget are plane that would fold up its under
at a pajama party Thursday evening, Rockland. They are now on the requested to take same to this meet carriage when you pat it on the side ;
The monthly meeting of the BPW with luncheon and bridge in order.
like a camel, open a door hinged at
ing.
Club takes place Thursday evening There were three tables, honors be homeward trail which will diverge
the bottom of the fuselage so as to
at 6.30 at the Thorndike grill when ing won by Mrs. John M. Richard to include .Chicago and other points
Thelma Whitehouse entertained present one convenient step into the
members of the Belfast organization son, Mrs. Gardner French and Mrs. expecting to arrive home about May several of her class mates of Grade plane and shut the door without
12.
will be special guests. The program Lawrence Barbour.
7-4 at her home on Talbot avenue banging before the plane started.
will be in charge of Miss Olive Pride.
Mrs. T. C. Stone, Pleasant street, last evening as a farewell party for And if its gas consumption were as
The annual children's circle at the
Dorothy Kenderdine who leaves next low as the water consumption of a
Mrs. L. A. Crockett was hostess to Congregational vestry Wednesday entertained at a bridge luncheon week for her new home in Fort camel—so much the better.
Thursday
afternoon,
with
Mrs.
Ed

the Thursday Auction Club for pic evening drew 108 children who be
• » * *
Fairfield-. Games were played, with
nic dinner and cards. Honors were fore supper enjoyed games under the win Byron of Augusta as honor Vernet Morgan carrying off the prize
I have often considered opening
guest.
Effective
decorations
of
pink
won by Mrs. Albert Hallowell. Mrs. direction of Miss Relief Nichols and
in the peanut hunt. Sandwiches, this column to questions and inquiries
Fred T. Veazie, and Mrs. Ernest Miss Madlene Rogers. The young roses and snapdragons and, yellow cakes, ice cream, nuts and candies on aeronautical subjects but not be
daisies
reflected
the
spring
season.
Campbell.
folks were seated for supper at small
were served in the dining room, tne ing considered by anyone, least of all
tables. A large May Basket formed Honors were won by Mrs. Donald table being festive in a color scheme myself, as an authority on any
Leach
and
Mrs.
Karl
O'Brien.
Mrs.
The meeting of the Junior Har the centerpiece for each table, with
of pink and green. At each place branch of aviation. I have long hesi
mony Club Wednesday evening at the smaller baskets for each child. The Stone's other guests were Mrs. Ed were dainty placecards and a May tated to do so. I have decided, how
win
L.
Scarlott,
Mrs.
Cleveland
BPW rooms was devoted wholly to menu was well planned to appeal to
basket filled with nuts and candies. ever to take a bold stand in this
choral practice in preparation of the young appetites. The committee in Sleeper, Jr., Mrs. Bernard Hager Dorothy was presented with a hand question and to offer what informa
man
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Daniels.
Mrs.
open meeting to be held Friday eve charge was composed of Mrs. C. O.
some traveling case by her school tion I possess or can obtain from re
ning. May 8. All members desiring Perry, chairman. Mrs. Henry B. Bird, Byron -was presented with a guest mates who regret to have her leave liable authorities, to the public. The
a club picture are asked to notify Mrs. Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, Mrs. Frank C. prize.
them. Those present were Thelma decision was reached a short time ago
Noyes as soon as possible as a de Norton, Mrs. Edwin Edwards. Mrs' ] Mrs. Edwin Byron is returning to Whitehouse Dorothy Kenderdine. after showing a very interested and
cision on the number to be taken N. A. Fogg. Mrs. W. S. Cameron. Mrs. her home in Augusta today after
XS R»nSn ’ winh inquisitive lady around the hangar.
must be made at once.
Kennedy Crane. Mrs. W. W. Spear,
garet Dunton. Glenna Rankin, Wini She was full of questions and wonder,
being
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
Mrs. Warren Eldridge and Mrs. A
Pinkham. Ruth Marston, Frances climbing in and out of planes and
C. Stone, Pleasant street, for the fred
Mrs. George Clark and son Dick J. Murray.
Young. Catherine Chisholm, Winona just having the best time when all of
week.
who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Newton and Arlene Walker.
a sudden she stooped short and said.
A. R. Marsh for two weeks returned
The meeting of the Speech Readers
“But why aren't these planes hanging
An effective display of posters and |
to their home in Lisbon Falls Thurs Club Wednesday afternoon proved a
up.” That stumped me for fair as
CLARRY
HILL
publicity
material
is
being
shown
in
day.
banner occasion, with unusual inter
there was plenty of room on the floor
Frank
Jameson
spent
a
few
days
the
Corner
Drug
store
window
in
est shown in the lesson conducted by
which seemed the most natural place
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Ames of Miss Eliza Hannegan of Portland, observance of National Hearing in Rockland recently.
keep a plane. I explained that to
Sadie Kelley was the guest of Mrs. |
Concord, N. H„ and Mr. and Mrs. Jo based on National Hearing Week of Week.
Clara Whitney in North Warren last her and she said "Oh—Why I always
seph Jaseph of Fitchburg. Mass., are May 1-8. The feature of the lesson
thought they called them hangars
Col. and Mrs. William P. Hurley on Saturday and Sunday.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John New was the story “Stars,” written by
because they hung the airplanes in
Fred
Shuman
of
Waldoboro
was
at
their
way
home
from
Fruitland
’
man, Masonic street.
Miss Hannegan at the suggestion of
them." I didn't tell her that the
Park,
Fla.,
where
they
have
spent
the
the
home
of
A.
K.
Jackson
last
Miss Edith L. Soule as a contribution
term was almost as great a mystery
week
Wednesday.
winter,
are
expected
to
arrive
very
I
Mrs. Hiram Arey is the guest of to Child Health Day. The theme of
to me but promptly looked it up and
soon.
Mrs.
Alma
Lamont
who
is
working
her daughter, Mrs. Ralph Clayter at the story is the prevention of deaf
found that it is a French word mean
in
Pownal
spent
Patriot's
Day
with
Vinalhaven.
ness through the 4-A audiometer
ing “shed or shelter.”
Mrs.
M.
J.
Mullen
of
Belfast
was
in
her
father.
W.
J.
Smith.
tests in the schools. Miss Soule is a
Winifred Whitney returned to her
Mrs. E. P. Jones and Mrs. Sher division director for Maine in the the city Thursday.
Mrs. Jane Dow of Mt. Desert visit
home here last Saturday after spend- ed Friday her great grandchildren
wood Williams entertained the N.&S State Department of Health. Plans
The
May
Breakfast
given
by
j
ing
the
past
five
months
in
Warren
Club Thursday evening for luncheon were made for a benefit bridge to be
Elizabeth, Mary and Merton Sawyer.
and bridge at Mrs. Jones’ home on given in the near future at the BPW the Congregational ladies yesterday I at the home of her niece, Mrs. W. L.
morning
proved
very
successful.
I
Stevens.
Camden street. It was a "kid" party, rooms, for which this committee was
Another of the popular dancing
the members being attired in rai appointed Mrs. Charles McKinney, drawing a patronage of about 110' Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smith and t parties which have formed an unbright SDdt1n*sociM*activitlM
ment reflecting childhood days. Mrs. chairman. Mrs. J. C. Hill, Mrs. Anne persons. The small tables were laid daughter Phyllis of Warren visited!
Lawrence Leaeh in a picturesque Haskell, Mrs. Frank Hewett and Mrs. with white linen covers and had , his grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Jame-1
boy's costume carried off the prize, Nathan Witham. Mrs. Freeman F. vases of yellow jonquils. May baskets son Sunday.
Thursday evening at the Gonia cotwith Miss Madlene Rogers daintily Brown, president, was elected official and miniature May poles were also \ Mrs. A. K. Jackson has some fine;
crp<.Pp,,t Rp„ph with this mmused
in
decorations
in
an
effective
'
canary
birds.
Anyone
in
need
of
a
I
n,ittee in charge Mr and Mrs Henry
gowned and wearing her hair in long delegate to represent the club at the
golden curls, a close second. A “kiss National Conference at Chicago, manner. The waitresses wore dainty fine singer would do well to keep Mrs. | Jordan Mr and Mrs George B Da
hunt" was also reminiscent of child June 1-4. In connection with Na summer gowns with yellow aprons 1 Jackson in mind.
I vis. Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Mank and
hood days. The luncheon table car tional Hearing Week these broadcasts and caps. Radio music entertained J Herbert Tibbetts of Union visited Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Sadler. The
ried out spring colors in decorations will be given: Tuesday, over WRNY during the serving. The committee , relatives here Sunday,
Silver King Orchestra. Mrs. Emma
and appointments. Honors in bridge at 11.05 a m. by Hugh Grant Rowell, in charge consisted of Mrs. Rhama
Mr. Brock was here recently looking Harvey leader, furnished delightful
were won by Miss Madlene Rogers, M. D.. Wednesday, at 3 p. m. over Philbrick, Mrs. Clarence Joy, Mrs. over the place where a few years ago music. Buffet lunch was served. In
Miss Ruth Rogers and Mrs. Lettie WABC. Dr. Iago Gladston, executive Susie Lamb, Mrs. Charles Merritt, ' there used to be a road, and thinks the “prize waltz" it was found Mrs.
Kalloch.
secretary of the Medical Information Mrs. Chauncey Keene, Mrs. E. C. he may be able to make a passable Fdward Gonia had drawn the “lucky
Bureau, New York Tuberculosis’ and Moran, Jr.. Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell, one there now. Something the peo number,” her award being a hand
Spiritualist meeting. G.A.R. hall Health Association, on “Quackerv Mrs. Maurice Ginn, Mrs. A. R. Hav- ' ple here haven’t had for a number some silver and crystal nrcklace pre
Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30. Mar and the Deafened;" Thursday, May 7. ener, Mrs. Donald Cummings. Mrs. J of years.
sented bv her friends who took this
garet Newton,, officiating medium.— at 11.45 a. m„ over WNYC. Estelle E. J. E. Stevens, Mrs. Henry Simmons
Roland Miller made a business trip way o show t'-.er esteem and affec
adv
52-53 Samuelson of the New York League. and Mrs. David Beach.
to Warren last Saturday.
tion for her.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

A common belief and a
common misunderstanding
regarding bank loans
The belief is common at the present time that banks have a surplus
of idle money. The feeling is also current that since this is true, all
banks should be eager to loan money.
As a matter of fact most of them are. But the conditions under
which any sound, well operated bank loans money are no different
today than they have been at any time in the past.

The most important fact in connection with bank loans, and the one
which is perhaps most universally misunderstood, is the fact that the
money which banks have available for loans DOES NOT E'ELONG
TO THEM. It belongs to the thousands of depositors who have
placed it in the banks for safe keeping and who expect the banks to
protect it at any cost.

When this bank or any bank refuses to make a private or business
loan the refusal is due entirely to the fact that in the bank s opinion,
the proposed loan does not afford the degree of safety and liquidity
which the bank demands for the protection of its depositors.

This bank has money which it would be glad to loan to worthy indi
viduals and business enterprises in Knox County for legitimate pur
poses providing the loans can be well secured and the borrower has

the willingness and ability to repay.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rockland’s Oldest

Banking Institution

A MEMBER OF T1IE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS

Financial Institutions, Inc., is a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 1j Maine
banks having total resources of more than $90,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock o.
Financial Institutions, Inc., is owned by Maine ca pital and the corporation is managed by Maine tr.en
who have had long and successful experience in banking and financial-operation.

UNION
Community Club Notes
Guest night was observed April 28
at the Masonic hall. About 100
members and guests were present.
Mrs. Edith Bowes, club president,
welcomed the visitors in a few well
chosen words. A musical program
was given, including instrumental
music, violin and piano; solo by
Louie Carroll; duet, Mrs. Agnes
Creighton and Mrs. Bowes; humor
ous reading by Mrs. Bernice Payson. Wien all adjourned to the din
ing room where refreshments were
served by an able committee of club
members.
“Dollar Day” was observed at a
recent meeting, when the ladies
turned in their dollar, earned by self
denial, or in other ways, and told
how they earned it. Some original
ways were related which were very
amusing.

Josephine Bqsscy, librarian of Vose
Public Library:
The success and progress of the li
brary is credited to the loyal support
and co-operation of the Community
Club. During the summer of 1929
it was catalogued and moved to its
present quarters over the bank.
While the library is still in its in
fancy it boasts a fine collection of
books, about 2088 both adult and
juvenile fiction and non-fiction, also
some rare old books which are very
gratifying to have when the occa
sion demands. The circulation has
increased from an average of about
55 books during January, February
and March, 1930, to an average of
75 books in the same months of 1931.
Several new magazine subscriptions
have been added. The past year
about $85 has been spent for new
books. The town has recently re
ceived $5,000 from the estate of Miss
Helen Vose, besides the gift of 219
books in 1929.

STONINGTON
Air transportation service between
Rockland, North Haven, Vinalhaven.
and Stonington has been established
by the Maine Air Transportation Co.
with two round trips daily.

Avoid spring housecleaning work.
There are many ways the People's
Laundry can help you. Telephone
170.—adv.
36-tf

MON.-TUES.
A Rip-Roaring Riot of
Backstage Newspaperdom

HOWARD
HUSHES
PMftMTS
4*

Smart Alec (getting on bus);
“Morning Noah, is your old ark full?”
Vose Public Library
Driver: “Nope. Not one jackass, so
Following is the report of Mrs. far. Come on in.”

MONDAY-TUESDAY

ADOLPHE MEMjOU
PAT O' bPJEN
uAfiY 5MAN
KMWtt WMtll HOTON
WALTER. CATLETT

qsoRAE f.STONt
MAE ClAIVCE
HIM SUMMERVILLE

LEWIS

MILESTONE

(to i U CT ION
U N IT E a
AATI 1T(

Tli 'c. -i revelation of the year
—by the
oducer of "Hell’s An
gels" end the director of "All
Quiet on the Western Front.”
NOV.' SHOWING
“HELL BOUND”
with
LLOYD HUGHES

A Paramount Publix Theatre

ALSO
NEWS
COMEDY
NOW PLAYING “TIIE W PLAN

Tel. 89 J
Shows 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
Daylight Time
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Every-OtEer-Daf

SEES BIG SUMMER

Velma Rich. The program featured
thoughts while you are away, and
group singing by the school and the
come back soon for your answer."
presentation
of
the
L.T.L.
Health
Tourists
Must
Naturally
I watched through my glasses
A
Play "A New Alice in Wonderland"
either Mr. or Mrs. Robin take a bath I
by
the
following
cast:
Come To Our Playground
in a small brook that came coursing
Alice, Alice Clancy; Madame Heart,
down over the stones. And the Mr.
POTTED
For Their Recreation
Not
in
my
own
yard,
but
in
a
yard
Charlotte
Mattatall;
Miss
Lungs,
May Anderson has been in the
or Mrs. sat on a limb and what a
Bernice
Robinson;
Mr.
Brains,
in
Somerville
I
saw
two
beds
of
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
office this week.
time
cleaning
every
feather.
I
stood
Maine's annual tourist business
Charles Emery; Master Nerves, Otjs pansies that were beautiful. They still for at least live minutes watch
which each year brings to the State
PLANT
Rehearsals are going on for the Drake; Master Muscles. Randall I are my favorite flowers So many ing that show. As we owned
some $120,000,000 is due for a sub Junior High operetta, "My Lady of House; Digestive Organs, Miles Saw- different {aces, aiways smiiing and ! nari(* for 20 veP' » Wrd, ba^h is™
stantial increase this summer accord the Bamboo Screen" which is to be ver.
,
“
. | novelty to me but this is the first
M. P. Moller of Hagerstown, Md.,! tation regularly at one of the three ing to the Maine Development Comme senior High
Tuesday j pleasant
iolks! Here
we are,togreeting
you , ,yuuu,
a auaui
in me
woods.a
• • •assembly
•
and seeming
saj, Howdy
me j uaiung
ever bad
cbance
t0 study
C*-/ FOR
is constructing a gigantic organ for cathedral cities, with only a slx- mission. Fine weather and good given early in •June.
• • •
was
one
most
entertaining
o! \ again,
we'llwebe are,
with greeting
you all sumhave in
thought
I was .
The
Senior[be
High
assembly
Tuesday
folks! and
Here
you That
robin robin
takingmust
a bath
the woods.
the Philadelphia Municipal Audi- j year break during the World War.
roads have started the influx of outThe Grade Eight pupils have taken : the vear The nifte official reporters ....... How manv of vou recaU how
’
torium. The great instrument, com• • • •
of-state visitors and reports of record their high school entrance examina- told’the dav to dav happenings of the " , .
„ , ,
.
HER DAY
posed of 100.000 parts, will be ready
The musical profession and the catches of trout and salmon indicate tions and are eagerly awaiting the Washington trip in somewhat freer °Phella' ln Hamlet, says. There s part of the scenery, like the skunkfor inauguration in June. There are radio are now so closely allied that that the anglers are flocking to the , outcome of the scoring.
an(j more whimsical vein than their rosemary, that's for remembrance; cabbage all around me.
‘Call for the robin-redbreast.—
more than 8000 pipes, the tallest of an institution like the New England State for the spring fishing. The !
....
! m(jre formal accounts in The Cou- jand there's pansies, that's for Since
MAX
over thady groves he hovers.
which is 32 feet. About 500 men Conservatory of Music does well in Commission of Inland Fisheries and
Rockland is to send a delegation rier-Gazette. No one listening to I thoughts.
And Milton
And with leaves and flowers covers
have already been working ten giving its advanced students oppor- Game records the sale of 817 non- 0; singers to compete in the High i them could doubt that there was blind, writes of flowers:
though The friendless bodle of unburied men.'
Sjy it with
months to complete it. It is inter- tunities to be heard on the air. Con resident licenses for the first three : school Glee Club Contest in Water- something prettv special about this
This is an old legend.
esting to note that the electrical certs in auditoriums continue despite months of the year, a figure which | vm
in»e today,
tzviov
The Saunterer.
“Throw hither all your quaint enameled
contacts of this organ are all of 1 the competition of the radio and will exceeds by nearly 300 the total for ■
eyes.
Somerville. Mass.
particular trip. Everything apparent
....
That
on
the
green
turf
suck
the
honeyed
sterling silver. The instrument may probably
remain' the
medium the first quarter of 1930. Total inCongratulations are extended to ly conspired to make the affair about
showers
be played from either of two con- through which artists are judged by come received by the Commission for Alvary Gay who won the $15 second as near perfection as it is possible for And purple
all the ground with vernal
A MODERN FABLE
soles, or automatically, and it will competent critics. Yet the opinions the first three months of this year pri2c at the Maine State speaking any human undertaking to be and j
flowers.
The Little Flower Shop
Bring
the
rathe
primrose that forsaken
be audible at a distance of two and of the millions who nightly listen to is reported at $2782, as compared , contest sponsored by the Methodist not the least important factor was
dies.
Dunt
Tells
How
the
Porcupine
Used
"SILSBY'S”
a half miles in the open air.
the radio cannot be ignored.
the admirable behavior of the young '
with $1800 for the same period last ’ Conference
crow-toe. and the pale jessa
the Law To Circumvent the Farmer
Conference in
in Pnrti.mi
Portland last week. people themselves which won favor- The tufted
mine.
Recently at 6 p. m. over station year.
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
The white pink, and the pansy freaked
Quarter-tone music will be intro WHDH the Conservatory began a
Approximately 27.000 non-resident His speech was an original essay able comment wherever they went
with jet.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
"Can
the
World
Be
Organized
For
|
duced in the western world by Kosa- series of weekly concerts which will anglers came to Maine last year to
The glowing violet.
One Sunday afternoon I saw a
The musk-rose, and the well-attired
ku Yamada in a Japanese opera to extend into June. The programs will fish the state's 5000 lakes and Peace?" which he presented again ,
COUNTING BRITISH NOSES
large porcupine in one of fny trees'
in
the
Lyford
prize
contest
at
Colby
j
-------woodbine.
be produced in Paris in May or June. be directed by Joseph Malkin, and streams. Early reports this year in- i yesterday. Walter Staples competed
Forty thousand enumerators start- With cowslips wan that hang their pen stealing apples. I kindly asked him porky, ‘Til be here. Until then
sive head.
Yamada confesses having difficulty will include vocal and instrumental dicate that this figure will be sur- in the Lyford contest with the selec- i ed Monday throughout Great Britain
And every flower that sad embrolderj to come down as they were some of1 adieu."
in getting Europeans to sing in soloists and ensembles. The pro passed.
! tion “Don't Die on Third!"
and North Ireland to
. . .
my choicest McIntosh Reds, worth 1 I was at the place early next
quarter-tone after their long train grams will embrace a high quality of
collect cen- Tomo-wears.
Trout and salmon are rising to the
”"’’ to fresh woods, and pastures $10 a barrel, but the old rascal tolc!: morning with both barrels of my gun
•
1
sus
papers,
filled
out
by
residents,
music.
The
public
seldom
hears
new."
ing and tradition of the eight-note
fly on Sebago and the lakes of
Five members of the high school which were expected to reveal a
me plainly he would not. I there- loaded with
also «a copy
WAV&a buckshot;
CXAOM
scale, but he calls results so far these works, which are obviously a Maine's great southern fishing dis
I wish i could do as Milton tells us.
gratifying. In the opera he will use little “heavy" for the usual radio trict. The spring is moving north faculty motored to Belfast to attend population of about 46.000.000. an in- but my tomorrow will be to the same upon pulled up some tufts of grass' of the game laws. The intruder was
and threw at him. which only made, there as per agreement, but lna full European orchestra but has broadcast. The Conservatory is to ward and with it the sportsmen to the meeting of the Schoolmen's crease of about 4.000.000 over the
.... woods as yesterday and there will the old son-of-a-gun laugh to think sisted that I read the game law fcebrought three Japanese percussion b? commended for bringing them to the Belgrades, the Rangeleys, and the League. Dr. Lutes and Prof. Craw 1921 figure. Counting of the census t>e 110 "pastures new.”
should try to drive him down from fore proceeding further. While I
instruments and one “wind." a short this larger audience.
Grand Lakes. The great northward ford of the Department of Education papers will occupy probably about ! Yesterday in the Fells, I was greet- Ithe
tree with grass only. “Well, well, was so doing, he quietly slid down
• « • *
very shrill flute which can dominate
march will bring them to the Dead of the University of Maine were the two months but answers to many of ed with a forest fire, fire department old top."
Bangor has a “singing policeman” River. Moosehead, the Allegash. the special speakers discussing adminis the questions on them will not be there, Metropolitan District em-,-------— I said, "if
» you feel that way from the tree and stepped over the
a whole orchestra. Yamada has said
about itmeans
and neither
kind words nor line on my neighbor's land. He then
trative problems and the new com tabulated and available for sta- ployes, and all busy trying to get it | gentle
will
he would not be surprised if once in the person of Patrolman William Mt. Katahdin country, the Fish River petitive
tests which are soon to be tistical work until along in 1932.
means will do, I will see what J coolly told me to show my gunning
under control. The southeast rain-! gentle
westerners grasp the possibilities H. (Bill) Ferry. Mr. Ferry who has Chain, all the fishing waters for
virtue
there
is
in
a
shotgun.
I as- license. I freely admit he had me.
given in various high schools in the
and beauties of the 32-note quarter been known for his melodious tenor which Maine is world famous
storm of today will effectually put a sume you are aware this is Sunday I had forgotten and left it at home.
State.
These
teste
cover
the
sub

Daughter (entertaining swain in damper
on“it.
Maine's 33,000 square miles of area jects of English. Algebra and History
tone scale this experiment of his voice for some time has all of a sud
-----' and
prohibits even
even havnot snoot
shoot mm
him on
on aanother’s
_ _ the game law tsivsiuvivo
nav- iI could
couia not
would prove the starting point for den decided to break into radio offer such a variety
- of waters,
----- that
—- as taught in the high schools and are the smail hours): “Has father gone
By a curious coincidence, I listened ing a gun in my hands on that day, let land unless I could show my
to bed yet?"
broadcasting, and so every Wednes-1 the fishing is of almost year round
an entirely new school of music.
in on WNAC at this point, and the alone firing it. Therefore you con- and he knew it. So it was all license,
designed to stimulate rivalry in
Mother: "No. He's in the cellar finish of the “Lovee Story" was “"The
off.
'dav evening between the hours of possibilities. Game fish of almost scholastic
The sider yourself
vnnrcpif safe, which is
ie »»<»
*the »•-*
fact.
attainment.
reading."
As he waddled away, he said, "30
• • * •
Message of the Violet,” sung by the But if you are here tomorrow morn- long,
Mrs. Lucille Potter Lavin, soprano, eight and nine, this musically in- a» varieties abound in its lakes and
see you later.”
Daughter: "Whatever is he reading young man. and the young lady's ing and still hold to the same opinff
th Atlantlc salmon
of Portland. Cecil Carter, violinist, of dined officer goes to station WABI str“™'
The junior high assembly Wednes in the cellar?"
Moral: Don’t monkey with th«
popular
songs.
J.
na
®
ea
°
“
®
”
tne
,
ant
,
salmon
presenting
him
with
a
“
pansy"
with
ion.
there
will
be
something
doing.
”
Rumford, and Miss Esther Gagnon, 1 and sings
day
forenoon
was
presided
over
bv
Maine game laws.
6
. , • •
which brings throngs of sportsmen to
Mother: “The electric-light meter!" these words, “This for loving i “All
Dunt.
pianist, of Livermore Falls, were
right, old man." said the
Valley Farm, Hope.
Hebron Academy's Glee Club, com- the Bangor Pool and^Dennys Pool a*
winners in the Young Artists’ contest
of the Maine Federation of Music posed of 25 members under the direc- Dennysville. But the Maine coast
Clubs recently conducted in Port tion of Prof. Blume, has proved one stretching nearly 2500 miles through
land. They will enter the district of the livest organizations on the innumerable bays, inlets and fine
contest for’the National Federation campus this year, and is at present beaches offers a wide variety of sea
of Music Clubs to be held May 12. working on an operetta entitled) fishing too. Off the rocks there are
The district winners will compete at : :Uncle Sam's Boys in Camp.” to he runners, tomcod and pollock. While
San Francisco in June for national produced during the first part of the ] further out there are cod and hadfinal term. In the list of members
dogfish and horsemackerel.
honors.
Mrs. Lavin has an exquisite colora of the Glee Club appear the names The Maine horsemackerel Is identical
California tuna but in Maine
tura voice and is one of the best of Nathan C. Fuller of Augusta,
known of the younger Portland vo Almon B. Cooper. Jr., of Rockland. b‘s flsh favorite with light tackle
calists. She is at present the pupil Francis L. Goss of Stonington, and fishermen runs to enormous size.
of Estelle Liebling of New York. Douglas Walker of Thomaston. Specimens have been taken that
Both Miss Gagnon and Mr. Carter Mr. Goss and Mr. Cooper are also w^‘ghed in excess of 350 pounds
are pupils at the Maintente School members of the Hebron Academy _?Ial,nC-,is t}?e mot°rlst * paradise.
of Music at Rumford. Anton Eugene Band which is considered one of the Twenty-fivethousand miles of fine
highways offer easy access to any
Maintente being the teacher of both smartest groups in the State.
....
part of the state, and a choice of
piano and violin.
Those who recall the entrancing anV number of scenic tours along a
* * * *
•
personality and glorious voice of coast
unsurpassed in any other
In the harmonica clubs and Carmela Ponselle (sister of Rosa Part °f ,the *'orld' through regions of
rhythm bands contest held Saturday Ponsellet when she appeared in a mountains, forests, lakes, farmlands,
of last week the Waterville Boys' Banger concert will be interested to through fine cities and snug little
Club Harmonica Band and' the know that two appearances at the villages. Within its borders Maine
Thomas B Reed School Rhythm Metropolitan Opera as Santuzza and offers the visitor more variety than
Band of Portland carried off the Amneris fell to her lot this season. any other state in the Union. There
State honors. The Waterville boys She is slated to make more appear are 1300 wooded islands in the state,
were presented with the Julia E ances next year.
the largest of which is Mount Desert,
Noyes cup and to the Portland
• * * •
containing 60.000 acres, and offering
rhythm band went the Agnes G.
William Gustafson, bass of the the unexcelled scenery of Acadia Na
Keating cup. When these cups have M. tropolitan Opera Co., committed tional Park, the only seacoast Na
been won three years by the same suicide March 10 at his New York tional Park in the Union.
group, they become permanent pos apartment. His Metropolitan debut
Settled some fourteen years before
sessions.
was made in 1920. as Titurel in “Par the Pilgriyis landed Maine is rich in
The members of the winning band sifal." He created the role of Mac- historical
associations.
Ancient
Why Tl’DOL
wore yellow and green berets, with —.is in “Th; King's Henchman." and ““dmarks are to be found all over
green capes lined with yellow. Their •.ncluded in his repertoire such roles ha state' A™ the ™st ^terestGasolines
Are
leader who stood upon a table as Kiffg Henrv in "Lohengrin." ,ln* rellcs,of ,the war,s °f the
,days
waved her arms in a real profes- Handing in “Die Walkure.” the King
Gnm-Freo
“L bl°^'
sional manner. The children are in "Aida" and the Bonze in "Madame
‘hem *ui ? wh£n tbe
pupils in the third, fourth, fifth and Butterfly." For the oast 12 years he 1 Fnki)sh struggled with the French
sixth grades. The next contest will had appeared as soloist with the and ™lans for supremacy in the
1.SELECTED CRVDES
be of the State Bands, May 9.
Schola Cantorum and the New York , ‘
Crudes
selected for their clean
• • • •
The State Highway Commission
Oratorio Society. This announceliness are Umulti-fractionate£*>
•
[J?
’
ihat
°1
1°
an
earlier
start
this
vear
Portland says the music situation -nent attract' our attention m that than evgf before Some Jlooooooo
by super-refining equipment
is looking up, and judging from the Mr. Gustafson was a soloist at a
costing millions. Each crude
announcements already made in the Maine Festival in its later years. If will be expended for new construc
gets the exact degree of refin
early spring season, we should say memory tells us correctly, he was tion while an additional $3,265,000
it is. For the community series be ubstituted by Mr. Chapman on very will go for maintenance. Six hun
ing it requires.
dred
and
twenty-three
miles
of
con

short
notice
and
delighted
every

ginning in October. Fritz Kreisler
crete
bituminous
macadam
and
considered the greatest violinist of one bv his magnificent voice and
gravel roads will be added to the
X -CC.M-TAPPED'’
the present age, John McCormack fine personality.• » ♦ •
system with some 5000 miles of pres
world famed tenor, and Serg3
In towering fractionation still*
ent road under constant patrol mainRachmaninoff, renowned pianist and These are the FUGITIVE
»f the most advanced type, Himelodies that are not tenance.
composer, have been engaged under
heard too often.
eat TYDOL is refined to gumWith all contracts for new conthe direction of Aaron Richmond They are not banal.
1 struction let, work is being pushed
Their charm iies hidden
free purity. The gum-carrying
New England concert impresario.
In wan archives of the unaccustomed.
ahead rapidly. The seven mile
gasoline is drawn off for reNow a new concert promoter comes Like uncut Jewels they wait
stretch of concrete planned for Wells
forward with plans to present Lily Wistfully dreaming
distillation long before the
Of the night when they will be chosen on Route 1 will finish the concrete
Pons and Lawrence Tibbett, two of To
refiuing process is completed.
bloom like the lotus flower
highway from Wells to Kennebunk.
the most sensational artists in the In sudden beauty.
Within
a
week
or
two
work
will
start
—
Frances
Elliott
in
'
Musical
Digest.
”
world. The community series makes
on the concrete stretches between
3. Gt YI-ITIEE BLENDINS
it impossible for outsiders to attend
Brunswick and Yarmouth, at Wis
WRITING A LONG WHILE
Let us hope that a different plan will
Tide
: atcr’s exclusive, secret
casset, Warren. Palmvra. Carmel and
prevail if Pons and Tibbett are
bieiut ui gum-free gasolines
"Pardnrr"
of
Thomaston
Was
An
other
Points
called
for
by
the
probrought to Portland.
“Occasional" For The Courier, ”ral?
creates the super-power, high, .
.
• • • •
The work of filling in holes and
Back in 1880
test, anti-knock qualities of ffiWe hear so much about Aaron Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
smoothing out gravel and macadam
testTYOOl.
Richmond, resulting from his suc
It is funny how some little query ized roads is being carried on by a
cess in the field of concert manage will set the thoughts of a person in constant maintenance patrol crew of
ment. If you will remember, he had motion. For instance in a recent 500 men. At the height of the sum
charge of the recent Paderewski issue I noticed the communication mer the number will increase to 2500.
tour. How many know that Rich from "Boze." and it did sure set my Some 12.000
men„„are[ne
engaged
con
WUIR
Malneinhighmond forsook a career as a concert
struction work
on the Maine
thinker
at
work,
overtime
perhaps.
during
Ju
,
and
Au
t
pianist 12 years ago at which time
Out
he was studying with Felix Fox. As For instance, I wonder if that won-| o{ a total of 75brldges planned for
derful
Diary
of
Dads,
that
he
this
year
21
have
been
started
a concert manager he has accom
K is lllcewise lanned
ellmlnate
plished much of decided value in quotes all too seldom, ever makes
any mention of those pre-histonc , a number of dangerous crossings and
music in this section of the country, markings
marking on the rocks nf
Manana
lofher highwpv barrjers
thfim
of Manana.
• » * «
About the first of my being on the so-called Death Underpass on the
The concert series at Boston Sym Monhegan. in the Seventies or early
• •
phony Hall for the 1931-32 season Eighties, perhaps. I went over onto Boston and Maine Railroad at West
If
announce such artists as Rosa Pon Manana one night after supper and Kennebunkport, and the Maine Cen
tral Grade Crossing at West Falselle, Yehudi Menuhin, the marvel
noHv I
The C0St °’f
work was
ous boy violinist, Lawrence Tibbett, interested and impressed. The
The party I prOvided for at the recent legislative
7
Jesus Maria Sanroma (pianist). La lingered a long time, making all
session
by
the
passage
of
a
$1,000,000
/o
Argentina (dancer), Roland Hayes, sorts of conjectures as to their mean
Lily Pons. Walter Gieseking (pian ing. I have made attempts to see bond issue resolve. The State, the
ist), and the London Singers. Sure them again during the years that Railroads and the County and local
involved will share the
ly a formidable offering for music have passed but found it too ex communities
expense proportionately.
GUM sticks valves . . . GUM binds car
But not in Hi-test TYDOL. For this
devotees.
pensive.
The enormous increase In Maine’s
....
It may be that “Dad” and those tourist business during the past few
bon into a hard flinty mass . . . GUM
anti-knock,
super-power, high-test gaso
Citizens of Worcester, Mass., and with whom he trained had some years is due in great measure to the
clogs feed lines . . - GUM distorts piston
other cities in the United States, will ideas about those markings and that State’s intensive highway improve
line is made more carefully today than
probably have an opportunity of they are recorded in his “Book of ment program. Of the State's 23,000
rings
...
GUM
steals
horse-power.
Many
ever
before. With finer equipment.
Marks."
They
would
certainly
be
hearing the famous "Three Choirs
miles of highways. 2317 represent
Festival" next year, according to an interesting. By the way I have an what are designated as state high
serious motor troubles can be traced to
And with greater precision.
announcement recently issued at idea that I have a line or two in that ways nearly 1300 miles of which have
improperly refined, gum-bearing gaso
Worcester. England. This festival diary referring to me.
been improved with 146 miles of con
Millions of dollars have been invested
And again I wonder if I am not Crete, 283 miles of bituminous
has been an annual event in England
lines.
for more than 200 years. Tentative j among the “old timers.” For dates macadam and 854 miles of gravel.
to give you power plus purity. Speed
plans are being made to transport te swear by. I looked up an old cash Designated state aid road totals over
But
TYDOL
gasolines
are
99^%
gumplus cleanliness. Anti-knock plus gumthe combined cathedral choirs, or book that I was keeping when I was 4500 miles of which 3717 miles have
chestras and conductors of Glouces in knee breeches, perhaps, or about been improved by joint action of the
free.
free clarity ... Try it once and you’ll
ter, Hereford and Worcester to that time and under date of May 16, cities and towns
America, where they will give a re 1881, found the following entry:
buy it for the life of your car.
Due to hasty, or improper refining
production of the festival which ter- Rec'd of L. M. Robbins, one
Refining equipment costing millions create*
FREDERICK HOFFMAN DEAD
minates in England on Sept. 9, 1932. | quarter's
services,
correspondent
methods, you will find gum today where
these pure, sparkling, gum-free gasolines. In
Tide
Water
Oil
Sales
Corporation,
The “Three Choirs' Festival" origi Opinion. $6.50. That will fix the
News was received of the death in
this huge, modern, bubble tower, the gum-carry
you least expect it.
nated in 1715 from meetings between date or the time when I was not Chicago of Frederick Hoffman, a
Congress Bldg., Portland, Me.
ing gasolines are removed for re-distillation.
choirs of Worcester, Hereford and sending items to The Courier, occa frequent summer visitor at NorthGloucester for the purpose of "im sionally. mind you. I ceased sending port. While no particulars were given
proving themselves in harmony’ by them to become the regular writer the wire stated that death followed
the performance of several concepts for the Opinion
an accident. Mr. Hoffman was the
of music.” In 1722 these "music
Think the first items went to The husband of the former Ruth Cobe, a
TUNE IN ROY ATWELL'S TIDE WATER
meetings" were organized with the Oourier during the early part of niece of Ira M. Cobe of New York
INN 6.30 to 6.43 P. M. Eastern Daylicht
definite object of providing a charity December, 1880, from certain things and a summer resident of Northport
Saving Time . . . every Monday, Wednes
that
I
remember
fund for the benefit of widows and
and from childhood she spent the
day and Friday . , . Columbia Network.
Rather
guess
that
I
am
high
line
orphans of the clergy of the three
summer season in the latter resort,
dioceses. Their meetings then be as an occasional.
after her marriage Mr. Hoffman
Pardner.
came known as the “Three Choirs
accompanying her. He was a young
Thomaston,
April
25.
Festival," and have been held in ro
man of charming personality.
HI-TEST TYDOL (x« premium)
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